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ABSTRACT 

 

Multimeric ligands have the potential to be developed as targeted imaging agents 

and therapeutics for the diagnosis and treatment of cancer.  Multimeric ligands consist of 

multiple binding residues tethered together by a linker and are capable of simultaneous 

binding to multiple receptors.  This dissertation details the proof-of-principle experiments 

that establish that multimeric ligands bind with an increased affinity and cooperativity 

compared to their monomeric counterparts.  We have chosen to evaluate combinations of 

ligands for the human melanocortin 4 receptor (hMC4R), human delta-opioid receptor 

(hδOR), cholecystokinin-B receptor (CCK-BR), and oxytocin receptor (OTR).   

Multivalent ligands can be homomeric, meaning that all ligands bind to the same 

receptor type, or they may be heteromeric, meaning that they bind to different types of 

receptors.  We have evaluated homodimer and homotrimer binding to hMC4Rs, and 

heterodimer binding to hMC4Rs and hδORs.  Ligands for the receptors were tethered 

together using backbones constructed of polyethylene glycol (PEG) units or different 

combinations of amino acid repeats.  The effects of linker length and rigidity on the 

binding of multivalent ligands have been evaluated.   

Additionally, this dissertation details the development of a new lanthanide based 

binding method used to monitor receptor-ligand interactions.  This assay makes use of 

lanthanide labels attached to a peptide that binds specifically to the receptor of interest.  

The amount of bound ligand is detected using time-resolved fluorescence (TRF).  This 

assay produces results which are highly reproducible, require less setup time and reagents 
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and do not require special waste disposal, all advantages over the traditional radioligand 

binding assays.  This lanthanide based binding assay has been adapted to evaluate ligand 

binding to the hMC4R and hδOR.   
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1. THE ROLE OF TARGETED THERAPIES IN THE TREATMENT OF CANCER* 

 

Recent advances in molecular biology and pharmacogenomics are leading to the 

evolution of cancer pharmacology.  Historically, specificity of cancer therapeutics was 

gained by targeting either the synthesis or structure and function of DNA or by inhibiting 

cell division (1).  Thus, rapidly dividing cells are most susceptible to these 

antiproliferative cytotoxic agents (2).  Proliferation of certain types of healthy tissues and 

the quiescence of some tumor cell types makes this type of passive targeting very 

inefficient for cancer treatment.  Although these therapies are capable of killing cancer 

cells, their systemic distribution results in undesirable side effects and dose limiting 

toxicities associated with chemotherapy.  Thus, their therapeutic index, the measure of 

the efficacy of the therapy against the tumor relative to damage caused to normal tissues, 

is poor meaning that only low doses are safely administered to patients.  Unfortunately, 

these doses are seldom capable of achieving cures.  Another major problem with these 

types of therapies is that cancer cells often become resistant to the therapies, leaving no 

other therapeutic options.  With use of these cytotoxic agents, patients may go into 

remission, but eventually most will relapse, frequently with cancers that are resistant to 

therapy, and die.    

 
 
 
 
 

*Portions of this chapter have been previously published:  
Handl, H. L., Vagner, J., Han, H., Mash, E., Hruby, V. J., and Gillies, R. J. (2004) Expert Opin. Ther. 
Targets. 8(6), 565-586. 
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In order to make anti-cancer drugs more effective and less toxic, better 

therapeutics need to be designed which are capable of delivering the toxic agents directly 

to their site of action without affecting the healthy surrounding tissues.  With improved 

tumor cell targeting, therapies could be delivered directly to the tumor cells while sparing 

damage to the healthy tissues thus leading to a substantial improvement in cancer 

therapy.  This increase in therapeutic index means that higher concentrations of drug 

could be administered with little effect on healthy tissues.   
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1.1 THE TARGETS: 

In order for targeted therapies to be efficacious they must be directed towards an 

appropriate target.  Both genomics and proteomics have been employed to aide in the 

identification of new targets.  Genomics seeks to identify targets which have differential 

expression in normal versus diseased tissues while proteomics aims at understanding 

cellular function by examining protein expression, activity and interactions.  With the 

completion of the human genome sequence, the remaining challenge is to convert these 

data into useful information that can be used to identify disease-relevant therapeutic 

targets.       

 

1.1.1 TARGET IDENTIFICATION AND SELECTION 

The best type of target is both druggable and disease-linked (3).  This means that, 

when modified, the target has the ability to stall or reverse progression of the disease.  

There are a number of factors that need to be taken into consideration when choosing a 

successful therapeutic target.  First of all, the target should be expressed highly in 

malignant phenotypes and expressed at low levels or not at all in normal organs and 

tissues.  The function of the target is important in most types of drug design.  For 

example, if the target plays an active role in a signal transduction pathway and leads to 

cell growth or quiescence, it may be beneficial to either inhibit or induce the expression 

or function of the protein.   

The location of the target protein must be considered as the target has to be 

accessible by the therapeutic.  Many therapeutics are incapable of passing through 
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membranes.  For this reason cell surface targets are some of the most useful and most 

commonly sought after targets.  However, if the therapeutic is capable of passing through 

the cell membrane or being internalized then a whole array of intracellular proteins could 

act as potential targets.   

In addition to being accessible the target must be druggable, meaning that it must 

have some way of being modulated.  For instance, proteins generally make the best drug 

targets since they have multiple domains which are responsible for ligand binding, 

protein-protein interaction, proper folding, or other important biological functions.  

Disruption of these functions has the potential to eliminate or alter the function of the 

protein.  Half of the current known drug targets fall into six protein families: G-protein 

coupled receptors, serine/threonine and tyrosine protein kinases, zinc metallopeptidases, 

serine proteases, nuclear hormone receptors and phosphodiesterases (3). 

 

1.1.2 TARGET VALIDATION: 

After a target has been identified, it must be extensively validated in order to 

show its relevance and role in the disease pathway.  Current methods of target validation 

include antisense oligonucleotides, siRNA and genetic knockout, which are both nucleic 

acid based, thus do not directly address the function of the protein.  Methods which 

directly evaluate the function of the protein include pharmacological inhibitors, function-

blocking antibodies (4) and chromophore assisted laser inactivation (CALI) (5).  The first 

goal of target validation is to confirm any preliminary data suggesting differential 

expression in different tissues, which can be done via RT-PCR to look for increased 
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mRNA expression or by Western Blot or immunohistochemistry to look at the protein 

levels in specific tissues.  Secondly, target validation must verify that, when the target is 

modulated, disease progression is slowed.  This phase is completed using either cell or 

model organism based studies. 

The identification and validation of new targets is one of the bottlenecks in the 

development of novel targeted therapeutics.  The advent of genomics and proteomics 

along with the complete sequencing of the human genome have revolutionized the target 

identification and validation steps of drug design, yet there are still large hurdles that 

need to be overcome.  Of the thousands of genes contained within the human genome, the 

challenge remains to identify potential target proteins which will prove useful for drug 

development. 
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1.2 METHODS OF TARGETING: 

Targeted therapies have seen great success in recent years, and Table 1.1 provides 

a list of some of the recent targeted therapies that have gained FDA approval or are 

currently in clinical trials.  The goal with targeted therapies is to target specific molecular 

abnormalities associated with cancer or proteins or genes which are specific for cancer 

cells.  Based upon these molecular abnormalities, it is possible to differentiate cancer 

cells from normal cells.  The two major ways of targeting include passive and active 

targeting.  Passive targeting is a result of drug accumulation due to physicochemical or 

pharmacological differences between tissues.  Active targeting is based on the specific 

interaction of the agent with the cell or tissue component.  In terms of active targeting, 

one approach is to interfere with the expression or function of the malfunctioning gene or 

protein.  The other method by which active targeting can be useful is by specifically 

delivering cytotoxic agents to cancer cells by some sort of targeting moiety that targets 

the abnormality.  Specific methods of targeting include small molecules, antibodies, 

antisense oligonucleotides, gene therapy, or cytokines (see (6) for a brief review), and 

these methods are described briefly below.
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Table 1.1:  Examples of targeted therapies.  This table represents some of the targeted 
therapies that have gained recent FDA approval or are currently in clinical trials. 
 
Generic 
Name 

Brand 
Name 

Manufacturer Mechanism of 
Action 

Approved 
Indications  

(FDA approval 
date) 

Ref.

Drug Class: Small Molecule 
gefitinib Iressa AstraZeneca 

Pharmaceutical 
Inhibits EGFR 
tyrosine kinase 
thereby blocking 
signal 
transduction 

Non-small cell 
lung cancer (May 
2003) 
In phase II trials 
for ovarian 
cancer (2003) 

(7) 

erlotinib Tarceva OSI 
Pharmaceuticals 

Irreversibly 
inhibits EGFR 
thus inhibiting 
angiogenesis, 
inducing 
apoptosis and 
blocking cell 
proliferation 

Failed Phase III 
trials for non-
small cell lung 
cancer 

(8-10) 

imatinib Gleevec Novartis 
International 

Inhibits BCR-
ABL tyrosine 
kinase thereby 
inhibiting signal 
transduction 

chronic 
myelogenous 
leukemia (May 
2001) 
gastrointestinal 
stromal tumors 
(Feb 2002) 

(11-13)

tipifarnib Zarnestra Johnson & 
Johnson 
Pharmaceutical 
Research and 
Development 

Inhibits farnesyl 
transferase 

Phase II breast 
cancer and 
advanced 
myeloma (March 
2003) 
Phase III 
colorectal cancer 
(March 2003) 

(14;15)

BAY 43-
9006 

 Bayer 
Corporation and 
Onyx 

Selectively 
inhibits RAF-1 
kinase 

Phase III clinical 
trials (Dec 2003) 

(16;17)
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Table 1.1: Continued 
 

Generic 
Name 

Brand 
Name 

Manufacturer Mechanism of 
Action 

Approved 
Indications  

(FDA 
approval date) 

Ref.

bortezomib Velcade Millenium 
Pharmaceuticals, 
Inc. 

Proteosome 
inhibitor that 
displays growth 
inhibition and 
cytotoxicity 

Multiple 
myeloma (May 
2003) 

(18-20)

Isolated 
from a plant 
indigenous 
to India 

Flavo-
piridol 

 Inhibits CDK 
thus inhibiting 
growth of cancer 
cells by 
preventing cell 
cycle progression 

Activity 
demonstrated in 
patients with 
renal, gastric, 
and lung 
cancers 

(21-23)

BAY 12-
9566 

 Bayer Targets 
angiogenesis by 
specific 
inhibition of 
MMP-2, MMP-3, 
and MMP-9 

Failed Phase III 
trials in patients 
with pancreatic 
cancer 

(24-26)

SU 6668  SuGen Inhibits VEGFR, 
PDGFR, and 
FGFR, thereby 
preventing 
angiogenesis 

Solid tumors (27;28)

Atrasentan  Abbott 
Laboratories 

Selective agonist 
against ET(A) 
endothelin 
receptors thus 
inhibiting 
angiogenesis and 
preventing cell 
proliferation 

Phase II 
ovarian (2003), 
prostate cancer 

(29-31)

Squalamine  isolated from the 
dogfish shark 
Squalus acanthias 

Inhibits mitogen-
induced 
proliferation, 
migration, and 
angiogenesis  

Under 
evaluation for 
non-small cell 
lung cancer and 
ovarian cancer 

(32-35)
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Table 1.1: Continued 
 

Generic 
Name 

Brand 
Name 

Manufacturer Mechanism of 
Action 

Approved 
Indications  

(FDA approval 
date) 

Ref.

  Drug Class: Monoclonal Antibody 
bevacizumab Avastin Genentech Inc. Binds VEGF 

preventing its 
interaction with 
its receptors, thus 
inhibiting 
angiogenesis and 
preventing 
metastasis 

Colorectal 
cancer (Feb 
2004) 

(36) 

edrecolomab Panorex GlaxoSmith 
Kline 

Epithelial cell 
adhesion 
molecule 

Colorectal 
cancer (Jan 1995 
in Germany, not 
approved by 
FDA) 

(37-40)

ibritumomab 
tiuxetan 

Zevalin IDEC 
Pharmaceuticals 

CD20 antibody 
bearing yttrium 
90 

Low-grade 
lymphoma, 
follicular 
lymphoma, 
transformed 
non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma (Feb 
2002) 

(41-44)

tositumomab Bexxar Corixa Antibody against 
CD20 

Non-Hodgkin’s 
Lymphoma 
(June 2003) 

(45;46)

rituximab Rituxan IDEC 
Pharmaceuticals 

Antibody against 
CD20 

Non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma, B-
cell lymphoma, 
chronic 
lymphocytic 
leukemia 
(November 
1997) 

(47-50)

gemtuzumab Mylotarg Wyeth/IHP CD33 antibody 
tagged with 
calicheamicin 

Acute 
myelogenous 
leukemia (May 
2002) 

(51-53)
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Table 1.1: Continued 
 

Generic 
Name 

Brand 
Name 

Manufacturer Mechanism of 
Action 

Approved 
Indications  

(FDA 
approval 

date) 

Ref.

cetuximab Erbitux ImClone/Bristol-
Myers Squibb 

Targets EGFR 
and blocks 
ligand binding 
thus preventing 
receptor 
activation 

Colorectal 
cancer (Feb 
2004) 
 

(54;55)

trastuzumab Herceptin,  Genentech Binds to HER-2 
thus inhibiting 
cancer cell 
growth 

Breast cancer 
(Oct 1998) 

(56-59)

Alemtuzumab Campath ILEX 
Pharmaceuticals 

Directed against 
the CD52 
protein, which is 
present on 
normal and 
cancerous B and 
T cells. 

B-cell 
chronic 
lymphocytic 
leukemia 
(May 2001) 

(60;61)

Drug Class: Gene Therapy 
tgDCC-E1A  Targeted Genetics Expression of 

adenoviral E1A 
results in down-
regulated HER-
2 

Breast cancer (62;63)

Drug Class: Antisense Oligonucleotide 
OGX-011 
(ISIS 
112989) 

 OncoGenex 
Technologies/ISIS 
Pharmaceuticals 

Blocks 
production of 
clusterin, 
making cancer 
cells more 
susceptible to 
chemotherapy 

Prostate 
cancer 
(clinical 
trials) 

(64;65)
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Table 1.1: Continued 
 

Generic 
Name 

Brand 
Name 

Manufacturer Mechanism of 
Action 

Approved 
Indications  

(FDA approval 
date) 

Ref.

oblimerson 
sodium 

Genasense Genta 
Incorporated 

Reduces 
expression of 
BCL-2, thereby 
preventing the 
evasion of 
apoptosis by 
cancer cells. 

Chronic 
Lymphocytic 
Leukemia  

(66;67)

ISIS 3521 Affinitak ISIS 
Pharmaceuticals/ 
Eli-Lilly 

Inhibits of PKCα 
production 
leading to growth 
inhibition of 
cancer cells.  

Non-small cell 
lung carcinoma, 
breast cancer 
(clinical trials) 

(68;69)
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1.2.1. GENE THERAPY: 

Gene therapy takes advantage of our knowledge of what is taking place within the 

cancer cell at the molecular level, and manipulates specific genes and intracellular DNA 

with the goal of managing or eliminating cancer cells.  As with many of the other 

methods for targeted therapy, the aim of cancer gene therapy is to provide a selective and 

curative treatment option with low systemic toxicity.  There are a number of ways that 

gene therapy can be tailored to cancer treatment and these strategies are reviewed in a 

number of articles (70-72).  It is known that oncogenes play a large role in the 

progression of cancer cells, thus one strategy of gene therapy is the inactivation of 

oncogenes.  The loss of tumor suppression genes allows tumor cells to proliferate in an 

unregulated fashion.  By reintroducing tumor suppressor genes into the tumor cells, the 

potential exists to inhibit growth of the tumor.  In order to protect healthy normal tissues, 

it has been proposed that introduction of drug resistance genes into these cells prior to 

chemotherapy may protect them from damage normally associated with 

chemotherapeutics.   Other potential areas for gene therapy include introduction of 

immunomodulatory genes such as cytokines and costimulatory molecules, tumor 

sensitization, inhibition of angiogenesis, and immunopotentiation.   

Although there are a number of potential avenues for gene therapy, this field has 

experienced a number of obstacles and set-backs, and gene therapy has proved to be more 

difficult than first imagined.  There is still a lack of effective methods for selective cell 

targeting and better methods need to be developed in order to ensure safe and effective 

delivery.  There is a lack of stable integration of the gene at specific sites.  When 
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integration does occur (with use of retroviruses) it may interfere with the function of 

neighboring genes, resulting in insertional mutagenesis and raising concerns about the 

future health of the patient (73).  Additionally, there is still concern over immune 

response that may be initiated following gene therapy.  Deaths caused by gene therapy 

have been reported and are attributed to systemic immune response(74).  Today there are 

over 900 gene therapies currently in clinical trials, with more than 600 of these being 

tested for use against cancer (http://www.wiley.co.uk/genetherapy/clinical). 

 

1.2.2. ANTIBODIES: 

One of the most specific means of targeting tumor cells is nature’s own invention, 

the antibody.  The field of therapeutic antibodies has made great strides in the past 30 

years and presents many options for future drug development (reviewed in (75-79)).  The 

development of monoclonal antibodies for drug discovery was initially met with much 

resistance and uncertainty.  Evaluation of the first antibodies demonstrated that antibodies 

caused the HAMA response (human antimouse-antibodies)(80), which resulted in allergic 

reaction, hypersensitivity and rapid clearance (81).  Additionally, they were unable to 

trigger effector functions.  However, these effects have been countered in recent years 

with the humanization of murine regions of the antibodies, and antibodies have had great 

success as therapeutics with over 300 clinical trials involving the use of antibodies 

(www.clinicaltrials.gov). 

There are a number of ways that antibodies can be used to combat cancer(79).  

The first of these is by using antibodies to deliver a toxic agent (radioisotopes, 
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chemotherapeutic, or other protein or small molecule toxin) to the cancer cells.  One 

example of this type of therapy is Mylotarg (gemtuzumab ozogamicin), which carries the 

bacterial toxin, calicheamicin, to its target, CD33, which is expressed in the majority of 

acute myelogenic leukemias(51).   Unconjugated or “naked” antibodies can be used to 

either enhance the body’s own immune-effector function, or to inactivate target 

pathways.  A familiar example of this type of antibody is Herceptin which is used in the 

treatment of breast cancer.  Herceptin is a humanized anti-ERBB2 antibody that binds to 

the extracellular domain of HER2 and results in its downregulation and 

internalization(59).  This results in cell-cycle inhibition and antibody-dependent 

cytotoxicity.  Herceptin has greatly improved the treatment options for patients with 

HER2 positive breast cancer.  A third way to use antibodies for cancer therapy is to coat 

the outside surface of a drug-carrying liposome with a number of antibodies that will 

target the liposome to the area of interest. 

Despite the advances made with therapeutic antibodies, there are still a number of 

drawbacks to this type of targeted therapy.  Even with humanization, antibodies can still 

exhibit an immune response to the residual mouse complementarity-determining regions 

(CDR), which limits its in vivo half-life and potency.  A large concern is the great cost 

involved with using mammalian expression systems to generate the antibodies.  

However, production in E. coli does offer one alternative.  Additionally, antibodies are 

large, with molecular weights approximately 160,000, a characteristic which prevents 

them from accessing the interior regions of large tumors.  There are also problems 
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associated with non-specific uptake into systems such as the liver, spleen, and bone 

marrow.   

 

1.2.3. ANTISENSE OLIGONUCLEOTIDES: 

Antisense technology has the capability of silencing cancer-relevant genes that 

have been identified through current advances in molecular biology (see (65;82-85) for 

an overview).  Antisense oligonucleotides are fragments of DNA approximately 18-20 

nucleotides in length.  Following transcription of the DNA, antisense oligonucleotides 

hybridize to mRNA using Watson-Crick base pairing.  This binding prevents translation 

of the RNA into protein since the bound antisense oligonucleotides prevents the tRNA 

from reading the mRNA code.  Additionally, this double stranded RNA is hydrolyzed by 

the end nuclease RNAse H.  The first antisense nucleic acid was described in a cell free 

system in 1977 (86) and the advent of automated DNA synthesis led to quick 

advancement of antisense technology in the 1980’s and allowed for the study of gene 

function.  The first IND application involving antisense oligonucleotides was filed with 

the FDA in 1991 and in 1998 Vitravene was the first antisense therapeutic to gain FDA 

approval and is used in the treatment of cytomegalovirus (CMV) retinitis in AIDS 

patients(82).  There are currently more than 30 antisense oligonucleotides in clinical 

trials, with approximately 14 of these being tested for their anti-cancer effects ((83), 

trilinkbiotech.com). 

There are a number of drawbacks to using oligonucleotides as therapeutics.  First, 

they are rapidly degraded in vivo since they are vulnerable to nucleases in serum.  This 
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problem has been circumvented by replacing the phosphodiester backbone with a 

phosphorothiolate backbone and by implementing a number of other chemical 

modifications (reviewed in (83)).  Additionally, most antisense oligonucleotides need to 

be attached to a targeting agent, such as liposomes, peptides, or dendrimers, which 

present their own problems in terms of effective targeting of specific cells and toxicity to 

normal tissues.   

 

1.2.4. SMALL MOLECULES 

Small molecules represent one of the largest classes of cancer therapeutics.  Small 

molecules are low molecular weight synthetic agents that interact with certain proteins 

with a known function in disease.  The advantage to using small molecules is that they 

often can be formulated into an orally available drug.  Small molecules can be developed 

as cancer therapeutics by interacting in a number of ways with certain signaling proteins.  

Often times, these small molecules are developed to compete and block the binding of a 

specific signaling molecule to its receptor.  Additionally, the small molecules can act by 

interfering with receptor signaling on downstream effector molecules or by blocking 

phosphorylation sites which are critical for maintaining proper function and signaling.  

Currently small molecules are being evaluated against a number of relevant cancer targets 

which include, but are not limited to, tyrosine kinases (87;88), EGFR (89;90), VEGFR 

(91), Hsp90 (92), COX-2 (93-95), and PI3/AKT (96).   

One of the recent successes in the development of small molecules for the 

treatment of cancer was the development of Gleevec for the treatment of CML patients.  
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This tyrosine kinase inhibitor blocks the ATP binding site and is effective in blocking the 

activity of Bcr-Abl, Kit and PDGFR (97-99).  It was given an accelerated FDA approval 

in 2001 due to its remarkable clinical response rates and complete remissions seen in a 

number of patients enrolled in the clinical trials.  Another small molecule that is making 

strides in the treatment of cancer is Iressa (AstraZeneca), an ihibitor of EGFR, which is 

commonly overexpressed in solid tumors.  Iressa blocks phosphorylation of the receptor 

thus preventing downstream signaling and resulting in a decrease in cellular proliferation 

in the tumors.  Both of these examples are evidence of the success that can be achieved 

with small molecules that are targeted to a relevant cancer protein.   

 

1.2.5. PEPTIDES 

 Peptides debuted as agents for cancer targeting and imaging in the mid-1980s 

when it was discovered that tumors often overexpress peptide hormone receptors.  

Advances in molecular biology made it possible to clone and further study these 

receptors.  There are many characteristics which make peptides attractive targeting 

moieties(100;101).  They easily penetrate tissue thus having easy access to the tumor site; 

however, they will not cross the blood-brain barrier.  This provides a bit of an advantage 

in some cases since many of the hormone receptors are expressed highly in the brain.  

Since peptides are naturally occurring substances they are intrinsically non-toxic and safe 

to administer.  They can be easily modified to create synthetic analogs with high affinity 

and metabolic stability, and they can be labeled without significant loss of their binding 

affinity.  Additionally, many of the hormone receptors are known to internalize, causing 
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an accumulation of the radioactive tracer or therapeutic moiety inside of the cell.  This 

internalization event also decreases exposure to other cells in the periphery. 

 In most cases of peptide cell targeting the actual down-stream effects of the 

receptor ligand interactions are unimportant.  Instead, the targeting peptide is used merely 

to locate the cells of interest.  One downfall of this targeting method is that it is limited to 

cells that highly express the receptor of interest.  The first peptides to find utility in the 

field of tumor imaging were peptides for the somatostatin receptors.  The first 

radiopeptide to be used routinely in the clinic was 111In-labeled DTPA-D-Phe1-octreotide 

(OctreoScan), which gained FDA approval on June 2, 1994 (102).  This agent is now the 

main mode for detection and staging of gastroenteropancreatic neuroendocrine tumors.  A 

number of other peptide hormones, including bombesin, neuropeptide Y, vasoactive 

intestinal peptide and cholecystokinin B are being extensively evaluated for their 

poteintial use in the field of nuclear medicine(100;103). 
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1.3. PROBLEMS WITH THE CURRENT TECHNIQUES OF TARGETED THERAPY: 

The problem with many of the targeted therapies currently available is that they 

target only a single moiety on the cell and this moiety oftentimes must be expressed at 

high levels for the therapeutic to be efficacious.  Molecularly targeted therapies are 

becoming available, such as Tamoxifen, Gleevec and Herceptin, whose actions depend 

on the expression or overexpression of cognate receptors for these drugs.  For Herceptin, 

use is theoretically limited to patients whose cancers overexpress the Her-2/neu receptor, 

and this represents less than 35% of patients with breast cancer (104).  Similar limitations 

are present for Gleevec, which relies on overexpression of BCR-abl kinase or c-kit 

kinase, and Tamoxifen, which relies on expression of an estrogen receptor.  Although it is 

accepted that these “targeted” therapies can have off-label applications, the use of these 

targeted therapies is realistically limited to tumors that overexpress single target 

receptors.  Not only is this likely not the case for most cancers, a single target approach is 

prone to development of resistance, since cells that do not display the receptor will be 

selected.   

There exists an important need to move to a more rational and platform approach 

to targeting cells in tumors, while sparing healthy stromal tissue.  We have described a 

concept behind the design of targeting agents based on heteromultimeric ligands that 

enhance selectivity for target cells (105).  The design of such ligands is a platform 

technology in which ligands could theoretically be reverse-engineered specifically for a 

patient and their individual cancer.    In theory, such a delivery system would be specific 

for only the target cells based on their unique molecular signature, and would not bind to 
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tissues that do not express the complementary set of receptors.  Such an approach is a 

novel application of pharmacogenomics, and has the advantage that receptors would not 

have to be overexpressed by the target cells in order to ensure specificity and selectivity.  

Such a platform technology could be theoretically adopted for use with any type of 

cancer based on the expression of surface bound proteins.  Because such an approach 

would provide a mechanism to deliver a cytotoxic treatment directly to the target, lower 

doses of drug could be used and the toxic side effects would be reduced.  Binding of 

multimeric ligands to cell surfaces is kinetically, thermodynamically, and chemically 

complex.  There have been many groups who have examined multimeric ligand binding 

in well defined systems; however, there are many gaps which still exist in our knowledge 

of what dictates successful multimeric ligand binding.   
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1.4. WHAT IS A MULTIMERIC LIGAND? 

Multimeric ligands consist of multiple binding domains (ligands) that are tethered 

together via some sort of backbone scaffold.  In designing multimeric ligands, a wide 

spectrum of different ligand types can be used, including small peptide fragments(106), 

truncated versions of antibodies (107;108), and carbohydrate analogues (109).  Although 

antibodies have found recent success in clinical applications (ie Herceptin) there are a 

number of disadvantages.  Their large size limits their access to tissues of interest and 

results in poor diffusion.  There is slow blood clearance which contributes to poor 

targeting and a low target to background ratio.  Thus, peptides remain an attractive 

building block for multimeric ligands.  In addition to the choice of ligand type, these 

multimeric ligands can be arranged in multiple fashions resulting in ligands which are 

linearly arranged, attached to a solid 3-D surface, or arranged in a dendrimer type 

fashion.  This results in a large number of different possibilities for structural 

conformation.  Examples of such multimeric ligands are highlighted in Figure 1.1. 
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A.)         B.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C.)                                                                                D.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
E.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.1:  Examples of multivalent ligands.  a.) Carbohydrate analogues designed for 
high-affinity binding to target lectin receptors (109).  b.) Trisaccharide derivative 
designed to interact with the jelly coat protein for studies involving polyspermy in 
Xenopus laevis (110). c.) Liposomes with attached peptides for specific delivery of drugs 
to e.g., cardiovascular tissue (111), tumor endothelium (112), and lung cancer (113). d.) 
Antibody fragments containing the Target Binding Region (TBR) of the monomeric Fv 
portion of the antibody (107;108). e.) Multimeric peptide ligands designed for specific 
targeting of cell surface receptors (106).  
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1.4.1. NATURE’S EXAMPLES OF MULTIVALENCY: 

By exploiting what nature has taught us about the benefits of using multimeric 

ligand binding, specific characteristics can be adapted to synthetic compounds to take 

advantage of the high avidity and specificity of binding interactions and can be utilized in 

the development of novel therapeutics.  Examples in nature show that polyvalent 

interactions can serve to increase the avidity of binding interactions, generate graded 

biological responses, and add specificity to an interaction when more than one type of 

receptor-ligand pair is involved.  These are characteristics important in transcription 

factor-response element control (114), virus-host interactions (115), bacterial-cell 

attachment, bacterial chemotactic response (116), blocking of polyspermy (110), and 

antibody recognition (117).   

Antibodies are one of the best studied multivalent systems.  One inherent 

hallmark of antibodies is their multivalent nature and numerous attempts have been made 

to manipulate this characteristic.  When examining the number of antigen-binding Fab 

arms, it is seen that an increased number of binding sites translates into a reduced off rate, 

thereby correlating with an increased functional affinity (118).  This is seen in the fact 

that IgM, a pentameric antibody with 10 antigen-binding arms, shows a remarkable 

increase in avidity for its target antigen when compared to IgG, a bivalent molecule.   

With this premise in mind, multiple attempts have been made to use recombinant 

antibody technology to design high avidity constructs with the potential for multimeric 

binding.  Such methods include construction of miniantibodies, dimeric miniantibodies, 

diabodies, and triabodies (108;119).  The diabodies, triabodies, and tetrabodies are 
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constructed by linking single chain Fv (scFv) fragments via protein domains or peptide 

linkers.  Most of these linkers tend to contain combinations of serine and glycine residues 

in order to provide flexibility and protease resistance, while the length of the linker 

determines the number of scFv fragments that will associate.  These agents have shown 

increased tumor targeting potential when compared to their monovalent scFv counterparts 

(108).  

Another well-studied natural occurrence of multivalent binding is the attachment 

of virus particles or bacteria to the surface of a cell.  Mammen et al provide an intensive 

review of these events(120).  In the most common cases, the surface of a virus particle is 

covered by multiple copies (600-1200 per virus) of the lectin hemagglutinin (HA).  The 

target cell is coated with N-acetylneuraminic acid (sialic acid (SA)) with the density of 

approximately 50-200 per 100 nm2.  The interaction between a trimeric HA on the virus 

surface with the SA on the target cell results in endocytosis of the virus and infection of 

the cell.  There have been many attempts to develop multivalent inhibitors that would act 

as potential prophylactics for virus-borne diseases (121;122).  These polyvalent inhibitors 

would prevent the attachment of virus particles to the surface of healthy cells. 

 

1.4.2. MULTIMERIC LIGANDS IN DRUG DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT: 

Nature has clearly evidenced the advantages of polyvalent interactions and the use 

of multivalency in drug design and development also has been investigated.  Multiple 

reports have shown that multivalent ligands improve the targeting and binding affinities 

relative to the monomer.  Most multimeric ligands have been homomultimers, meaning 
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that they contain multiple identical ligands targeted to the same binding entity.  

Multimeric ligands can increase the binding specificity and affinities of drugs for their 

target.  Some reported investigations of dimeric ligands applicable to drug design and 

discovery are summarized in Table 1.2 and in references by Whitesides (120).   This table 

is by no means exhaustive, rather serves to provide an example of the broad range of 

applications, potency enhancements, and increased affinities detected with multimeric 

ligands.  A number of useful and detailed reviews have been published previously which 

discuss important aspects of multimeric binding, such as design, linker structures, and 

biological examples (120;123;124). 

In many cases, multiple ligands have been tethered to the surface of a large carrier 

molecule, such as a liposome, in which a drug can be encapsulated in a lipid bilayer and 

tagged with peptides to target cardiovascular tissue (111), tumor endothelium (112), and 

lung cancer (113), to name a few (see Figure 1.1c).  Another specific application is the 

use of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) as a rigid carrier of peptide receptor agonists (125).  

In one report, 5-450 agonist peptides were conjugated to TMV via linkage to the lysine 

amino groups on TMV.  These TMV-peptide conjugates resulted in superpotency, 

superaffinity, and prolonged activity, as compared to the unconjugated parent peptides 

(126).  These effects were attributed to multiple binding events coupled with resistance to 

enzymatic degradation as a direct result of the multimeric nature of the conjugates. 
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Table 1.2: The following is a table of the multimeric ligands found in the literature.  This 
list provides an example of the wide range of applications and results achieved using 
multimeric ligands.  For an additional listing, consult Mammen et al. (120) 
 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

1 Bradykinin 
antagonist dimer 

Bradykinin 
receptor 

Inhibits 
growth of 
small cell lung 
cancer cell line 

Cell growth 
inhibition 
using MTT 
assay 

Dimer inhibited 
growth of SHP-77 
(IC50 = 1µM) and 
A549 (IC50 = 3µM) 
cells.  Monomer 
had modest growth 
inhibition only at 
40 µm for the same 
cells 

(127) 

2 5-arylpiperazide 
derivatives of 
serotonin 

5-HT1b/1D 
receptor 

Treatment of 
migraine 

Binding at 
5-HT1B 
receptor 

All 15 dimers 
tested had a lower 
EC50 than that of 
serotonin (4.82 
nM).  The best 
dimer bound with 
an EC50 of 0.009 
nM. 

(128) 

3 Sumatriptan dimer 5-HT1b 
receptor 

Treatment of 
migraine 

Measuring 
inhibition of 
forskolin-
stimulated 
cAMP 
production 
in CHO 
cells 
transfected 
with cloned 
5-HT1b 
receptors 

The sumatriptan 
dimer was more 
potent (EC50 = 0.58 
nM) than either 
monomeric 
sumatriptan (EC50 
= 38.3 nM) or 
zomitriptan (EC50 
= 15.7 nM). 

(129) 

4 Oxymorphamine 
(agonist) and 
Naltrexamine 
(antagonist) 

Opioid 
Receptors 

 Incubation 
with guinea 
pig ileal 
longitudinal 
muscle 
preparation. 

A dimeric 
antagonist bound 
with a potency 
enhancement 60x 
that of the 
monomer while a 
dimeric agonist 
displayed a 17x 
potency 
enhancement over 
the monomer. 

(130) 
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Table 1.2: Cont. 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

5 β-naltrexamine Opioid 
Receptors 

 Evaluated 
against 
longitudinal 
muscle of 
guinea pig 
ileum 

The dimeric ligand 
had a 10x increased 
antagonism 
compared to the 
monomer 

(131) 

6 α-melanocyte 
stimulating 
hormone (α-MSH) 
and bombesin 

α-MSH and 
bombesin 
receptors, 
respectively 

Applications 
as specific cell 
targeting 
agents 

Melanocyte 
dispersion 
assay 

EC50 values for α-
MSH were 51.8 
nM for the dimer 
and 372 nM for the 
monomer.  For the 
bombesin dimer 
the EC50 value was 
23.4 nM compared 
with 110 nM for 
the monomer. 

(132) 

7 Naltrexone Opioid 
Receptors 

 Evaluated 
on 
electrically 
stimulated  
longitudinal 
muscle from 
guinea pig 
ileum 

Dimer is 3 times 
more potent than 
the naltrexone and 
exhibits a better 
selectivity profile. 

(133) 

8 Truncated versions 
of NDP-α-MSH 

Melanocorti
n Receptors 

Specific cell 
targeting 

Competition 
with 125I 
NDP-α- 
MSH on 
cells 
trasfected 
with 
hMC4R. 

EC50 of the best 
dimer construct 
was 14 nM 
compared with 264 
nM for the 
monomer. 

(106) 
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Table 1.2: Cont. 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

9 D-Lys6-
Gonadotropin 
Releasing 
Hormone (GnRH) 

Gonadotropi
n Releasing 
Hormone 
Receptor 

Regulation of 
pituitary 
function 

Release of 
luteinizing 
hormone 

The dimer alone 
did not cause 
increased 
gonadotropin 
release but when an 
antibody against D-
Lys6-GnRH was 
added, the potency 
of the dimer was 
increased and 
gonadotropin 
release was 
stimulated.  This 
effect was 
attributed to 
microaggregation 
of the receptors by 
the antibody.   

(134) 

10 Arg-Gly-Asp 
(RGD)-BSA 
conjugates 

Integrins  Promotion 
of cell 
adhesion 

An increase in cell 
adhesion results as 
an increase in in 
valency of the 
RGD groups on the 
protein-peptide 
conjugate.  A 10-
fold increase in cell 
adhesion was 
observed with a 
BSA-
(GRGDSPC)20.8 
multimer as 
compared to the 
free GRGDSPC 
monomer. 

(135) 

11 Derivates of 
benzolactams or 
naphthylpyrrolind
ones 

Protein 
Kinase C 

Potential use 
in treatment of 
Alzheimer’s 
disease 

Competition 
with [20-
3H]phorbol 
12,13-
dibutyrate 

The best 
benzolactam 
dimers bound with 
a Ki = 1.82 
compared with Ki 
= 225 for 
monomer.  The 
best naphthyl-
pyrrolindone 
dimers had a 
modest 2-fold 
increase in binding 
compared to the 
monomer. 

(136) 
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Table 1.2: Cont. 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

12 D-myo-inositol 
1,4,5-triphosphate, 
[Ins(1,4,5)P3] 

Ins(1,4,5)P3 
Receptor 

High affinity 
synthetic 
probes for 
Ins(1,4,5)P3 
receptors 

Stimulation 
of Ca2+ 
release 

The dimer 
displayed a 7-fold 
higher affinity for 
the Ins(1,4,5)P3 
Receptor than its 
monomer.  The 
EC50 for the 
stimulation of Ca2+ 
release was 12-fold 
lower for the urea 
linked dimer than 
for the monomer. 

(137) 

13 Inositol 1,4,5-
triphosphate, [IP3] 

IP3 Receptor Development 
of high-
affinity 
agonists and 
antagonists for 
IP3 receptors 

Competition 
binding 
assays with 
3H-IP3 and 
stimulation 
of Ca2+ 
release 

In binding to 
cerebellar 
membranes the 
shortest dimer 
displayed a Kd of 
1.86 nM compared 
with 11.5 for IP3.  
The dimer with the 
least affinity still 
displayed an 
affinity 
enhancement 
relative to IP3 (Kd 
= 6.5 nM).  
Additionally, the 
dimer was 3-fold 
more potent than 
IP3 in stimulating 
Ca2+ release. 

(138) 

14 Polymers 
containing 
multiple cyclic[-
RGDfK-] ligands 

αvβ3 
integrins 

Angiogenesis 
regulators 

Cell 
adhesion 
and 
internalizati
on assays 

The tetrameric 
compound 
inhibited cellular 
attachment with an 
IC50 value of 0.5 
µM compared with 
2.5 µM for the 
monomer.  All of 
the multimeric 
compounds 
displayed much 
higher uptake in 
cellular assays 
compared to the 
monomeric 
counterparts. 

(139) 
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Table 1.2: Cont. 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

15 fMLP, N-formyl-
methionly-
isoleucyl-phenyl-
alanyl-leucine 

fMLP 
receptor 

Studying 
signaling 
mechanisms of 
human 
neutrophils 

Intracellular 
Ca2+ 
mobilization 
and 
influence on 
chemotactic 
activity 

The dimer 
displayed a much 
higher chemotactic 
activity than the 
monomer (EC50 = 
0.1 for dimer and 
EC50 = 14 for 
monomer) along 
with a higher 
mobilization of 
Ca2+ (EC50 = 0.09 
for dimer and EC50 
= 2.2 for 
monomer). 

(140) 

16 Galactocalixarene 
macrocycles 

Binds to rat 
hepatoma 
cells 

Formation of a 
“cancer-net” to 
inhibit growth 
and metastasis 
of cancer cells 

Cell 
aggregation 

No evidence of cell 
aggregation.  These 
negative results 
were attributed to 
the wrong spacer 
length and 
flexibility 

(141) 

17 Tripeptide 
sequence Ac-Arg-
Val-Arg-H 

Human β-
tryptase 

Applications 
in the control 
of asthma 

β-tryptase 
inhibition 
assays 

For PEG linked 
dimers, a most 
increase in 
inhibition was 
observed (Ki = 1.6 
nM for the dimer 
and Ki = 15 nM for 
the monomer).  
When β-
cyclodextrin plus 
glycine was 
employed as the 
linker a 104 
increase in 
inhibitory potency 
was observed. (Ki 
= 17 µM for the 
dimer and Ki = 0.6 
nM for the 
monomer). 

(142) 
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Table 1.2: Cont. 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

18 GRGDS and 
PHSRN peptides 

Integrins Applications 
in cancer 
treatment 

Inhibition of 
cell 
attachment 
to 
fibronectin 
coated 
surfaces 

Polymerization 
resulted in increase 
inhibitory 
potentials.  The 
GRGDS monomer 
had an IC50 = 1.33 
mM, the GRGDS 
polymer had an 
IC50 = 0.18 mM 
and the 
GRGDS/PHSRN 
copolymer 
displayed an IC50 = 
0.04 mM.   

(143) 

19 Bis-Glutathionyl 
Nitrophenyl 
Derivatives and 
Bis-Uniblue A 
Derivatives 

Glutathione 
S-
Transferase 
(GST) 

Adjuvants to 
chemotherapy 

Inhibition of 
GST activity 

For the bis-
glutathionyl 
nitrophenyl 
derivatives, the 
best dimer had an 
IC50 of 1.6 µM and 
a Kd of 0.58 µM 
compared with 30 
µM and 8.5 µM, 
respectively for the 
monomer.  In terms 
of the bis-uniblue 
A derivatives, the 
best dimer 
displayed an IC50 
of 44 nM compared 
to 5000 nM for the 
monomer. 

(144) 

20 Neurokinin A and 
Neurokinin B 

Tachykinin 
receptor 

 Ability to 
contract 
isolated 
guinea-pig 
ileum and 
rat van 
deferens 

The dimers showed 
approximately a 2-
fold reduced 
binding affinity 
relative to the 
monomers, but the 
dimers did display 
an enhanced 
receptor selectivity. 

(145) 

21 Small organic 
molecules 

FK506 
binding 
protein 
(FKBP) 

SAR by NMR 
can be useful 
in the drug 
discovery 
process 

SAR by 
NMR 

Two individual 
molecules (with 
affinities of 2µM 
and 100 µM) were 
joined together to 
form a dimer with 
a Kd of 19 nM.  

(146) 
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Table 1.2: Cont. 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

22 Methotrexate Dihydrofolat
e reductase 
(DHFR) 

Control of 
gene 
expression 

Asses off-
rates via 
competition 
with 
methotrexate 

The off-rate of the 
dimer was 0.0002 
s-1, which is ~100 
times slower than 
the monomer.  This 
tight binding 
suggests a 
cooperative 
binding 
mechanism. 

(147) 

23 Dequalinium 
(DECA) 

Protein 
Kinase C 
(PKC) 

Inhibition of 
cellular 
metastasis 

Inhibitory 
potency 
against 
PKCα 

The most potent 
dimer had an IC50 
value of 2.6µM, 
compared with 
3590 µM for the 
monomer.  
Additionally, the 
geometry of the 
linker was 
evaluated and the 
trans isomer was 
more potent (IC50 = 
12 µM) than the cis 
isomer (IC50 = 52 
µM). 

(148) 

24 Peptidomimetic 
constructs of the 
tyrosine-based 
activation motif 
(ITAM) 

Tandem 
SH2 domain 
of Syk 
tyrosine 
kinase 

Control of 
undesired 
immune 
responses (ie. 
asthma and 
hay fever) 

Surface 
plasmon 
resonance 
(SPR) 

The transition of a 
monomeric peptide 
to a dimeric 
peptide resulted in 
a ~5000-fold 
increase in affinity.  
The dimeric 
peptidomimetic 
construct with a 
flexible linker 
displayed an IC50 = 
1.2 µM, which was 
further improved 
with the 
incorporation of a 
rigid linker (IC50 = 
0.1 µM) 

(149) 
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Table 1.2: Cont. 
 

 Ligand Receptor Potential 
Application 

Assay Enhancement 
over monomer 

Ref 

25 HLA-A*201 
Cytotoxic T-
lymphocyte (CTL) 
epitopes 

MHC Class 
I molecules 

Peptide 
vaccination 
strategies for 
HTLV-1 
disease   

Ability to 
elicit CTL 
response in 
vivo  

Multivalent 
constructs 
displayed higher 
responses than the 
single 
immunogens. 

(150) 

26 D-Arg0-[Hyp3, D-
Phe7, Leu8]-
bradykinin 

Bradykinin 
receptors 

Treatment of 
septic shock, 
asthma, and 
rhinitis 

Inhibitory 
potency and 
ability to 
inhibit 
recovery 
was tested in 
rat uterine 
smooth 
muscle 
assay 

Dimerization 
resulted in a 100-
fold increase in 
potency.  
Additionally, all 
dimers exhibited 
enhanced potency 
relative to the 
monomer. 

(151) 
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1.4.3. OUR APPROACH TO MULTIMERIC LIGAND DESIGN 

We have chosen to use peptides as the ligand building block for our multimers.  

The use of peptides as targeting agents has a number of advantages (152;153).  Peptides 

are a desirable element to use as a targeting vehicle since they are involved in a wide 

range of biological affairs including molecular signaling, signal transduction, and 

recognition (152).  They exhibit a very high affinity for their receptors, which is 

sometimes much greater than the affinity of antibodies.  One additional advantage is that 

sites which are not important for ligand binding can be modified, often without causing 

significant changes in binding affinities.  This makes peptides amenable to attachment of 

additional groups such as therapeutics, imaging agents, dyes, etc.  Peptides are able to 

penetrate tissues and have rapid localization and blood clearance.  Additionally, when 

they target cell surface receptors, they often signal the cell to internalize the bound 

receptor which would ultimately result in internalization of the attached moiety.   

  Cancer cells express a wide variety of cell-surface proteins.  Our ultimate goal in 

the design of multimeric ligands is to identify targets which are expressed highly on 

malignant tissues and expressed at low levels or not at all on normal tissues.   By 

identifying and targeting combinations of these proteins, the specificity of the agent for 

the cancer cell is improved.  Incorporating these combinations of peptides into a 

heteromeric complex will allow the multivalent ligand to distinguish between healthy and 

diseased tissues.  Additionally, an enhancement in binding affinity is detected as a result 

of the cooperative binding of the multivalent ligand.  Multimeric complexes of this sort 

are unique to nature, as cells do not normally encounter these types of molecules in 
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nature.  Thus, multiple questions remain surrounding the feasibility of construction of 

suitable multimeric ligands and the prospect of binding multimeric ligands to a cell 

surface.  The remaining portion of this dissertation will address these issues. 
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1.5. CONCEPTS IN MULTIMERIC LIGAND BINDING: 

Ligand-receptor interactions involving multiple binding moieties are quite 

complex and many concepts involving their binding interactions have yet to be well 

described or understood.  The following discussion provides some insight into what is 

known about the binding interactions of multimeric ligands and how different 

characteristics of the multimer can influence binding to the target. 

 

1.5.1. VALENCY AND AVIDITY: 

The valency of multimeric ligands is defined by the number of binding epitopes 

present on the multimer.  In most cases of multimeric binding, there is a direct correlation 

between valency and increased binding affinity(154).  This increase in affinity has been 

attributed to the accumulation of multiple low affinity binding interactions such that, 

through apparent cooperativity, the binding affinity of the multimeric ligand is increased 

relative to that of the monomeric compound.  Polyvalency has also been characterized in 

the case of the cluster-glycoside effect, defined by Lee and Lee (155) as ‘binding affinity 

enhancement exhibited by a multivalent carbohydrate ligand over and beyond that 

expected from the concentration increase resulting from its multivalency.’  Other groups 

have since examined the cluster glycoside effect and describe it as multiple low-affinity 

carbohydrate moieties clustered on the cell surface, resulting in polyvalent interactions, 

which are stronger and demonstrate cooperative affinity (154;156). 

The affinity constant is a quantitative value that describes the association of a 

ligand with its corresponding receptor.  However, multimeric interactions must account 
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for the influence of ligand structure, geometry, and arrangement, and must take multiple 

binding events into consideration.  Whitesides and co-workers have preferred the term 

avidity to refer to the affinity constant of multimeric interactions(120), and this term is 

now used commonly when referring to the binding of multimeric ligands.  In point of 

fact, all molecular recognition involves multiple points of interaction.  Hence, the 

distinction between avidity and affinity is not mechanistic, and rather serves to 

underscore the unique nature of multimeric ligands.  For multimeric ligands this term is 

simply the product of the multiple individual interactions.  This term is defined simply as 

Kpoly
N where:  Kpoly

N = (Kpoly
avg)N.  The avidity term takes multiple binding events into 

consideration, thus multiple binding interactions with relatively high off-rates can be 

combined to create an overall low off-rate for the multimeric ligand.  The effects of 

increased valency on the dissociation rate have been discussed previously (116;157;158) 

and a few specific cases are highlighted below. 

In one specific example of the relationship between valency and affinity, multiple 

consensus sequences for heparin binding were tethered together into concatamers (158).  

In these constructs, peptides comprised of a single heparin binding sequence showed 

immeasurably low affinity for heparin, whereas peptides containing two copies of heparin 

binding units displayed affinities <6 µM.  When additional copies of the consensus 

sequences were added to the peptides, the Kd
app ranged from 50-100 nM for 3-6 residues.  

A plateau in binding affinity was reached with n ≥ 5 repeats of the consensus sequence.   

The Hruby group also has demonstrated multimeric ligand binding using 

macromolecular conjugates.  In one example, multiple copies of [Nle4,D-Phe7]-α-MSH 
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(NDP-α-MSH) were tethered to a carrier molecule tagged with fluorescein (FITC), and 

visualized using fluorescence microscopy.  These multivalent NDP-α-MSH conjugates 

displayed increased binding affinity and were capable of binding multiple receptors at a 

given time, thus resulting in specific labeling of the melanotropin receptors on melanoma 

cells some of which were unobservable with monomeric ligand binding (157).  In further 

experiments, NDP-α-MSH-conjugated latex beads were incubated with normal human 

epidermal melanocytes (NHEMs) and keratinocytes (159).  Scanning electron 

microscopy results indicated that binding was specific to cells possessing melanotropin 

receptors.  Light microscopy was employed to visualize NDP-α-MSH conjugated 

macrospheres binding to melanoma (160) and epidermal melanocyes and keratinocytes 

(161).  All of the above conjugates proved to be extremely specific for cells expressing 

melanotropin receptors, and because of their high binding affinities they can be used to 

directly visualize the cellular distribution of melanotropin receptors. 

The term apparent cooperative affinity is used to distinguish the effects of 

multimeric binding from that of the traditional usage of cooperativity.  In the traditional 

sense, cooperativity describes the condition whereby binding of one ligand increases the 

affinity for binding of a subsequent ligand (162).  This can be shown by an increased Hill 

coefficient and is visualized by a steepness of the slope in a sigmoidal binding curve or as 

determined by a Hill plot.   The apparent cooperativity seen in multimeric ligand binding 

is a result of having an increased local effective concentration of ligand as a result of 

tethering together multiple receptors.  This increases the chances that a subsequent ligand 

can bind to a corresponding receptor before the first ligand-receptor pair dissociates (this 
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will be discussed further in section 1.5.3).  Thus, the actual affinity of receptors for their 

ligands remains unchanged; however, a higher binding rate is indicative of the apparent 

cooperative effects.  When analyzing such data, it is possible to detect an increased Hill 

coefficient e.g. (106). 

 

1.5.2. MODES OF MULTIMERIC LIGAND BINDING: 

Since multiple ligands are tethered together into a single molecule, it is expected 

that the multimeric ligand will interact sequentially in a step-wise fashion with numerous 

individual binding sites.  Hence, we propose that multimeric ligands bind by attaching 

themselves through sequential monomeric interactions to a solid (cell) surface.  In most 

cases, these ligands are specific for certain cell-surface receptors or enzyme active sites.  

The concept, unique to multimeric ligands, is that individual binding domains are linked 

together into a single molecule, thereby increasing the probability that the multimer will 

bind simultaneously with multiple receptors yielding high-affinity interactions.   

This concept is further complicated by the fact that there are multiple ways in 

which the ligand may interact with its corresponding target (Figure 1.2).  These different 

binding modes have been discussed previously (123;154) and will be mentioned here 

only briefly.  One mode of intramolecular binding, in which a multivalent ligand can 

interact with multiple sites of a single oligomeric entity, is referred to as the chelate effect 

(Figure 1.2a).  This effect is seen often in carbohydrate-lectin interactions.  The result of 

the multiple interactions serves to decrease the off rate of the multimeric ligand (163).  A 

second mode is often referred to as the statistical effect (Figure 1.2b) in which separate 
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binding entities on the multimeric ligand associate with a single binding site on a 

receptor.  Affinity enhancements detected during this mode of binding are a result of an 

increased local effective concentration of the ligand.  The cluster or aggregative effect 

(Figure 1.2c) is a result of intramolecular binding and is seen often in carbohydrate 

chemistry.  This results from multiple receptors clustering on a cell surface in order for 

each receptor to bind a corresponding ligand on the multimer.  The subsite binding mode 

(Figure 1.2d) occurs frequently in the case of enzymes and is a result of the multimeric 

entity binding to the main ligand or substrate-binding site in addition to a secondary 

binding subsite, both located in the same receptor or enzyme.  

 One potential complication of these multiple binding modes is that they 

allow for the formation of inter- or intramolecular reactions (Figure 1.3), all resulting in 

increased apparent affinity which are difficult to distinguish from simple binding.  For 

example, in the case of binding with the chelate or cluster effects, it is difficult to ensure 

that only a single multimeric ligand has been engaged rather than the contrary case in 

which separate multimeric ligands could each contribute a ligand to bind the 

corresponding receptors.  The goal of most multimeric ligand systems would be 

intramolecular interactions, interactions occurring between the multimer and multiple 

individual receptors, such as binding mode illustrated in Figure 1.2c; however it is 

difficult to ensure that intramolecular interactions will be more favorable than 

intermolecular interactions.   

In order for the intramolecular interaction to prevail, the free energy of a 

multivalent interaction with a valency of N must be more favorable than the free energy 
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of N monovalent interactions, such that -∆Gpoly
N > -N∆Gmono (120).  In the situation of 

immobilized polyvalent ligands at low density, intramolecular interactions are most likely 

to predominate (164).  Additionally, in order to increase the chances for intramolecular 

interactions, it is necessary to implement a linker capable of effectively allowing the 

ligands to bind to the same sites on different cells or receptors.  These are all concepts 

that must be taken into account when designing the most effective multimeric ligand. 
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Figure 1.2: Four modes of multimeric ligand binding.  A.) In the chelate effect, a 
multimeric ligand interacts with multiple sites on an oligomeric entity.  B.) The statistical 
effect allows ligands to bind to single binding sites on a receptor based on increased local 
effective concentration of the ligand.  C.) The cluster effect results in recruitment of 
receptors on the cell surface to allow for multiple receptor-ligand interactions.  D.) 
Subsite binding describes the simultaneous binding of a ligand to the main active site and 
a subsite of the receptor or enzyme. 

A. B.

C. D.

A. B.

C. D.
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Figure 1.3: Inter- versus intra-molecular interactions.  The goal of multimeric ligand 
binding is the formation of intramolecular interactions where a single multimeric ligand 
is able to engage multiple receptors.  It is very difficult to distinguish between the two 
binding mechanisms indicated above by any experimental means. 

Intermolecular 
Interaction

Intramolecular
Interaction

Intermolecular 
Interaction
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1.5.3. PHASES OF MULTIMERIC LIGAND BINDING 

Because of the complexity of multimeric interactions, it is helpful to 

conceptualize multimeric binding as occurring in separate pre-recruitment and post-

recruitment phases (Figure 1.4).  Following binding of one ligand in the multimeric 

complex, it is unlikely that there will be other receptors aligned at that site to bind the 

additional ligands.  Proper adjustment of the off- rate of the bound ligand and the 

structure of the linker increases the probability that the multimeric ligand will interrogate 

the environment, contact and bind to a subsequent receptor before the first ligand 

dissociates.  At this point, there are two ligand receptor interactions tethering the 

multimer to the cell surface.  This ensemble will have a reduced off-rate, further 

increasing the probability that a third receptor can be recruited to the complex, and so on. 

 

1.5.3.1. PRE-RECRUITMENT: 

The pre-recruitment phase (Figure 1.4a) describes the system following binding 

of the first ligand.  This event tethers the multimeric ligand to the cell surface and further 

increases the local concentration of subsequent ligands, thus increasing the probability 

that other receptors will diffuse into the area making them accessible to ligand binding 

during the residence time of the first event.  Successful multimeric ligand binding 

requires that, following the tethering of the first ligand to the cell surface, the other 

binding entities of the ligand are capable of interrogating the environment.  Once 

additional receptors have entered the area interrogated by the other ligands, it is possible 
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to gain extra binding sites and the multimeric ligand can associate with its full 

complement of receptors.   

The goal of multimeric ligand binding is to alter the linker so that interrogation 

results in sequential successful binding interactions before the first ligand-receptor pair 

dissociates.  The increase in local concentration and residence time can be explained 

mathematically by considering that the first binding event tethers the ligand to the cell, 

thus restraining the second ligand and limiting its diffusion to a hemisphere with radius r 

(equal to the length of the linker in cm) (165).  This initial binding incident and increase 

in local ligand concentration leads to the cooperative affinity that is observed in 

multimeric binding.   

The pre-recruitment phase is likely dominated by receptor diffusion within the 

plane of the membrane.  This rate-limiting step brings receptors into the surface area 

interrogated by the subsequent ligands.  All receptors are not equal in their behavior.  

Some are freely diffusible, whereas many are tethered to the cytoskeleton.  Some 

receptors are widely distributed on cell surfaces whereas others are pre-clustered either 

on polarized cells or are sequestered in lipid domains or rafts (166;167).  In nature, 

multimeric binding often involves glycolipids as receptors, possibly because they are 

freely diffusible (e.g. cholera toxin).  Consequently a general description may not be 

readily developed.  Nonetheless, it is assumed that the residence and interrogation times 

for the ligand are short relative to the diffusion time of the receptor for the first divalent 

interaction.  The residence time will stochastically increase with each additional 
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interaction such that eventually it predominates and binding becomes progressively 

irreversible. 

 

1.5.3.2. POST-RECRUITMENT: 

The post-recruitment phase (Figure 1.4b) describes the system once each ligand in 

the multimeric complex has a receptor in close proximity to which it can bind.  Once the 

system has reached this post-recruitment phase, we hypothesize that the ensemble off-rate 

for the multimeric ligand will be small.  Dissociation of individual ligands from their 

receptors continues to occur at an unaltered individual off-rate.  However, once 

dissociated, it is still tethered in close proximity to its receptor, increasing the probability 

that the ligand will rebind before the receptor diffuses away.  This concept of an 

increased probability of rebinding before the other receptor ligand pair dissociates has 

been discussed by other groups as well (165). As more ligands of the multimer are bound, 

the residence time of the multimeric ligand increases, thus providing more time for the 

unbound ligands to re-interrogate the surrounding environment.  These events further 

increase the probability that the remaining ligands will remain bound to their 

corresponding receptors in the steady-state.  

There are certain hurdles that must be overcome in constructing heteromeric 

ligands that bind to different receptor types.  One of these is ensuring that multiple 

receptors can come into close enogh proximity to allow intramolecular binding between 

two separate receptors.  Receptor diffusion rates have been studied by fluorescence 

recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) (168) and single-particle tracking (SPT) (169) 
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experiments.  From these experiments, it is known that cell surface receptors have the 

ability to diffuse within the membrane and display certain diffusion constants in the order 

of 1x10-9 cm2sec-1 (170;171).  The fact that receptors are capable of diffusing through the 

membrane makes them more accessible and capable of undergoing multimeric ligand 

binding.  The lateral movement of these receptors is dictated by one of three modes; 

either (1) unrestricted diffusion throughout the surface of the cell, (2) Brownian diffusion 

which is restricted to a certain area (indicative of a receptor being trapped in a membrane 

domain), or (3) directed motion where the receptor moves in a direction with a certain 

drift velocity(172).  One other potential problem is that there are different populations of 

receptors which exist in the cell membrane.  If receptor types are restricted to separate 

domains, it may be more difficult to tether these receptors together via a multimeric 

ligand.  It is encouraging to note, however, that inter-domain transfer of proteins is 

known to occur (172).    
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Figure 1.4: Two phases of multimeric ligand binding.  A.)  The pre-recruitment phase of 
multimeric ligand binding refers to the stage where only one of the ligands in the 
multimer is bound.  During this phase, the additional ligands in the multimer interrogate 
the adjacent volume. During this phase there is a finite possibility that corresponding 
receptors will laterally diffuse into the ligand region and be trapped by ligand binding.  
The second binding event will decrease the off rate, allowing more time for subsequent 
receptors to diffuse into the region.  B.) The post-recruitment phase describes the case 
where all ligands have located a corresponding multimer.  In this phase, the off-rates of 
the individual ligands remain relatively high, yet since this rate is rapid relative to the rate 
of receptor diffusion, there is a high probability that the ligand will rebind before the 
receptor diffuses away.  Hence the overall net off rate is low. 
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1.5.4. IMPORTANCE OF THE LINKER: 

The structure of the moiety that links the different binding domains together is 

vital since it properly orients the ligand for binding, and hence can influence the eventual 

activity of the multimeric ligand.  A wide variety of linker options exist and thus the 

linker must be chosen with care.  A linker should be chosen with regard to its length, 

architecture, rigidity, epitope density, and biological compatibility.  A number of recent 

reviews have been published on the importance of linkers in multimeric interactions 

(124;163).  These concepts have been summarized in Table 1.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.3: Degrees of freedom in designing multivalent ligands.  This table summarizes 
the degrees of freedom in multimeric ligand binding and specific applications to 
optimizing the design of multimeric ligands.  These characteristics will influence the 
binding of a multimeric ligand to its target. 

 

 Applications to Multimeric Ligand Binding 
Linker 
Length 

Must appropriately match the distance between receptors for most 
effective binding. 

Linker 
Flexibility 

Must provide ligands with enough flexibility to access binding sites 
but not be so rigid as to hinder binding. 

Ligand 
Density 

The ligand density influences rates of receptor clustering, numbers of 
receptors in a cluster, and efficiency of binding and must be chosen so 
that steric hindrance does not affect ligand binding. 

Ligand 
Sequence 

All possible sequences of the multiple ligand combinations should be 
evaluated to select for the sequence with the best binding 
characteristics 
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1.5.4.1. LINKER LENGTH: 

When designing a multivalent ligand that will span the distance between two 

adjacent receptors, the length of the linker is critical in assuring that the multimer will 

bind with the greatest avidity.  Dimensions that correspond to the distance between the 

two binding sites should result in increased avidity (165;173).  A linker that is too short 

will not be able to bind multiple receptors at once; therefore no affinity enhancement 

would be seen.  Likewise, a linker that is longer than the distance between the binding 

sites will have the effect of increasing the conformational entropy of the system making it 

less likely that the ligand will locate and bind to its corresponding receptor, although this 

property may be fungible with appropriate design.   

The effects of linker length on the affinity of multivalent interactions have been 

investigated using a systematic approach to design pentavalent ligands targeted towards 

the heat-labile enterotoxin (LT) (173).  The optimal pentavalent ligand displayed a 105-

fold increase in the apparent affinity constant, KA
app, over monomeric galactose.  This 

large increase in binding affinity was attributed to the fact that the linker closely emulated 

the distance between the binding sites on the target.  Through construction of branched 

multivalent ligands to increase the number of binding epitopes from 5 to 10, the IC50 

values were improved by an order of magnitude (0.56 µM for a pentavalent ligand versus 

0.040 µM for a decavalent ligand); an effect which was credited to an increased local 

ligand concentration (174).   
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1.5.4.2. LINKER FLEXIBILITY: 

Another important aspect in multimeric ligand design is the linker flexibility 

(Figure 1.5).  It is postulated that an optimum flexibility must exist.  If the linker is too 

rigid (Figure 1.5a) the additional peptides would not be readily capable of reaching and 

interacting with their binding sites.  On the other hand, a linker that is extremely flexible 

(Figure 1.5b) may serve to facilitate binding of the first receptor-ligand pair but 

subsequent binding events may be slowed because the subsequent ligands can interrogate 

many more spatial degrees of freedom.  Additionally, there may be an increased 

thermodynamic penalty with flexible linkers due to the increased entropy of the non-

annealed linker.  A linker with optimized flexibility would serve to limit the 

conformational entropic penalty and constrain the freedom of the bound ligand, thus 

increasing the likelihood that the second ligand could interrogate the available space and 

locate an additional binding site.  Linkers studied to date range from the highly 

hydrophilic and flexible polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker (165;175) to more rigid forms 

that frequently incorporate aromatic moieties (176) or substituted saccharide polymers 

(124). 

The flexibility or rigidity of a linker also plays a role in the overall entropy of the 

system.  It is generally assumed that entropy is the greatest thermodynamic barrier to 

binding of (large) multimeric ligands.  Binding a ligand to a cell surface involves a 

decrease in entropy, which must be offset by enthalpic losses.  The primary role of the 

linker should be to reduce the entropy loss that occurs following binding of two 

independent monomeric ligands.  It is recommended by some (120) that linkers should be 
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relatively rigid, i.e. with low endogenous entropy.  However, it must also be considered 

that a highly flexible linker may retain some of its flexibility even when bound, thus also 

decreasing the entropic penalty.   

Nature provides us with some clues regarding the kinds of flexibility that may 

provide the optimal linker in that many peptides and proteins, which are considered 

relatively flexible, are used for innumerable intermolecular interactions in biological 

systems.  For example, most peptide hormones ranging in size from 5 amino acid 

residues (e.g. enkephalin (177)) to 29 amino acid residues (e.g. glucagons (178;179)) to 

parathyroid hormone with 84 amino acid residues (180) have highly flexible 

conformations in aqueous solution and yet react with their receptors with nanomolar to 

subnanomolar affinities.  It should be noted, however, that the optimal flexibility will 

vary with the type of system, so it is difficult to make generalizations in terms of linker 

flexibility. 
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Figure 1.5:  Linker flexibility and rigidity.  A.) A rigid linker would have less entropy to 
begin with, yet may increase the entropic costs associated with ligand binding by 
constraining receptor movement. B.) A more flexible linker has more entropy to begin 
with, yet may allow for movement of the receptor within the membrane, resulting in a 
better prospect of ligand binding.  A flexible linker may also allow for some leeway in 
terms of the proper linker length since the linker could stretch and contract as needed to 
accommodate for differences in distances between receptors. 
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1.5.4.3. LIGAND DENSITY: 

In addition to the optimum linker length and rigidity, a further design 

consideration is the ligand density, defined as the number and proximity of the ligands as 

they are organized on the backbone scaffold.  The density of the ligands influences not 

only the apparent total ligand binding affinity (181), but also determines the ability of a 

multimeric ligand to cluster receptors (182).  When multiple multivalent ligands were 

constructed with differing binding densities, it was observed that additional binding 

events were not permitted with extremely high receptor densities due to steric hindrance.  

In contrast, polymers constructed with lower densities displayed the most efficient 

binding per residue due to better ligand spacing.  A higher ligand density may incur 

desirable results, such as faster rates of cluster formation, greater numbers of receptors 

clustered per epitope, or decreased distances between the binding elements (182).   
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1.6. DNA DUPLEX FORMATION: AN ANALOGY TO MULTIMERIC LIGAND 

BINDING 

 Development of multimeric ligands is somewhat hampered by the degrees 

of freedom (Table 1.3) and the lack of accepted quantitative measurements of linker 

rigidity and conformation.  Hence, accepted quantitative models, such as DNA:DNA 

interactions, provides a useful approximate paradigm (Figure 1.6).  The formation of a 

DNA duplex is similar to the post-recruitment phase of ligand binding since receptor-

ligand and base pairs are already appropriately physically orientated.  Both interactions 

are extremely specific, in that one DNA strand chooses its complement based on the 

proper sequencing of A’s, T’s, G’s and C’s while a multimeric ligand will bind most 

avidly to a cell in which the proper complement of receptors is recruitable into the proper 

orientation.  DNA duplex formation and multimeric binding interactions both exhibit 

increased avidity due to combined interactions between multiple residues.  The 

specificity and kinetics of DNA duplex formation could provide some insight into the 

nature of multimeric binding. 

The renaturation of two strands of DNA occurs with second-order kinetics.  The 

initial stage of binding, where one strand finds and binds to the corresponding 

complementary strand, is rate-limiting in renaturation and is referred to as nucleation 

(Figure 1.6a) (183).  During this stage, one strand must interrogate the possible binding 

sites within the corresponding target strand so as to retain the sequence specificity.  There 

are multiple sites for nucleation along the strand, which are equally distributed and 

accessible for binding by the second strand (184).  Thus the pre-recruitment phase is 
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loosely analogous to the interrogation of non-complementary strands of DNA, since 

multiple receptors restricted to the surface of a cell are equally accessible to the 

multimeric ligand.   

After the formation of a nucleus of base pair interaction in DNA, the process of 

binding propagation, or “zippering,” ensues (Figure 1.6b).  This process leads to the 

formation of multiple adjacent base pairs in a reversible reaction.  Zippering is 

hydrodynamically limited, and thus influenced by changes in solvent viscosity (184).  In 

the case of multimeric ligands, zippering occurs in the post-recruitment phase with the 

binding of additional ligands to their corresponding receptors.  However, as mentioned 

previously, this phase of ligand binding is dominated by receptor diffusion.  This is not 

the case in DNA, as subsequent bases are already conformed in the appropriate 

orientation.   

In the case of DNA duplex formation, the additive effects of multiple base pair 

interactions confers the extreme stability of the double helix.  Multiple low affinity 

interactions are compounded to result in a final complex, which has high affinity for its 

complement strand.  Similar to heteromultimeric events in the formation of a DNA 

duplex, high affinity interactions also can be found in the case of multimeric ligand 

binding (105).  When linker distance is optimum and ligands are capable of binding two 

individual binding sites, the affinity increases dramatically.  Once receptors are in 

complementary orientation with respect to the multimeric ligand, stability is maintained 

by the ensemble of multiple weak interactions, as in DNA (Figure 1.6c).   
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An example fo the high affinity multimeric interactions is exemplified by 

polymer-linked ligand dimers (PLD’s).  PLD’s show remarkable increases in affinity 

when the length of the linker closely resembles the distance that spans the two ligand 

binding sites (165).  In the case of cGMP activation of channels PLD’s have increased 

binding affinity, as shown by the lower K1/2 values, compared to monomeric cGMP and 

to polymer linked ligand monomers (PLM’s) (Table 1.4).  The Hill coefficients, 

indicative of the minimum number of individual molecules necessary for channel 

activation, are similar for the cGMP, PLM, and the shortest PLD.  However, the two 

longer PLD’s have Hill coefficients relatively close to 1.0, suggesting that these dimeric 

ligands occupy two independent binding sites at once. 
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Table 1.4:  Data from PLD experiments.  Polymer-linked ligand dimers (PLD’s) were 
designed to interact with and activate cGMP gated ion channels, and contain linkers of 
different lengths in order to approximate the distance between ligand binding sites (165).  
The ligand most closely matching this distance was 3400PLD, which displayed a marked 
increase in affinity (K1/2).  Additionally, these PLD’s bind as dimers as indicated by their 
corresponding Hill coefficients.  The numbers associated with the PLD’s represent the 
relative molecular weight (in Da) of the molecule.  (cGMP, cyclic GMP; PLM, polymer-
linked ligand monomer) 

 

 

Ligand Affinity (K1/2) Hill Coefficient 
cGMP 1.4 µM 1.7 
PLM 3.1 µM 2.0 
282PLD 0.85 µM 2.0 
3400PLD 12 nM 1.1 
20000PLD 250 nM 0.8 
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Figure 1.6:  DNA as an analogy , nucleation and zippering.  Figures on the left represent 
mechanisms of DNA:DNA duplex formation while figures on the right specify those of 
multimeric ligand binding.  A.) The process of nucleation whereby a single base locates 
its complement or a ligand binds its corresponding receptor.  B.) Zippering, wherein the 
initial binding event increases the likelihood that additional binding events will take 
place.  C.) The final product is a stable DNA duplex or a multimeric ligand bound tightly 
to the cell surface.  
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1.7. KINETICS OF MULTIMERIC BINDING 

It is assumed that the first binding event occurs with the slowest net rate, due to a 

higher net off-rate (refer to Figure 1.4a).  The kinetics would be slower and the 

thermodynamic costs greater compared to the binding of a monovalent entity, due to the 

larger appendage that may or may not subsequently bind (106). The subsequent binding 

events of a polyvalent molecule, however, will happen at less of a thermodynamic cost 

than would be expected in a parallel monomeric binding event.  The enhanced kinetics of 

multimeric binding are assumed to arise from the decreased off-rate of the ligand rather 

than an increased on-rate (Figure 1.4b) (120).  The decreased off-rate is an artifact of the 

fact that if multiple sites are bound, and one of the ligands dissociates, the probability is 

high that the ligand will rebind before the other ligands dissociate (165).  This decrease in 

dissociation is a supplemental contribution that can enhance the affinity of multimeric 

interactions. 

The calculation of an equilibrium constant for multimeric binding has been 

described by Gargano et. al (185).  This represents the simple case where the receptors 

are already present as a multimer as it does not account for any free diffusion of the 

receptor.  From this calculation, a theoretical model for calculating binding enhancement 

due to multivalency has been developed (185).  For example, the equilibrium constant for 

binding of a dimeric ligand to a dimeric receptor is a product of all possible individual 

monovalent interactions that can occur.  This can be calculated by the equation: 

Keq(dimer) = 2(10-2)Ka
2.  In general, the binding enhancement (BE) of the multimeric 

ligand, on a per ligand basis, relative to the monomer can be calculated from the 
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following: BE = F [sKa(10-2)](n-1) where F represents a statistical factor, ≥ 1, calculated 

from the number of permutations that can convert the starting material to product divided 

by the number of permutations that convert the product back to starting material.  The ‘s’ 

term adjusts for the distances between the receptors and is calculated by (30/distance in 

Å) and the ‘n’ term is the smaller number of binding sites on either the receptor or ligand. 
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1.8. THERMODYNAMICS OF MULTIMERIC LIGAND BINDING: 

The thermodynamics of multivalent interactions are related to the corresponding 

monovalent interactions by the equation: ∆J°obs = n∆J°mono + ∆J°int where ∆J° represents 

any thermodynamic parameter (i.e. G, H, S) , ‘n’ is the valency of the multimeric ligand 

and ∆J°int is the energetic consequence of linking together multiple ligands (186;187).  

With this in mind, we further examine the thermodynamics of multimeric ligand binding 

in the following section. 

 

1.8.1. STABILITY OF THE MULTIMER: 

The strength of multimeric ligand binding interactions can be measured by the 

apparent dissociation constant, Kd
app, of binding.  A multimeric ligand, which binds more 

tightly to its target, will exhibit a decreased Kd
app relative to a ligand that binds with 

lower affinity.  In a heteromultimeric ligand complex, this means that a multimeric ligand 

with multiple binding units directly matching (in composition and physical orientation) 

those of the target will bind with greater affinity than will a multimeric ligand that 

contains a mismatch. 

In order to optimize multimeric ligand binding, a balance between the 

contributions of different thermodynamic parameters must be met.  When evaluating 

binding reactions there are a number of different terms that come into play, the most 

important including, free energy (∆G), enthalpy (∆H), and entropy (∆S).  Multiple 

equations are useful in relating these terms and for evaluation of binding affinities.   
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1.8.2. FREE ENERGY 

In the case of nucleic acids, the free energy and enthalpy parameters can be 

assessed using multiple existing databases, which characterize the 10 individual nearest-

neighbor interactions for both DNA and RNA.  The sum of the nearest neighbor 

interactions can be utilized to determine the stability of the duplex in terms of the free 

energy of dissociation (188).   If the data for DNA duplex stability can be used as a 

predictive factor in ligand binding, then it is possible that nearest neighbor interactions 

may play an important role in multimeric ligand binding, especially if the multimeric 

ligand binds in a sequential fashion.  Hence, it would be important to characterize all 

possible combinations of multimers in terms of the sequencing of the individual ligand 

units.  It is possible that, if arranged in a linear fashion, the sequence of the ligands could 

influence the binding of the multimeric ligand as a whole.  In terms of a trimer, it may be 

necessary to test a series of six different ligands: A-B-C, A-C-B, B-A-C, C-A-B, B-C-A 

and C-B-A.  For a tetramer, there would be a total of 24 different linear combinations, 

and so on.  Consequently, in order to deduce the best ligand in terms of binding affinity it 

may be necessary to characterize all potential heteromeric ligand arrangements.  

Alternatively, non-linear structures (see Figure 1) would have higher orders of 

complexity (e.g. chirality).   
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1.8.3. ENTHALPY 

The total enthalpy in binding interactions is a sum of the enthalpies of each 

individual binding interaction.  In the case of multimeric binding, the total enthalpy 

would be the sum of the individual enthalpies of each monomeric binding interaction 

(120) so that ∆HN
poly = N ∆Hmono.  In the case of a heteromeric interaction, where the 

multiple ligand-receptor interactions are different, it is feasible to consider that there will 

be differing ∆Hmono values for individual ligand receptor pairs, thus changing the final 

equation to ∆HN
poly = Σ ∆Hmono

i where i = 1 to N distinct monomeric interactions.  There 

is also expected to be an additional negative enthalpy associated with binding of large 

multimeric systems over and above the sum of the individual monomers, and this is 

associated with stabilization of the backbone linker. 

 

1.8.4. ENTROPY 

Entropy is the major factor in multimeric ligand binding interactions and consists 

of four different components: translation, rotation, conformation, and hydration:   

∆Stot = ∆Strans + ∆Srot + ∆Sconf + ∆SH2O  

The entropic penalty resulting from immobilization of a large oligomer is most important 

in evaluating the energy of a multimeric interaction.  The entropy of the system is 

presumably decreased as you combine two individual entities and into a single unit.  

Thus, there is an entropic loss associated with the formation of a multimer as related to 

two individual monomers which must be compensated by loss of enthalpy.  It is the goal 

in the design of multimeric ligands to minimize this entropic penalty, since a smaller ∆S 
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term requires less enthalpy to overcome the changes present upon ligand binding.  It is 

generally accepted that the ∆SH2O term is equivalent for each binding event, so this term 

is often ignored while analyzing entropic costs of multimeric ligand binding (120;164).   

It is assumed that the linker of the multimeric ligand is most important in dictating 

the entropy of a multimeric binding interaction.  A linker that is too short is not capable 

of spanning the distance between two receptors and hence cannot locate and bind its 

corresponding receptor.  Likewise, a linker that is too long will have enhanced mobility 

and freedom, thus increasing the rotational entropy of the entire system.  Additionally, a 

linker that is excessively long and flexible may retain much of its original entropy 

(reducing ∆Stot), yet may take too long to interrogate all possible orientations, and thus 

reducing the binding probability. 

In the ideal choice of a linker, the length and rigidity would be just right as to 

allow for decreased conformational and rotational entropies and would display a proper 

balance between flexibility and rigidity so as to decrease both the translational and 

conformational entropy terms.  This optimal linker of proper length will have reduced 

degrees of freedom, hence entropy and a larger ∆Stot. 

 

1.8.5. IMPLICATIONS OF THE FIRST BINDING EVENT: 

In terms of kinetics and thermodynamics, the first binding event has a number of 

effects on the subsequent binding interactions.  The first binding event tethers the ligand 

to the surface of the cell, thus reducing the degrees of freedom.  The system goes from 

being 3-dimensional, where the ligand can travel freely in solution in any direction, to a 
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2-dimensional system where the ligand is now attached to the cell surface.  This event 

leads to decreased translational entropy in the case of a bound ligand as compared to a 

free ligand in solution.   This is discussed in detail by Mammen et al. (120), who suggest 

that in such a case, the polyvalent interaction would be more favorable over the sum of 

monovalent reaction in solution, thus - ∆Gpoly
N  >>  - N∆Gmono.  

The entropic penalty for binding of a multimer is expected to be less than the sum 

of the penalties paid by binding of individual monomers (i.e ∆Smulti < N ∆Smono) and this 

will be experienced by ∆Srot, ∆Strans, and, to a lesser degree, ∆Sconf .  For example, the 

rotational correlation time, τc, measured by NMR is explicitly and inversely related to 

∆Srot.  As a general rule, τc is proportional to molecular weight.  Hence, small molecules 

(monomers) have higher intrinsic rotational entropy than do larger molecules 

(multimers).  When bound to cells or receptors, however, both monomers and multimers 

will assume the much longer correlation times of their hosts.  Thus, the ∆Srot upon 

binding of N monomers will be significantly more negative (i.e. a higher entropic 

penalty), compared to the ∆Srot caused by binding of a single multimer of N binding 

units.  Stated another way, the major entropic cost is paid upon binding of the first ligand 

of a multimeric system, while with multiple independent binding events the cost must be 

paid over and over.  An identical case can be made for ∆Strans.  Conformational entropy is 

expected to be less affected in this way and, in fact may have an added penalty for the 

multimer, taking into account the additional conformations accessible by the backbone. 
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1.9. HETEROMERIC BINDING: 

The concept of heteromeric binding is not novel.  It has been proposed by a 

number of groups for different applications.  In one specific case a “synergistic peptide” 

of sequence Pro-His-Ser-Arg-Asn (PHSRN) was added to a polymer backbone 

containing the RGD peptide GRGDS (143).  It was predicted that the addition of the 

PHSRN sequence to the polymer would enhance the overall binding of the GRGDS 

sequence.  Experiments were conducted to determine the ability of the conjugates to 

inhibit cell attachment to fibronectin coated surfaces.  Results confirmed the hypothesis 

showing that the GRGDS monomer had an IC50 = 1.33 mM, the GRGDS polymer had an 

IC50 = 0.18 mM and the GRGDS/PHSRN copolymer displayed an IC50 = 0.04 mM.  

Although this is a case of heteromeric binding, it has been suggested that a single 

receptor is responsible for simultaneous binding of both sequences(189).  It is proposed 

that it will be much more difficult to engage two different receptors. 

We propose to use heteromeric binding to increase the specificity of our 

multimeric ligands for the target (cancer) cells.  It is often difficult to find a single 

receptor that is overexpressed on cancer cells compared to normal cells.  Cancer cells do 

have a tendency to upregulate certain proteins that give them a selective advantage 

compared to normal cells.  We are attempting to discriminate cancer cells based on 

combinations of these proteins, which are expressed differentially than in normal tissues.  

In this fashion, we are not limited to finding a single protein target.   This heteromeric 

binding concept introduces a number of additional hurdles that must be overcome.  To 

our knowledge, no one has been successful in creating a synthetic heteromeric ligand that 
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is capable of binding two separate receptor types.  It is known that receptors are 

oftentimes segregated into separate “rafts” depending on their identity; however, it has 

also been shown that receptors are capable of crossing from one lipid raft to another.  

There may be problematic issues if the receptors are located in separate rafts with no 

possibility of combining.  Additionally, we are unsure of whether the inter-receptor 

distances that have been deduced for receptor pairs of the same type will directly 

correlate to the distances between receptors of two different types.  The following 

chapters of this dissertation discuss our journey in the exploration of homomeric and 

heteromeric ligand binding.   
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2. CONSTRUCTION AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CELL LINES FOR USE IN 

MULTIVALENT LIGAND BINDING ASSAYS 

 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

2.1.1. HETEROLOGOUS EXPRESSION 

Receptor overexpression has become a necessity for the field of drug discovery 

and development.  Unfortunately, for most applications, cells with endogenous 

expression levels of receptor are not useful in receptor ligand binding studies, due to their 

extremely low expression levels (1).  For this reason, it is necessary to construct cells 

which overexpress the receptor of interest.  This is accomplished through heterologous 

expression (ie. transfection) of vector DNA which will allow the cells to express the 

receptor (gene) of interest.  Using heterologous expression it is possible to express the 

receptors at high levels providing a reproducible and fairly inexpensive source of the 

receptor (2).  In general, it is possible to increase the protein expression levels of the gene 

of interest at least 10-fold with heterologous expression compared to normal expression 

levels.  Of course, the success of heterologous expression depends on the host cell line, 

the specific gene of interest and the expression vector used. 
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2.1.2. TRANSFECTION METHODS 

There are a variety of methods that can be used to introduce DNA into cells, and 

these methods are briefly summarized in Table 2.1.  The choice of a transfection reagent 

depends on a number of factors including the efficiency rate, the ability to use constructs 

of different sizes, the capability for co-transfections, cellular toxicity, and the ease and 

safety of use (3).  Calcium phosphate co-precipitation is a method first described by 

Graham and Vandereb (4) and is a highly efficient method (5;6).  Electroporation, first 

described by Neumann et al (7),  involves using pulsed electric fields to induce pores into 

the cell membrane allowing the DNA to enter.  FuGENE is a lipid-based transfection 

reagent that is easy to use, yields an extremely high transfection efficiency, has low 

cytotoxicity, and requires minimal optimization (8).  Due to its ease of use, FuGENE 6 

was chosen as the transfection reagent for our studies.   

Transfections can be accomplished transiently, where expression peaks at some 

time following transfection, generally within 24-72 hours post-transfection, and then 

expression is eventually lost.  Alternatively, the gene of interest can be integrated into the 

genome of the host cell, resulting in a stable transfection.  Transfections become stable 

when cells are selected with a selection media containing an antibiotic specific to the 

resistance gene of the vector.  Cells not expressing the gene of interest will die in the 

presence of the selection media, while cells that are expressing the gene of interest are 

also expressing the antibiotic resistance gene, and thus can grow in the selection media.   

There are advantages and disadvantages to using cells with either transient or 

stable gene expression, and these issues should be considered in order to choose the 
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method that will work best for a given lab application.  Typically, gene expression tends 

to be higher when cells are transiently expressing the gene of interest, however evidence 

exists that this is dependent upon the expression vector used, and that in some cases 

protein expression is higher with stable expression (9).  Stable cells, on the other hand, 

tend to be easier to use for most experimental methods since transfection methods do not 

have to be repeated before each experiment and thus also provide increased 

reproducibility from assay to assay.  Stable cell lines are laborious to create, since 

generally there tends to be low transfection efficiency with few cells being selected 

successfully.  Additionally, the construction of stable cell lines involves a long delay time 

while waiting for individual cells to grow in to a full culture.   
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Table 2.1: Different transfection methods available for use.  FuGENE 6 was chosen as 
the method for use in transfections detailed in this chapter because of its advantages 
compared to other methods. 
 

 Efficiency Cell Types Ease of use Mechanism 

Viral Vectors* Extremely 
high 

Works for most 
cells, but 

requires special 
biosafety 

requirements  

Construction and 
packaging of the 

virus is time intensive 

Virus transports DNA 
into cell 

Calcium 
Phosphate 

coprecipitation 

Highly 
variable, 

but 
consistentl

y low 

Better for 
adherent cells 

Very easy to use and 
relatively inexpensive 

Unclear, but most 
likely, DNA-calcium 

phosphate coprecipitate 
enters the cell via 
endocytosis and is 
transferred to the 

nucleus 

Microinjection Very high  

Typically used 
on oocytes, but 
may be adapted 

to some 
mammalian cells 
with much effort 

Very labor intensive 
and cannot be used 

on a large scale 

DNA is injected directly 
into the cell of interest  

Electroporation Relatively 
high 

Best for 
suspension 

cultures 

Requires 
optimization of 

strength and length of 
electric pulse for each 
cell line; results tend 

to be variable 
between labs 

The electric shock 
forms small pores in the 

plasma membrane, 
allowing DNA to enter 

Liposomes Relatively 
low 

Better for 
adherent cells Very simple 

DNA is encapsulated in 
liposome which fuses 
with cell membrane, 
most likely through 
negatively charged 
sialic acid residues 

FuGENE 6 
High for 
most cell 

types 

Can be used with 
any cell types 

Very easy, requires 
minimal optimization 

for each cell 
line/DNA 

combination 

Lipid based agent that 
transports DNA into the 

cell 

* Construct size must be < 8 kb except in the case of transfection using herpes simplex virus and vaccinia 
virus. 
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2.1.3. CURRENT STUDY 

The driving hypothesis behind this project is that multimeric ligands will be able 

to locate and bind to cells which express a number of complementary receptors.  The 

multivalent ligands should not bind to cells which do not have the correct complement of 

receptors.  In order to show that the multimeric ligands are specific for cells with a 

specific complement of receptors, it is imperative that a number of control cell lines are 

available which express different combinations of the receptors of interest.  For example, 

if a multivalent ligand binds to receptors A, B, and C, this ligand should be validated on 

cells expressing combinations of 1, 2, and 3 of these specific receptors.   

When constructing stable cell lines which express different genes of interest, it is 

important that each vector contains a unique resistance gene so that each gene can be 

selected for on an individual basis.  This is one of the main considerations in the 

construction of the different cell lines discussed in this chapter.  Often times, genes have 

to be switched from one vector to another so resistance genes are compatible for 

expression of multiple genes in the same cell line.  This chapter discusses the 

characterization of a number of cell lines constructed using the delta-opioid receptor 

(δOR), human melanocortin 4 receptor (hMC4R), and cholecystokinin-B receptor (CCK-

BR).    
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2.1.4. CHOICE OF RECEPTORS 

The receptors that were selected as the focus for this work were chosen based on 

the fact that they have known ligands and much is known about the chemistry and 

functionalization of these ligands.  They are all members of the G-protein receptor class 

of proteins.  Although these receptors were chosen merely for proof-of-principle studies, 

it is possible that they may be targets of interest in the future.  A brief introduction to 

each of the receptors of interest is given below and includes relevant information on their 

role in cancer. 

 

2.1.4.1. MELANOCORTIN RECEPTORS  

There are 5 known subtypes for the melanocortin receptors, all with different 

biological distribution, functions and affinities for the various ligands.  The parent 

peptide α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (α-MSH), a linear tridecapeptide of the 

sequence Ac-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Met-Glu-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp-Cys-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2, is 

produced in the pituitary gland and plays a large role in pigmentation in addition to many 

other functions.  Many derivatives of α-MSH have been designed as both agonists and 

antagonists of the melanocortin receptors (10).  The ligand that is used most commonly in 

these studies is Nle4-D-Phe7-α-MSH (NDP-α-MSH), a synthetic derivative of α-MSH, 

which displays increased potency and stability (11;12).  Receptors for α-MSH have been 

detected on malignant melanoma cells (13;14).  Many attempts at in vivo targeting of the 

melanocortin receptors have been made with derivatives of α-MSH tagged with 99mTc, 
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111In, and 188Re (15-20).  We have chosen to use the human melanocortin 4 receptor 

(hMC4R) in our studies. 

 

2.1.4.2. CHOLECYSTOKININ-B RECEPTORS 

The cholecystokinin-B receptor (CCK-BR) is expressed throughout the central 

nervous system, in the gut mucosa, brain, and endocrine pancreas (21;22).  The 

endogenous ligand for CCK is 58 amino acids in length, and the minimum binding unit is 

the C-terminal tetrapeptide Trp-Met-Asp-Phe.  CCK-B receptors are highly expressed in 

a number of cancers including astrocytoma, small cell lung cancer, breast and 

endometrial adenocarcinomas, insulinoma, and medullary thyroid cancer (22-24).  In 

these cases, the CCK peptide hormone acts as a growth factor thus receptor 

overexpression results in an increase in tumor cell proliferation.   Additionally it has been 

shown that CCK-B mutations resulting in constitutive activity and altered ligand binding 

characteristics are present in pancreatic, colorectal, and gastric cancers.  A number of 

research groups are investigating the utility of CCK ligands for cancer imaging or therapy 

(21;22;25;26). 
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2.1.4.3. δ-OPIOID RECEPTORS 

The opioid receptor family is comprised of the δ, µ, and γ receptor subtypes.  The 

δ-opioid receptor (δOR) is located mainly in the brain and spinal cord.  These receptors 

are involved with pain and inflammation and much is known about their interactions and 

downstream effects following binding with agonist and antagonist ligands (27;28).  

Manipulation of the δOR has been investigated for the treatment of pain (29), as an anti-

tussive drug (30), and as a treatment for depression (31).  Presence of the δ-opioid 

receptor has been noted in lung (32) and breast (33;34) cancers, and it has been shown 

that opioid agonists inhibit cell proliferation in cell lines derived from breast cancer (33), 

prostate cancer (35), and colon cancer (36). 

 

2.1.4.4. OXYTOCIN RECEPTORS 

 Oxytocin is a nine amino acid peptide with the sequence H2N-Cys-Tyr-Ile-Gln-

Asn-Cys-Pro-Leu-Gly-C(O)-NH2.  A disulfide bond links Cys1 and Cys6 creating a 

structure composed of a 6 amino acid ring and a 3 amino acid tail.  The oxytocin receptor 

(OTR) was first isolated and characterized by Kimura et al (37).  It has been found in 

breast, uterus, kidney, heart, prostate, cardiovascular system and pancreas (38).  The 

oxytocin system plays a number of roles through out the body with the best characterized 

and studied being its role in pregnancy and labor.  The OTR receptor density increases in 

the uterus during pregnancy and eventually induces contractions leading to labor.  It is 

also important in milk ejection, vessel and cardiac relaxation, hydromineral homeostasis, 

and cognitive information processing(39).     
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It is evident that oxytocin plays a role in different types of cancer but its 

mechanism and effects are still controversial.  It is known that oxytocin functions as a 

growth regulator in tumor cells and acts by either inhibiting or promoting cellular 

proliferation (40;41).  Oxytocin has been documented as present in a number of different 

cancer types including ovarian (42), prostate (43), lung (44), and breast (45-47).  

Oxytocin production has been suggested to play a role as a preventative factor in breast 

cancer in both pre- and post-menopausal women, as women who breast-fed their infants 

are less likely to develop breast cancer (47).
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2.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

2.2.1. CELL CULTURE 

All cells were maintained at 37°C and 5% CO2.  All cells except for the CHO 

cells were maintained in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum or fetal calf 

serum.  CHO cells were maintained in Ham’s F-12 media supplemented with 10% fetal 

bovine serum or fetal calf serum.  The following drug concentrations were used for 

selection of cells: 0.4 mg/mL Geneticin (Gibco, 11811-031), 100 µg/mL Zeocin 

(Invitrogen, 450430), and 400 µg/mL Hygromycin (Invitrogen, 10687-010).  In the case 

of the CHO cells, 800 µg/mL Hygromycin and 0.8 mg/mL Geneticin were used for 

selection. 

 

2.2.2. CLONING OF THE CCK-B RECEPTOR 

Human lymph node cDNA was obtained from the Human Immune System 

Multiple Tissue cDNA Tissue Panel (Clontech, cat # K1426-1).  Pfx enzyme (Invitrogen, 

11708-103) was used to amplify a fragment of ~1700 base pairs containing the CCK-B 

receptor gene.  The sequences of the forward primer and reverse primer were CACCG 

GTCGA CCGGG GGCCA TGGAA GCTGC TAAAG and GCAGG TCGAC CCTTG 

TCAGA G, respectively.  The PCR program was as follows, 3 min incubation at 94°C for 

initial denaturing followed by 40-cycles of the following: 45 sec denaturing at 94°C, 1 

min annealing at 52°C, and 2 min extension at 72°C.  Following the 40 cycles, there was 

7 min incubation at 72°C to allow for full extension of any partially amplified fragments.  
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The PCR product was run out on a 0.8% agarose gel, and the fragment of proper 

size (~1700 bp) was cut out of the gel and gel purified using the QIAquick Gel Extraction 

Kit (Qiagen, 28704).  This purified PCR product was used as the template DNA for the 

second PCR reaction using the following forward and reverse primers CACCA TGGAG 

CTGCT AAAGC TGAAC CGG and TCAGC CAGGG CCCAG TGT, respectively.  

These primers were designed with a CACC sequence at the 5’ end so that the PCR 

product could be directly incorporated into a vector using the pcDNA3.1 Directional 

TOPO expression kit (Invitrogen, K4900-01).  The same PCR program described above 

was used except for the annealing temperature was changed to 55°C.  The PCR product 

was run out on a 0.8% agarose gel, and the 1344 base pair fragment was cut out of the 

gel, purified as above, and was sent for initial DNA sequencing. 

The fragment was cloned into pcDNA3.1 vector using the pcDNA3.1 Directional 

TOPO Expression Kit (Invitrogen, K4900-01) using the exact procedure provided.   

One mutation was present in the product DNA between base pairs 300 and 310.  This 

mutation was fixed using QuikChange Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, 

200518).  The forward and reverse primers for this reaction were CATCG TGGTC 

CTGGG ACTGA GC and GCTCA GTCCC AGGAC CACGA TG, respectively.  The 

exact protocol provided with the QuikChange kit was followed.  The sample was sent for 

sequencing to verify that the mutation was corrected.  The CCK-B gene was then cut out 

of the pcDNA3.1/Topo vector using Hind III and Xho I and was inserted into the 

pcDNA3.1/Zeo(+) vector at the Hind III and Xho I sites.  A final map of the CCK-B 

construct is provided in Figure 2.1. 
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Figure 2.1: Final construct of the pcDNA3.1/Zeo/CCKB vector.  The CCK-B gene was 
inserted into the vector at the Hind III and Xho I sites.  The Asp718I, KpnI, BamHI, 
EcoRV, BstXI, and NotI sites are remainders from when the CCK gene was cut out of the 
pcDNA3.1/Topo vector.  
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2.2.3. THE HUMAN MELANOCORTIN 4 RECEPTOR 

2.2.3.1. THE HEK293/HMC4R CELLS 

HEK293 cells overexpressing the human melanocortin 4 receptor (hMC4R) were 

used to assess the binding at the hMC4R.  The hMC4R vector was originally received 

from Dr. Ira Gantz (48).  The coding region of the hMC4R gene was expressed in 

pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen, V790-20).  Hek293/hMC4R cells were grown in Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS. 

 

2.2.3.2. HMC4R VECTORS 

 Two vectors were obtained from MinYing Cai in Dr. Victor Hruby’s lab.  These 

vectors contained the full length hMC4R in either the pcDNA3.1 or the 

pcDNA4/HisMax/Zeo expression systems.  An additional vector for hMC4R (clone ID 

MCR0400000) was received from University of Missouri-Rolla cDNA Resource Center 

(Rolla, MO).  This vector contains the hMC4R gene cloned into pcDNA3.1(+)/Neo 

(Invitrogen) at the EcoR I and Xho I restriction sites. 

 

2.2.3.3. HMC4R/PDISPLAY VECTOR 

 The hMC4R gene was cloned into the pDisplay vector (Invitrogen, V660-20). To 

do this, a fragment of ~1048 base pairs containing the hMC4R receptor gene was 

amplified by PCR using pcDNA3.1/hMC4R (received from MinYing Cai as indicated 

above) as a template.  The hMC4R gene was subcloned into the pDisplay vector at the 
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Sal I and Xma I restriction sites. The nucleotide sequence was confirmed by DNA 

sequencing using T7 and BGH sequencing primers. 

 

2.2.4. THE HUMAN DELTA OPIOID VECTOR 

2.2.4.1. ATTAINING THE δOR VECTOR 

A full-length construct of the human delta opioid receptor (δOR) was received 

from Professor Brigitte Kieffer (Ecole Superieure de Biotechnologie de Strasbourg, 

Strasbourg France) (49;50).  The δOR was present in the pcDNAI/Amp vector 

(Invitrogen).  The full length δOR gene was subcloned into the pcDNA3.1(+)/Hygro 

vector (Invitrogen, V870-20) using the restriction enzymes Hind III and Xho I.  The final 

sequence was confirmed via diagnostic cuts and sequencing.   

 

2.2.4.2. SUBCLONING OF THE δOR INTO PCDNA3.1/HYGRO(+) 

An additional vector for the human delta opioid receptor (δOR) was received 

from Dr. Henry Yamamura’s lab (University of Arizona) (51).  The δOR gene was 

originally cloned into the pcDNA3.1(+) vector using EcoR I and Not I enzymes.  In order 

for the δOR to be compatible for expression with other receptors, the δOR gene was 

subcloned into the pcDNA3.1/Hygro(+) vector (Invitrogen, V870-20) using the 

restriction enzymes Hind III and Apa I.  The final sequence was confirmed via 

sequencing using primers for the BGH and T7 sites of the vector. 
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2.2.4.3. SUBCLONING OF THE δOR INTO PUB6 

 In order to have the δOR gene under the control of a promoter other than CMV, 

the gene was subcloned into the pUB6 vector (Invitrogen, V250-01).  The gene was cut 

from the pcDNA3.1(+)/Hygro vector (containing the gene from the Yamamura lab) using 

the restriction enzymes Hind III and Xho I.  This vector places the gene under control of 

the UbC promoter. 

 

2.2.5. OTR VECTOR 

The human OTR gene was obtained from Dr. Tadashi Kimura (Osaka, Japan) in 

the pRc/CMV vector (37).  The gene was subcloned into the pcDNA6/His(B) vector 

(Invitrogen, V222-20) with Not I and Hind III.  This vector has a blasticidin resistance 

gene, making it compatible for expression with our other receptors of interest.  The final 

construct was confirmed via diagnostic restriction digests and sequencing. 

 

2.2.6. TRANSFECTIONS 

Cell transfections were accomplished using FuGENE 6 Transfection Reagent 

(Roche, 1814-443), as per reagent instructions.  A 3:1 ratio of FuGENE to DNA was used 

for all transfections (unless otherwise noted).  Reagents (Media, FuGENE 6 and DNA) 

were added to a sterile microtube and incubated at room temp for 15 min.  The media 

used during the incubation was antibiotic free, serum free DMEM.  After the 15 min 

incubation, the reaction mixture (100 µL) was added to the cells in their normal media.  
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In the case of selecting for stable transfectants, cells were incubated for 24-48 hours 

before the selection media was added. 

 

2.2.7. TRANSFECTION FOR TIME COURSE STUDY 

Hek293/hMC4R cells were transfected with hδOR in a 6-well plate.  The 

following were incubated for 20 min at room temperature in a sterile 1.5 mL eppendorf: 

3.0 µL FuGENE 6 Transfection Reagent (Roche, #1814-443), 4.0 µg hδOR DNA, and 93 

µL of serum free, antibiotic free media.  Following the 20 min incubation, 100 µL of the 

transfection reaction was added to the cells.  Cells were processed (stained with Ab or 

harvested for RNA preps) at the following time points after transfection: 0, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 

32, 40, and 48 hours. 

Similarly, CHO/δOR cells were transfected with hMC4R in 24-well plates.  The 

total transfection mixture volume was 100 µL and a 3:2 or a 3:1 ratio of FuGENE to 

DNA was used.  The transfection reagent and DNA were incubated for 15 min before 

being added to the cells in normal growth media.  Cells were tested for binding affinity 

by the addition of 0.44 nM 125I-NDP-α-MSH at the following timepoints: 0, 23, 26, 30, 

41, 45, 50 and 53 hours. 

 

2.2.8. SELECTION INFORMATION FOR STABLE TRANSFECTIONS 

 Cells were maintained under selection using the vector specific antibodies listed 

in Table 2.3.  Geneticin (G418) (Gibco, 11811-031) was used at a concentration of 0.4 

mg/mL for all cells except CHO cells which were selected with 0.8 mg/mL.  Hygromycin 
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(Invitrogen, 10687-010) was used at a concentration of 0.2 mg/mL except for CHO cells 

which used 0.4 mg/mL.  Blasticidin was used at a concentration of 5 µg/mL while 

Zeomycin (Invitrogen, 45-0430) was used at a concentration of 100 µg/mL. 

 

2.2.9. ANTIBODY STAINING 

Antibody binding studies were conducted on Hek293/hMC4R cells and 

CHO/δOR cells to confirm the presence and location of the receptors.  Each antibody 

staining experiment was performed with the following procedure.  Cells were plated on 

coverslips, and left to incubate overnight.  The coverslips were rinsed with complete 

media for 2 minutes and then incubated with the primary antibody (polyclonal rabbit anti-

MC4-R (Genex Biosciences Inc., catalog # GEA4053-2) or anti-δOR (Neuromics, 

catalog # RA10101)) over a given concentration range for varying amounts of time. Cells 

were rinsed for 2 minutes in complete media, and then fixed using 2% paraformaldehyde 

for fifteen minutes, rinsed twice for five minutes each with warm 50 mM glycine, and 

once with antibody wash (0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M Na3 Citrate). The secondary antibody 

(donkey anti-rabbit IgG attached to Cy3) was mixed at a concentration of 1:400 with 

antibody buffer, and applied to the coverslips at room temperature for 45 minutes. The 

cells were then rinsed with antibody wash with triton (0.15 M NaCl, 0.015 M Na3 Citrate, 

0.05 % Triton) three times for 5 minutes each, and mounted on glass slides with a drop of 

Vectashield anti-fade medium and nail polish. Imaging was performed on a Nikon 

confocal microscope located in the Arizona Cancer Center. 
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2.2.10. RT-PCR 

 RT-PCR was used to confirm the presence of genes following transfection.  RNA 

was harvested using the GenElute Mammalian Total RNA Miniprep Kit (Sigma, RTN-

70) and DNase treated using the DNA-free kit (Ambion, 1906).  RNA was prepared for 

RT-PCR using all components in the QuantiTect SYBR Green RT-PCR Kit (Qiagen, 

204243).  Real-time RT-PCR was run using the Cepheid Smart Cycler System, with a 

program of 50°C hold for 20 min, 95°C hold for 15 min, followed by 35 cycles of 15 sec 

at 94°C, 30 sec at annealing temperature, 20 sec at 72°C.  To ensure that there was no 

DNA contamination, a control with no reverse transcriptase was run for all experiments.  

Results are expressed as expression relative to β-actin.  The sequences of the primers 

used are given in Table 2.2 along with their annealing temperatures. 

 

Table 2.2:  Primers used for RT-PCR.  

Gene Direction Sequence  (5' to 3') Annealing 
Temp 

Forward CGG CAT CGT CAC CAA CTG β-actin Reverse GGC ACA CGC AGC TCA TTG  62°C 

Forward TCA GCA GCG TCA AGC TCA TC OTR Reverse CTT CTT CGT GCA GAT GTG GAG 62°C 

Forward TGA CAG TTA AGC GGG TTG GG hMC4R Reverse CCT CAT CAC CAT GTT CTT CAC C 60°C 

Forward GCA ACG TGC TTG TCA TGT TC δOR Reverse TAG TCG ATG GAG AGC ACA GC 60°C 

Forward CTC TTT ACG CAG TGA TCT TCC CCK-B 
 Reverse GGA CTG TCA CCA ATG CCT T 

62°C 
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2.2.11. BINDING ASSAYS 

Binding assays were used to confirm the function of cell surface receptors.  The 

labeled ligands used were 125I-CCK8 (Perkin Elmer, NEX203), 125I-NDP-α-MSH (Perkin 

Elmer, NEX352), Eu-NDP-α-MSH, 3H-Deltorphin II (Perkin Elmer, NET1087), and 125I-

Oxytocin (Perkin Elmer, NEX187), for the CCK-BR, hMC4R, hMC4R, δOR, and OTR, 

respectively.  Non-specific binding was determined in the presence of 1µM CCK-8, 100 

µM NDP-α-MSH, 10 µM naloxone, and 50 µM oxytocin for the CCK-BR, hMC4R, 

δOR, and OTR, respectively.  Saturation assays were performed by the addition of 

increasing amounts of labeled ligand to cells, and data were analyzed using GraphPad 

Prism® software (San Diego, CA). 

 

2.2.12. FINAL VECTOR CONSTRUCTS AND CELL LINES  

All of the vectors used to construct the cell lines discussed below are summarized 

in Table 2.3.  Additionally, a summary of all the stable cell lines constructed is found in 

Table 2.4.  These tables will be referred to throughout the rest of this section. 
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Table 2.3:  Available vectors, their origin and selection information.  
 

 Receptor Vector information Origin Insert Sites Selection  
A hMC4R pcDNA3.1 Victor Hruby  G418  
B hMC1R pCR3.1 Vijay Chhajlani   
C hMC1R pcDNA3.1(-) B Nhe I; Not I G418 
D δOR pcDNAI/Amp Brigitte Kieffer   
E δOR pcDNA3.1(+)/Hygro D Hind III; Xho I Hygromycin 
F δOR pcDNA3.1(+) Henry Yamamura EcoR I; Not I G418 
G δOR pcDNA3.1(+)/Hygro F Hind III; ApaI Hygromycin 
H CCK-B pcDNA3.1/Topo lymph node cDNA  G418 
I CCK-B pcDNA3.1/Zeo (+) H Hind III; Xho I Zeomycin  
J OTR pRc/CMV Tadashi Kimura   
K OTR pcDNA6/His(B) J Hind III; Not I Blasticidin  
L δOR pUB6 G Hind III; Xho I Blasticidin 
M hMC4R pcDNA4/HisMax/Zeo Victor Hruby  Zeomycin  
N hMC4R pDisplay A Sal I; Xma I G418  
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Table 2.4:  Stable cell lines constructed to date.  
 
 

Vectors used for expression  Parental 
Cell Line MCR δOR CCK-B OTR 

 
Notes 

1 Hek293 A    These cells are not under selection and 
were obtained from the Hruby lab 

2 Hek293# A E*   These cells are not under selection for the 
A vector 

3 Hek293 A  I   
4 Hek293 A   J**  
5 Hek293# A G*    

6 CHO  G   These cells were obtained from the 
Yamamura lab 

7 CHO  G I   
8 CHO C+ G    
9 CHO C+ G I   
10 SW480 B++     
11 SW480 B++ E*    
12 SW480 B++ E* I   
13 SW480  E* I   
14 SW480    J**  
15 SW480  E* I J**  
16 SW480 B++ E*  J**  

17 MCF7s# A E   Simultaneous transfection of both vectors, 
No specific binding at hMC4R or hδOR 

18 MDA231# A E   Simultaneous transfection of both vectors, 
no specific binding at hMC4R or hδOR 

19 MiaPaca# A E   Simultaneous transfection of both vectors, 
no specific binding at hMC4R or hδOR 

20 MCF7s# A G   Simultaneous transfection of both vectors, 
no specific binding at hMC4R or hδOR 

21 MDA231# A G   Simultaneous transfection of both vectors, 
no specific binding at hMC4R or hδOR 

22 MiaPaca# A G   Simultaneous transfection of both vectors, 
no specific binding at hMC4R or hδOR 

23 MCF7s A G   

Simultaneous transfection of both vectors, 
hδOR displayed specific binding in one 
experiment but no specific binding at 
hMC4R 

24 Hek293# A L   Stable under selection but binding at hδOR 
has not been tested 

25 CHO N G   No specific binding at hMC4R 
# Stable constructs of these cells were established more than once with similar results.  
* Very low levels of functional cell surface δOR. 
** Very little specific binding detectable at OTR 
+ Receptor is not present on cell surface and is only expressed internally 
++ Cells bind ligand but there are few binding sites per cell. 
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2.3. RESULTS: 

A total of 14 vectors (Table 2.3) were used to construct 25 stable cells lines 

(Table 2.4) with different combinations of the hMC4R, δOR, CCKBR, and OTR.  The 

expression and function of each of these receptors must be validated in each of these cell 

lines prior to their use in binding assays.  The results of these validation studies are 

presented in the following sections. 

 

2.3.1. EVALUATION OF THE CCK-B RECEPTOR 

2.3.1.1. SUCCESSFUL CLONING OF THE CCK-B RECEPTOR GENE 

The CCK-B receptor gene was successfully cloned from a panel of lymph node 

cDNA.  The final sequences were verified via sequencing.  The protein sequence of the 

cloned CCK-B receptor gene is compared to three other published protein sequences of 

the CCK-B receptor gene in Figure 2.2.  As shown, there is a sequence of 34 amino acids 

beginning at amino acid 270 which is not expressed in the cloned CCK-B receptor gene 

or in the L_07746 protein but is present in both the AF_239668 and AY_029770 

sequences.  This is most likely due to an alternative splicing event (52).  Other than this 

difference, the protein sequence of the cloned CCK-B receptor gene is identical to that of 

three other published sequences.   
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Figure 2.2: The final protein sequence of the cloned CCK-B compared to 3 published 
CCK-B sequences.  The acquisition numbers for published sequences of the CCK-B gene 
were obtained through the NCBI web page.   These protein sequences AF_239668, 
AY_029770, and L_07746 are compared to the protein sequence of the cloned CCK-B 
receptor.  Significant deviations of any of the proteins from the others have been 
highlighted in bold text and underlined.   
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                 1                                                   50 
af239668_frame1  MELLKLNRSV QGTGPGPGAS LCRPGAPLLN SSSVGNLSCE PPRIRGAGTR  
ay029770_frame1  MELLKLNRSV QGTGPGPGAS LCRPGAPLLN SSSVGNLSCE PPRIRGAGTR  
my_cck-b_frame1  MELLKLNRSV QGTGPGPGAS LCRPGAPLLN SSSVGNLSCE PPRIRGAGTR  
  l07746_frame1  MELLKLNRSV QGTGPGPGAS LCRPGAPLLN SSSVGNLSCE PPRIRGAGTR  
 
                 51                                                 100 
af239668_frame1  ELELAIRITL YAVTFLMSVG GNMLIIVVLG LSRRLRTVTN AFLLSLAVSD  
ay029770_frame1  ELELAIRITL YAVIFLMSVG GNMLIIVVLG LSRRLRTVTN AFLLSLAVSD  
my_cck-b_frame1  ELELAIRITL YAVIFLMSVG GNMLIIVVLG LSRRLRTVTN AFLLSLAVSD  
  l07746_frame1  ELELAIRITL YAVIFLMSVG GNMLIIVVLG LSRRLRTVTN AFLLSLAVSD  
 
                 101                                                150 
af239668_frame1  LLLAVACMPF TLLPNLMGTF IFGTVICKAV SYLMGVSVSV STLSLVAIAL  
ay029770_frame1  LLLAVACMPF TLLPNLMGTF IFGTVICKAV SYLMGVSVSV STLSLVAIAL  
my_cck-b_frame1  LLLAVACMPF TLLPNLMGTF IFGTVICKAV SYLMGVSVSV STLSLVAIAL  
  l07746_frame1  LLLAVACMPF TLLPNLMGTF IFGTVICKAV SYLMGVSVSV STLSLVAIAL  
 
                 151                                                200 
af239668_frame1  ERYSAICRPL QARVWQTRSH AARVIVATWL LSGLLMVPYP VYTVVQPVGP  
ay029770_frame1  ERYSAICRPL QARVWQTRSH AARVIVATWL LSGLLMVPYP VYTVVQPVGP  
my_cck-b_frame1  ERYSAICRPL QARVWQTRSH AARVIVATWL LSGLLMVPYP VYTVVQPVGP  
  l07746_frame1  ERYSAICRPL QARVWQTRSH PARVIVATWL LSGLLMVPYP VYTVVQPVGP  
 
                 201                                                250 
af239668_frame1  RVLQCVHRWP SARVRQTWSV LLLLLLFFIP GVVMAVAYGL ISRELYLGLR  
ay029770_frame1  RVLQCVHRWP SARVRQTWSV LLLLLLFFIP GVVMAVAYGL ISRELYLGLR  
my_cck-b_frame1  RVLQCVHRWP SARVRQTWSV LLLLLLFFIP GVVMAVAYGL ISRELYLGLR  
  l07746_frame1  RVLQCVHRWP SARVRQTWSV LLLLLLFFIP GVVMAVAYGL ISRELYLGVR  
 
                 251                                                300 
af239668_frame1  FDGDSDSDSQ SRVRNQGGLP GGAGPREQNL GEAELWRATG PAGVGGTEMK  
ay029770_frame1  FDGDSDSDSQ SRVRNQGGLP GGAGPREQNL GEADVWRATG PAGVGGTEMK  
my_cck-b_frame1  FDGDSDSDSQ SRVRNQGGLP .......... .......... ..........  
  l07746_frame1  FDGDSDSDSQ SRVRNQGGLP .......... .......... ..........  
 
                 301                                                350 
af239668_frame1  VRVRRKLEME LSWERRSGGD WAGDWGDSPF SLTAHPLCSG AVHQNGRCRP  
ay029770_frame1  VRVRRKLEME LSWERRSGGD WAGDWGDSPF SLTAHPLCSG AVHQNGRCRP  
my_cck-b_frame1  .......... .......... .......... .........G AVHQNGRCRP  
  l07746_frame1  .......... .......... .......... .........G AVHQNGRCRP  
 
                 351                                                400 
af239668_frame1  ETGAVGEDSD GCYVQLPRSR PALELTALTA PGPGSGSRPT QAKLLAKKRV  
ay029770_frame1  ETGAVGEDSD GCYVQLPRSR PALELTALTA PGPGSGSRPT QAKLLAKKRV  
my_cck-b_frame1  ETGAVGEDSD GCYVQLPRSR PALELTALTA PGPGSGSRPT QAKLLAKKRV  
  l07746_frame1  ETGAVGEDSD GCYVQLPRSR PALELTALTA PGPGSGSRPT QAKLLAKKRV  
 
                 401                                                450 
af239668_frame1  VRMLLVIVVL FFLCWLPVYS ANTWRAFDGP GAHRALSGAP ISFIHLLSYA  
ay029770_frame1  VRMLLVIVVL FFLCWLPVYS ANTWRAFDGP GAHRALSGAP ISFIHLLSYA  
my_cck-b_frame1  VRMLLVIVVL FFLCWLPVYS ANTWRAFDGP GAHRALSGAP ISFIHLLSYA  
  l07746_frame1  VRMLLVIVVL FFLCWLPVYS ANTWRAFDGP GAHRALSGAP ISFIHLLSYA  
 
 
                 451                                                500 
af239668_frame1  SACVNPLVYC FMHRRFRQAC LETCARCCPR PPRARPRALP DEDPPTPSIA  
ay029770_frame1  SACVNPLVYC FMHRRFRQAC LETCARCCPR PPRARPRALP DEDPPTPSIA  
my_cck-b_frame1  SACVNPLVYC FMHRRFRQAC LETCARCCPR PPRARPRALP DEDPPTPSIA  
  l07746_frame1  SACVNPLVYC FMHRRFRQAC LETCARCCPR PPRARPRALP DEDPPTPSIA  
 
                 501                                         543 
af239668_frame1  SLSRLSYTTI STLGPG*~~~  
ay029770_frame1  SLSRLSYTTI STLGPG*~~~  
my_cck-b_frame1  SLSRLSYTTI STLGPG*~~~  
  l07746_frame1  SLSRLSYTTI STLGPG*~~~  
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2.3.1.2. CELLULAR EXPRESSION OF THE CCK-B RECEPTOR 

Cells were transfected with the CCK-B receptor (CCK-BR) gene and were 

selected with media containing Zeocin (100 µg/mL) 24-36 hours following transfection.  

The presence of the CCK-BR was confirmed via RT-PCR, and Figure 2.3 shows the 

presence of the CCK-BR in both the Hek293/hMC4R cells and the SW480 cells, which 

were transfected with CCK-BR.  In both cases the parental cell lines had no expression of 

the gene before the CCK-BR vector was added.  Following transfection, the CCK-BR 

expression relative to β-actin was 1.08 in the Hek293/hMC4R cells and 3.97 in the 

SW480 cells (Figure 2.3). 

 

2.3.1.3. THE CCK-B RECEPTOR IS FUNCTIONAL IN CELLS   

The function of the CCK-BR was tested via a saturation binding assay using 125I-

CCK-8.  Cells were incubated with increasing concentration of 125I labeled CCK-8, and 

non-specific binding was tested in the presence of 1 µM unlabeled CCK-8.  As seen in 

Figure 2.4, the receptor is functional and expressed at the cell surface of the CHO/δOR 

and SW480 cells, which were both transfected with CCK-BR.  In the case of 

CHO/δOR/CCK cells (Figure 2.4A) the Kd = 0.25 nM, Bmax = 48,000, and R2 = 0.97.  For 

the SW480/CCK cells (Figure 2.4B) the Kd = 0.03 nM, Bmax = 31,000, and R2 = 0.99.  

Since the levels of specific binding are quite high and the amount of non-specific binding 

is nearly zero, these cells can be used to test the binding of CCK analogs. 
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Figure 2.3: RT-PCR results confirm expression of the CCK-BR in Hek293/hMC4R and 
SW480 cells.  The results are presented as gene expression relative to β-actin.  Prior to 
transfection with the CCK-BR vector, the Hek293/hMC4R and SW480 cells had no 
expression of CCK-BR.  These results confirm the expression of the gene following 
transfection and selection.
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Figure 2.4: Saturation binding curves confirm presence of functional CCK-B receptor at 
the surface of cells.   Cells were incubated with increasing concentrations of 125I-CCK.  
Non-specific binding was tested in the presence of 1 µM CCK-8.  ∇ , Total binding; □, 
Specific binding; • , Non-specific binding.  A) For the CHO/δOR/CCK cells: Kd = 0.25 
nM, Bmax = 48,000, R2 = 0.97.  B) For the SW480/CCK cells: Kd = 0.03 nM, Bmax = 
31,000, R2 = 0.9.   
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2.3.2. EVALUATION OF THE δ-OPIOID RECEPTORS 

2.3.2.1. EVALUATION OF THE δOR CONSTRUCT RECEIVED FROM FRANCE 

The full-length hδOR construct (D, Table 2.3) was received from Brigitte Kieffer 

in the pcDNAI/Amp vector and was successfully subcloned into the pcDNA 3.1 

(+)/Hygro vector.  The sequence was confirmed via diagnostic restriction enzyme cuts 

and sequencing.   

 

2.3.2.1.1. CONSTRUCTION OF CELL LINES WITH STABLE EXPRESSION OF 

HδOR 

 SW480 (Colon cancer cells) and Hek293/hMC4R cells were transfected with the 

hδOR construct (vector E, Table 2.3) and were placed under selection with 400 µg/mL 

Hygromycin.  The stable cells were expanded and presence of the hδOR was validated 

via RT-PCR and with immunohistochemistry.  The results of the RT-PCR confirmed the 

presence of the hδOR, and the antibody staining showed faint staining at the cell surface 

of SW480 cells (Figure 2.5A).  When ligand binding was attempted on the SW480/hδOR 

cells there was no difference between total and non-specific binding indicating that the 

receptor was either not functional or not accessible at the cell surface (data not shown).  

Ligand binding was also low when Hek293/hMC4R cells were used in a saturation 

binding assay with 3H-Deltorphin II (Figure 2.6).  The Kd was calculated to be 1.2 nM 

and the Bmax was 170.  This low Bmax indicates that there are very few binding sites per 

cell, and we did not feel confident that these cells would provide robust binding data.   
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Figure 2.5: Staining of the δ-opioid receptor (δOR) in SW480 and CHO cells.  The 
SW480 cells were transfected with the δOR construct.  The CHO cells were obtained 
from Henry Yamamura and have been engineered to overexpress the δOR.  Cells were 
treated with the anti-δ-opioid receptor antibody at a 1:200 dilution for 15 min followed 
by staining with a secondary antibody labeled with Cy3b.  Presence of the δOR was 
confirmed in A) SW480 cells and B) CHO cells.  C) No staining was seen in Hek293 
cells that do not express the δOR. 
 

 BA CBA C
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Figure 2.6: Saturation binding of 3H-Deltorphin II to Hek293/hMC4R cells with stable 
expression of δOR.  Each data point represents the average of triplicate samples with 
error bars indicating the standard error mean.  The ∇  indicates total binding; □, Specific 
binding; • , Non-specific binding.  The calculated values were as follows Kd = 1.2 nM, 
Bmax = 170, R2 = 0.83.   
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2.3.2.1.2. TRANSIENT EXPRESSION OF δOR AT THE CELL SURFACE IS 

HIGHEST AT 32-40 HOURS FOLLOWING TRANSFECTION  

Since transient expression tends to yield higher expression of genes of interest, we 

evaluated cells with transient expression of the hδOR, hypothesizing that this may yield 

better binding results than cells with stable expression of the receptor.  In order to obtain 

the best binding results, we wanted to determine when the levels of hδOR surface 

expression were the highest following transient transfection.  Hek293/hMC4R cells were 

transfected with 4.0 µg hδOR (vector E, Table 2.3) at different time-points and levels of 

hδOR were confirmed via RT-PCR and antibody staining.  From the RT-PCR results 

(Figure 2.7) it can be seen that hδOR expression begins to increase around 24 hours and 

reaches a maximum around 36 hours (based on the data for this specific experiment).  

The results from the antibody staining (Figure 2.8) confirm these observations.  At 24 

hours (Figure 2.8F), the staining for hδOR begins to accumulate around the surface of 

these cells.  However, the expression appears to be much brighter and still present at the 

cell surface at the 32, 40, and 48 hour time-points, indicating a higher surface expression 

at these timepoints.  Based on the results of the RT-PCR data and the antibody studies, 

the level of cell surface expression of hδOR is highest ~32-40 hours following 

transfection, thus ligand binding should be optimal at these time points.   
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Figure 2.7: RT-PCR results of transient δOR expression in Hek293/hMC4R cells.  Cells 
were transfected with 4.0 µg of δOR DNA and were harvested for RNA at the given 
timepoints.  Gene expression of δOR is expressed as expression relative to β-actin. 
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Figure 2.8: Transient expression of δ-opioid Receptor (δOR) in Hek293/hMC4R cells.  
Cells were transfected with 4.0 µg of δOR DNA and were stained for δOR expression 
with an anti-δOR antibody at the given time points.  A.) Non-transfected control.  B.) 2-
hr time point.  C.) 4-hr time point.  D.) 8-hr time point.  E.) 16-hr time point.  F.) 24-hr 
time point.  G.) 32-hr time point.  H.) 40-hr time point.  I.) 48-hr time point.  All images 
represent an overlaid montage of 4-7 single image planes. 
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2.3.2.1.3. ABSENCE OF LIGAND BINDING ON CELLS WITH TRANSIENT 

EXPRESSION OF δOR 

In order to confirm functional expression of transient hδOR, ligand binding was 

assayed.  Based on the RT-PCR and immunohistochemistry results, ligand binding was 

tested 36 hours following transfection.  Transient transfection using the same δOR vector 

(Vector E, Table 2.3) resulted in cells which expressed the receptor but did not bind 

ligand.  This indicates that the receptors were expressed on the inside of the plasma 

membrane where they are not accessible to ligand binding, or they are present as a non-

functional version of the receptor.  These binding experiments were repeated multiple 

times and assayed between 30-48 hours following transfection with no detection of ligand 

binding.  Rather than continue use of this vector, a new vector was obtained for the δOR, 

and the results presented in the next sections were produced using this new vector. 
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2.3.2.2. EVALUATION OF A SECOND δOR CONSTRUCT 

A new δOR vector (Vector F, Table 2.3) was obtained from Dr. Henry 

Yamamura’s lab. This construct contained a full length human delta-opioid receptor 

cloned into the pcDNA3.1(+) vector using the restriction enzymes EcoR I and Not I.  In 

order to make this receptor compatible for simultaneous stable expression with the other 

receptors of interest, the δOR gene was subcloned into the pcDNA3.1(+)/Hygro vector.  

The restriction enzyme Hind III and Apa I were used to successfully transfer the gene 

into the pcDNA3.1(+)/Hygro vector, and the final construct (vector G, Table 2.3) was 

confirmed via sequencing.   

 

2.3.2.2.1. HIGH LEVELS OF LIGAND BINDING ON CHO/δOR CELLS RECEIVED 

FROM YAMAMURA’S LAB 

The CHO-δOR cell line obtained from Dr. Henry Yamamura’s lab had stable 

expression of the hδOR.  This expression was confirmed with antibody staining (Figure 

2.5B and Figure 2.9), which shows bright surface staining.  In order to test the behavior 

of these cells in our binding assays, a saturation analysis was performed.  Cells were 

incubated with increasing concentrations of 3H-Deltorphin 2 for 90 min, and non-specific 

binding was tested in the presence of 10 µM naloxone.  Results presented in Figure 2.10 

show that Kd = 0.75 nM, Bmax = 4117, R2 = 0.98.  These results confirm that these cells 

will be useful in evaluating ligands for the hδOR. 
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Figure 2.9: Antibody staining of CHO/δΟR cells shows the presence of the δ-opioid 
receptor.  Live cells (A) and fixed cells (B) were stained with an anti-δΟR antibody.  A 
very high concentration (1:10 dilution) of antibody was required to stain the live cells, 
indicating that the staining in A may be mainly non-specific.  Since this antibody binds to 
a cytoplasmic domain of the receptor, disruption of the plasma membrane (fixation with 
permeabilization) is required to gain access to this region.  Panel B confirms that the 
receptor is present both internally and at the cell surface. 
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Figure 2.10: Saturation binding of 3H-Deltorphin II to CHO/δOR cells.  Each data point 
represents the average of triplicate samples with error bars indicating the standard error 
mean.  The ∇  indicates non-specific binding, □ represents total binding, and •  represents 
specific binding.  The calculated values were as follows Kd = 0.75 nM, Bmax = 4000, R2 = 
0.98.   
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2.3.2.2.2. TRANSIENT EXPRESSION OF THE HδOR PRODUCES FUNCTIONAL 

CELL SURFACE RECEPTOR 

The cell surface expression and function of the δOR was tested via binding of 10 

nM 3H-Deltorphin II.  The amount of total binding was compared to the amount of non-

specific binding (tested in the presence of 10 µM naloxone).  When expressed transiently 

in the Hek293/hMC4R cells using a FuGENE: DNA ratio of 10:1, the δOR (vector F, 

Table 2.3) was functional at the cell surface 24-44 hours following transfection (Figure 

2.11).  Expression was higher at the 44-hour time-point, suggesting that for future studies 

cells should be transfected at least 44 hours prior to the experiment.  Expression levels 

are still much lower than levels for the CHO/δOR cells, however (see avg CPM values in 

Figure 2.10 versus Figure 2.11) suggesting that there are fewer accessible receptors on 

the cell surface. 

Although the data for the binding experiments in Figure 2.11 look promising, we 

were unable to repeat these results.  Further transfections followed by binding assays 

failed to yield any detectable specific binding.  Since these data are not reliable or 

reproducible, this cellular system will not be useful in testing of multivalent ligands. 
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Figure 2.11: 3H Deltorphin II binding to Hek293/hMC4R cells with transient expression 
of the δOR.  Cells were transfected with δOR and were assayed for total and non-specific 
binding at 24 hours and 44 hours following transfection using 10 nM 3H Deltorphin II.  
Non-specific binding was tested in the presence of 10 µM naloxone.  Solid bars represent 
total binding and striped bars represent non-specific binding.  Each bar represents the 
average of 3 replicates with error bars indicating the standard deviation.  The 24 hour 
non-specific bar is an average of 2 replicates, as there was an obvious outlier that was 
excluded from analysis.   
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2.3.2.2.3. TRANSFECTION OF ADDITIONAL CELLS WITH δOR 

 In order to provide more robust and reproducible binding data we would like to 

have a cell line with stable dual expression of hMC4R and hδOR.  Since our attempts at 

introducing the hδOR vector into Hek293/hMC4R cells failed, we hypothesized that 

maybe simultaneous transfection of hδOR and hMC4R into cells that were not already 

expressing one of these receptors may provide better and more reproducible gene 

expression.  MCF7s, MDA231, and MiaPaca cells were transfected with hδOR DNA 

(vector E or vector G, Table 2.3) and even though cells were growing under selection, 

specific binding was not detectable in a reproducible manner.  

 

2.3.2.3. EVALUATION OF PUB/δOR VECTOR 

 It was suggested that in order to co-express δOR and hMC4R that it may be 

necessary to have the two receptors under the control of different promoters.  Since all 

vectors for the hMC4R place the gene under the control of the CMV promoter, we chose 

to place the δOR under control of the UbC promoter.  The δOR gene was subcloned from 

vector G (Table 2.3) into the pUB/V5-His vector using the Hind III and Xho I restriction 

sites.  This construct was confirmed via sequencing and diagnostic cuts.  We are currently 

in the process of obtaining stable clones of cells expressing this vector. 
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2.3.3. EVALUATION OF CELLS WITH EXPRESSION OF THE HMC4R 

 

2.3.3.1. HEK293/HMC4R CELLS RECEIVED FROM HRUBY LAB EFFICIENTLY 

BIND LIGAND 

 Hek293 cells with stable expression of the hMC4R were received from Victor 

Hruby’s lab at the University of Arizona.  These cells were stained with anti-human 

melanocortin 4 receptor antibody, which confirmed surface expression the hMC4R 

(Figure 2.12).  Additionally, presence of cell surface hMC4 receptors was also confirmed 

via binding of a fluorescently labeled NDP-α-MSH ligand, which is specific for the 

melanocortin receptors (Figure 2.13).  Binding activity was confirmed via a saturation 

binding analysis (Figure 2.14).  Increasing amounts of Eu-labeled NDP-α-MSH were 

added to cells, and non-specific binding was tested in the presence of 100 µM unlabeled 

NDP-α-MSH.  Results indicated that the Kd = 19 nM, and Bmax = 95,000, with a R2 value 

of 0.98 in this specific experiment.  Taken together, these results confirm the presence 

and function of melanocortin receptors on the cell surface of these cells. 
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Figure 2.12: The human Melanocortin 4 Receptor (hMC4R) is present on the cell surface 
and within the Hek293/hMC4R cells.  Cells were stained live (A) or were fixed (B) prior 
to staining to show the presence of receptor on the surface or internally, respectively.  
The inset in B is a negative control, in which fixed cells were processed using only the 
secondary donkey anti-rabbit Cy3 antibody.  These images are single image planes 
acquired with a Nikon PCM 2000 confocal microscope. 

A BA B
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Figure 2.13: Example of the specific labeling of the hMC4R with a fluorescently tagged 
NDP-α-MSH ligand.  A) Hek293/hMC4R cells were incubated with a 100 nM solution 
of the fluorescently tagged NDP-α-MSH ligand.  Staining on the surface of the cells 
shows that the receptor is capable of binding the ligand.  B) The staining is specific for 
the hMC4R since addition of 100 µM unlabeled NDP-α-MSH is able to completely block 
binding of the fluorescent ligand.  Both images were acquired on a Nikon PCM 2000 
confocal microscope with a gain setting of 1937. 

A BA B
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Figure 2.14: Saturation binding curve of Eu-NDP-α-MSH binding to Hek293 cells 
overexpressing hMC4R.  Increasing amounts of Eu-NDP-α-MSH were added to cells and 
incubated for 40 min at 37ºC.  Non-specific binding was determined in the presence of 
100 µM NDP-α-MSH.  From these data, the Kd = 19 nM, and Bmax = 95,000.  The data 
were fit using GraphPad Prism software using the non-linear regression, one site-binding 
equation, with a R2 value of 0.98.  Each data point indicates the average of 4 samples, 
with error bars indicating the standard error mean. 
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2.3.3.2. TRANSIENT EXPRESSION OF HMC4R RESULTS IN CELL SURFACE 

EXPRESSION 

The hMC4R vector that we chose to work with for dual and triple transfected cell 

lines was vector A in Table 2.3.  This vector was chosen based on the fact that the G418 

resistance gene would be compatible for simultaneous expression with the δOR and/or 

CCK-B vectors.  As a preliminary experiment, it was necessary to determine when the 

level of gene expression is highest following transfection.  A time-course study was 

completed in which cells were assayed at different time points following transfection.  

Cells were transfected with either a 3:1 or 3:2 ratio of FuGENE6 to DNA at different 

time points and then were assayed for total binding of 125I-NDP-α-MSH.  Non-specific 

binding was tested in the presence of 100 µM NDP-α-MSH on CHO/δOR cells that were 

not transfected with hMC4R.   

Results indicate that the amount of specific binding is highest ~45 hours post-

transfection with a 3:1 ratio, and ~30 hours following transfection with a 3:2 ratio (Figure 

2.15).  The overall amount of specific binding was higher in the cells transfected with the 

3:2 ratio of FuGENE 6 to DNA.  From this experiment it was concluded that in order to 

achieve maximum ligand binding using transient gene expression, cells should be 

transfected with a 3:2 ratio of FuGENE 6 to DNA, 30 hours prior to the binding 

experiment.  These experiments were repeated 3 additional times and each time yielded 

different results (with no data being as good as those presented above).  It appears that 

transient expression of the hMC4R is not very reproducible and thus would not be useful 

in our assay to detect multimeric ligand binding. 
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Figure 2.15: Transient gene expression of hMC4R in CHO/δOR cells.  Each data point 
represents the average of triplicate samples with error bars indicating the standard error 
mean where ∇  represents a 3:1 ratio of FuGENE 6 to DNA and •  indicates a 3:2 ratio of 
FuGENE 6 to DNA.   
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2.3.3.3. EVALUATION OF CELLS WITH STABLE EXPRESSION OF HMC4R 

 

2.3.3.3.1. TRANSFECTION OF CHO/δOR CELLS WITH HMC4R 

CHO/δOR cells were transfected with a 3:1 or 3:2 ratio of FuGENE6 to DNA 

(vector A, Table 2.3) and were grown under selection with 0.8 mg/mL geneticin.  Cells 

were then evaluated for their expression of functional hMC4R at the cell surface by 

binding with 20 nM Eu-NDP-α-MSH.  A significant difference was noted between the 

total and non-specific binding, indicating that the receptor is functional and expressed at 

the cell surface (Figure 2.16).  The amount of specific binding is higher in the cells 

transfected with a 3:1 FuGENE to DNA ratio compared to the cells transfected with a 3:2 

FuGENE to DNA ratio.   

A saturation experiment was then conducted on these cells in order to gain a 

better understanding of the receptor numbers.  The saturation data indicate that the cells 

transfected with a 3:2 FuGENE to DNA ratio bind only a small portion of the ligand, 

confirming the previous data.  These cells will therefore not be a useful cell line to use in 

binding experiments.  The cells transfected with a 3:1 FuGENE to DNA ratio, however, 

do bind the ligand although the numbers of receptors per cell are still lower than our 

ideal.  The data shown in Figure 2.17 indicate that this receptor binds ligands in a dose-

dependent manner and binding is saturated by 20 nM.  The calculated data are as follows, 

Kd = 2.4 nM, Bmax = 3000 with a R2 = 0.70.  In these cells, the amount of specific binding 

is still rather low.  Since this is a polyclonal population, it is likely that the population is 

composed of cells with high expression of the hMC4R and cells with lower or no 
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expression of the receptor.  By isolating single clones it might be possible to isolate cells 

with high expression of the hMC4R.   

 

2.3.3.3.2. EVALUATION OF MONOCLONAL POPULATIONS OF 

CHO/δOR/HMC4R CELLS 

Single clones of the CHO/δOR/hMC4R cells were selected by diluting the cells 

into 96-well plates.  Single wells that contained a single cell were expanded and the cells 

were then evaluated for expression of hMC4R by binding with 20 nM Eu-NDP-α-MSH.  

Results shown in Figure 2.18 were rather disappointing in that the parental cells, 

CHO/δOR/HMC4R transfected with a 3:1 ratio of FuGENE6 to DNA (3:1 in the graph 

and in Figure 2.16), appear to have lost expression of the hMC4R.  Additionally, none of 

the clones that were isolated appear to have high expression of the receptor of interest.  

These data suggest that the cells have either lost the vector of interest, the cellular 

population has been overgrown with the cells that have little or no expression of the 

hMC4R, or that the hMC4R has been sequestered in intracellular regions within the cell.  

Regardless, these cells will not be useful in future experiments. 
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2.3.3.3.3. EVALUATION OF LOSS OF HMC4R EXPRESSION IN CHO/δOR/hMC4R 

CELLS 

 In order to determine the cause of the loss of binding at the hMC4R in the 

CHO/δOR/hMC4R cells, immunohistochemistry was performed.  Cells were stained with 

anti-hMC4R antibody either live or fixed (Figure 2.19).  The fixed cells show abundant 

staining throughout the cell, while the live cells show no staining.  The results from these 

experiments indicate that there is no cell surface expression, which explains why no 

binding was detected during the binding assays.  These cells are still stable under 

selection since the hMC4R is expressed in the intracellular regions. 

 

2.3.3.3.4. REPEAT TRANSFECTION OF CHO/δOR CELLS WITH HMC4R 

 The previous experiments were repeated under the hypothesis that it may be 

possible to again isolate a cell population with high stable expression of hMC4R.  Cells 

were transfected with either a 3:1 or a 3:2 ratio of FuGENE 6 to DNA and were grown 

under selection.  When the culture has expanded to produce enough cells to assay, cells 

were tested for the presence of functional cell surface hMC4R with binding of Eu-NDP-

α-MSH.  In two independent assays non-specific binding was indeterminable from total 

binding indicating the absence of functional cell-surface receptor.  These results suggest 

that for some reason the receptor is not being expressed on the cell surface and seems to 

be sequestered in the intracellular regions. 
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Figure 2.16:  Stable expression of hMC4R in CHO/δOR cells.  CHO/δOR cells were 
transfected with hMC4R with a 3:1 or 3:2 ratio of FuGENE6 to DNA.  Total binding 
(black bars) was tested by the addition of 20 nM Eu-NDP-α-MSH (black bars) and non-
specific binding (grey bars) was tested in the presence of 100 µM NDP-α-MSH.  Total 
binding data are an average of 4 data points and non-specific data are an average of 3 
data points, with error bars indicating the standard deviation. 
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Figure 2.17:  Saturation binding data of CHO/δOR cells stably transfected with a 3:1 
ratio of hMC4R.  Where ○, ■, and ∇  represent total binding, specific binding, and non-
specific binding, respectively.  The Kd = 2.4 nM, Bmax = 3000, and R2 = 0.70. 
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Figure 2.18:  Binding of Eu-NDP-α-MSH to monoclonal cell population of the 
CHO/δOR/hMC4R cells.  Total binding (black bars) was tested with 20 nM Eu-NDP-α-
MSH, and non-specific binding (grey bars) was tested in the presence 50 µM NDP-α-
MSH.  Each of the total binding data bars indicates the average of 8 samples and the grey 
data bars indicate the average of 4 samples.  Data indicate that the amount of specific 
binding is very low for all the cells tested.   
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Figure 2.19:  Staining of CHO-δOR/CCK/hMC4R cells with anti-hMC4R antibody.  
Cells were stained after fixation (A, B) or live (C).  Panel A shows a merged image of 
multiple slices, while panel C is of a single slice.  Panel D is a negative control of a fixed 
cell with no primary antibody.  The absence of cell surface staining in C confirms that 
nearly all of the receptor is sequestered in intracellular regions.  All images were acquired 
at the same gain setting. 
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2.3.4. EVALUATION OF THE OXYTOCIN RECEPTOR 

 The oxytocin receptor was expressed transiently in SW480 cells and receptor 

expression was verified via RT-PCR.  Ligand binding was tested using 100 pM 125I-

oxytocin and non-specific binding was tested in the presence of 50 µM unlabeled 

oxytocin.  Figure 2.20 shows that there is little difference between the amount of total 

and non-specific binding, indicating that there is very little receptor present on the cell 

surface.  Further evaluation of this receptor will need to be completed in the future. 
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Figure 2.20: Binding of 125I-oxytocin to cells with transient expression of OTR.  Cells 
were labeled with 100 pM 125I-oxytocin and non-specific binding was tested in the 
presence of 50µM unlabeled oxytocin.  Each bar represents the average of duplicate 
samples with error bars indicating standard deviation. 
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2.4. DISCUSSION 

 

In order to test multivalent ligand binding it is necessary to have access to a 

number of cell lines, which express complement receptors to the ligands of interest.  

These cells lines should be constructed so that the multivalent ligands can be tested 

against cells with combinations of 1,2 and 3 receptors of interest in order to gain 

information about the specificity and cooperativity of binding.  These cell lines are also 

necessary to ensure that the ligand is actually engaging all of the receptors of interest. 

This chapter had summarized the construction of cell lines with different 

combinations of the hMC4R, δOR, CCK-BR, and OTR.  The localization of these 

receptors was confirmed in the case of the hMC4R and δOR with the use of 

immunohistochemistry.  RT-PCR was also used to confirm the presence of the receptor 

genes within the cells.  The most important test, however, is whether or not the receptor 

is able to bind ligand.  In some cases, it is possible that the RT-PCR and 

immunohistochemistry results will show the presence of the receptor, but when the 

receptors are assayed for receptor binding, they are not functional or are not expressed at 

the cell surface.  This may result from the receptors being present on the internal side of 

the plasma membrane.  Additionally, they may be expressed at such low levels that 

binding is not detectable.  It is also possible that the receptor is expressed in a non-

functional form.   

Despite the potential problems that occur with creating stable cell lines which 

express multiple receptor types, we were successful in creating 25 stable cell lines with 
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different patterns of receptor expression, however in some of these cell lines the receptors 

were not functional at the cell surface (see table 2.4 for a summary).  The expression and 

function of the hMC4R, CCK-BR and δOR were confirmed in a number of different cell 

lines.  There is still optimization that remains to be done with the OTR before it will be a 

reliable receptor for binding assays.   

In the case of dual expression of the hMC4R and the δOR, a reliable cell system 

has not yet been identified.  Although some positive results have been generated these 

results are unreliable and are difficult to reproduce.  We are unsure why this combination 

of receptors has been so difficult to express.  It is possible that there may be some sort of 

downstream signaling that prevents both receptors from being simultaneously expressed 

in the same cell.  It is also possible that the signaling pathway of one receptor could 

interfere with the pathway of the other receptor thereby preventing its expression at the 

cell surface.   

Regardless of the reason as to why we have not been able to co-express the 

hMC4R and the δOR, there is still much work that needs to be completed on this receptor 

pair.  Work is currently being done to transfer the hMC4R and the δOR genes into the 

pBudCE4.1 vector.  The vector contains two multiple cloning sites where the genes can 

be inserted and places one gene under control of the CMV promoter and the other gene 

under control of the EF-1α promoter.  Since both genes are contained within the same 

vector, cells would only have to be transfected and selected once.   

Additionally, having both genes contained within the same vector ensures that 

equivalent copy numbers of each vector will be expressed.  It is possible that this vector 
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will allow for simultaneous expression of the hMC4R and δOR.  Additionally, we have 

considered truncating the receptors in order to prevent downstream signaling 

mechanisms.  It is possible that somehow these receptors are being over-stimulated which 

is causing them to be sequestered in intracellular regions.  By truncating the receptor, it is 

possible to interfere with binding of the receptor to the G proteins and thus interfere with 

the downstream signaling pathways.  We are currently looking at different options that 

would allow us to truncate the C-terminal intracellular tail while maintaining the ability 

of the receptor to bind ligand.      

Although there were many problems with the co-expression of the hMC4R and 

the δOR, we have successfully generated two cell lines with dual receptor expression.  

We currently have Hek293 cells which express both the hMC4R and CCK-BR and CHO 

cells with expression δOR and CCK-BR.  The dual expression of both receptors in these 

cell lines has been validated by binding assays. 

These cells constructed to date will be used to test the binding of our multimeric 

ligands.  Having access to this array of cell lines allows the multimeric ligands to be 

tested in numerous ways.  For instance, a multivalent ligand can be tested on cells that 

express all of the complementary receptors.  To ensure that each ligand is actually 

engaging its receptor of interest, that multimeric ligand may be tested on cells that do not 

display the other complementary receptors.  Additionally, receptors can be blocked 

through the addition of excess unlabeled monomeric ligand.  In both of the above cases, 

one would expect that the multivalent ligand would bind with affinity similar to the 
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monomeric ligand since it is only able to engage one type of receptor.  The results of 

these binding assays are discussed further in the chapters that follow.  
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3. ANALYSIS OF HOMOMERIC LIGANDS OF NDP-α-MSH* 

 

3.1. INTRODUCTION: 

3.1.1. MULTIVALENT INTERACTIONS 

Multivalent interactions are characterized by multiple molecular recognition 

elements or ligands, which are part of a single entity, simultaneous binding to multiple 

receptors contained on another entity.  These multiple interactions enhance the binding of 

a multivalent molecule compared to the corresponding monovalent molecule. Multivalent 

ligands are important features of molecular recognition, antibody response, and virus-host 

interaction.  The relevance of multivalent ligands as well as theoretical definitions of 

interactions (avidity, cooperativity, etc.) is well documented (1). By combining multiple 

specific ligands into a single molecule it is possible to create compounds which will bind 

selectivity and with high affinity to cells bearing the appropriate mix of complementary 

receptors (2).  

 

3.1.2. EXAMPLES OF HOMOMERIC LIGANDS 

Multimeric ligand binding has been characterized mainly through studies of 

homomeric ligands, meaning that each individual ligand is identical and is targeted 

toward the same receptor.  Multimeric ligands have been developed to inhibit cell-

surface-receptor interactions or to act as effectors of downstream signal transduction. An  

 

 

*Portions of this chapter have been published previously:  
Vagner, J., Handl, H. L., Gillies, R. J.,and Hruby, V. J. (2004) Bioorganic & Medicinal Chemistry Letters 

14, 211-215. 
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example of such inhibitors is a pentavalent ligand thats target the heat-labile enterotoxin 

LT-1.  Five galactose residues are attached to a pentacyclen scaffold via a linker ranging 

in length from 32 to 83 atoms (3). The best ligand displayed a 105-fold increase in IC50 

compared to galactose.  As another example, peptide ligands ([Nle4,D-Phe7]-α-MSH 

(NDP-α-MSH), dynorphin and substance P) were attached to polyvinylalcohol (PVA) 

using either disulphide or thioether linkages. The NDP-α-MSH agent (containing 10-15 

copies) bound tightly and specifically to melanoma cell lines that displayed the 

corresponding melanocortin receptor.  However, dynorphin and substance P agents did 

not bind to any cells (4;5).  

The large affinity increases resulting from multimerization has also been 

documented with antibodies.  For example, E1 and L19 scFv antibody fragments 

recognize the ED-B domain of fibronectin and have dissociation constants of 41 nM and 

0.054 nM, respectively (6).  Dimerization of either fragment led to increases in tumor 

retention so great that the E1 dimer bound with avidity comparable to the L19 monomer 

despite 800-fold differences in monomeric Kd’s.  Hence, improved tumor targeting can be 

attained by increasing the affinity of the antibody for the target or by increasing the 

valency of the antibody. 
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3.1.3. ROLE OF THE LINKER 

The structure of the spacer (indifferent linker of ligands) will play an important 

role in the orientation of the pharmacophores and must be chosen with care since binding 

may be influenced by both the rigidity and length of the linker.  In order for the concept 

of multimeric ligand binding to be successful, the binding of one end of a multimer must 

be successful.  This event serves to tether the multivalent ligand to the surface of the cell 

and then allows for contact of the second ligand with the cell surface (see Figure 1.4).  If 

the multimeric ligand is constructed carefully, the second ligand should also be able to 

locate and bind its corresponding receptor.  This results in an increased affinity and an 

apparent cooperativity.   

The influence of linker length on binding affinity has been investigated by a 

number of groups.  Kessler et al (7) constructed  homodimers of somatostatin analogues 

by tethering dimers of cyclic D-Pro-Phe-Thr-Lys(Z)-Trp-Phe to hydrocarbons of 

different lengths.  Dimers separated by 16-18 atom linkers displayed 150-fold increased 

affinity compared to the monomer.  As the linker length increased beyond this length, the 

apparent affinity of the dimers decreased. Insertion of a rigid acetylene moiety 14 atoms 

in length into the linker increased affinity almost 100-fold in these dimers.  Brandenburg 

et al (8) synthesized peptidic oligomers containing up to 6 monomer units of NDP-α-

MSH(4-10) conjugated through formation of oxime bonds to different templates.  The 

observed affinity was 8 times higher than the native peptide and 62 times higher than the 

monomeric NDP-α-MSH(7) derivative CH3CH=N-O-CH2-CO-Nle-Asp-His-DPhe-Arg-

Trp-Lys-NH2. 
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3.1.4. CURRENT APPROACH 

In this study, we undertook a stepwise, solid phase synthesis and characterization 

of NDP-α-MSH-fragment homomultimers.  The major advantage of stepwise synthesis 

lies in the flexibility provided for targeted design of multimeric ligands.  Many features 

of such molecules may be fine-tuned after identification of parameters contributing to 

binding.  Location of pharmacophores in multimeric ligands as well as the flexibility of 

scaffolds bearing these subunits may be modified systematically to generate 

multidimensional structure-activity relationships, SAR.  The benefit of solid-phase 

synthesis is the highly controlled assembly of a single entity.  This is especially important 

in the design of heteromeric ligands since most conjugation methods lead to ill-defined 

mixtures.    

To initiate a systematic study of multimeric interactions, we chose to evaluate 

binding of α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (α-MSH) to the human melanocortin 

receptor.  The biological functions and SAR of α-MSH analogues have been extensively 

researched and reviewed (8).  Many potent analogues were investigated, and studies 

indicate that residues in the β-turn region 6-9 (His-Phe-Arg-Trp) are critical for agonist 

activity.  By replacing the Met in position 4 with a Nle and the Phe in position 7 with a D-

Phe, a potent α-MSH analog was obtained (NDP-α-MSH, Ac-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Nle-Glu-His-

D-Phe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2) (9;10).   

We selected two analogues:  the tetrapeptide Ac-His-D-Phe-Arg-Trp-NH2, NDP-

α-MSH(4), and the hexapeptide Ac-Nle-Glu-His-D-Phe-Arg-Trp-NH2, NDP-α-MSH(6)  

These compounds were chosen since they should have low nanomolar binding activity 
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and thus should facilitate the detection of avidity enhancement due to oligomerization.  

Additionally, these truncated versions of NDP-α-MSH serve to keep the molecular 

weight of the ligands low for eventual in vivo applications.  We attempted to construct 

similar multivalent homodimers for the NDP-α-MSH(4) series (Table 3.1) and for the 

NDP-α-MSH(6) series (Table 3.2) 

The present study was undertaken to determine the optimal linker, in terms of 

length and rigidity, for NDP-α-MSH dimers and trimers.  The ideal spacer should not 

interfere with the binding of the ligand to the receptor and preferably should be both 

hydrophilic and small.  As an obvious choice we included polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

spacers, combined with polyamides (11).  The spacer built from PEG complies with all 

the requirements for an ideal molecule, however it is extremely flexible.  Such a flexible 

construct would pay an entropic cost proportional to its flexibility and could erase the 

avidity effect of multimeric binding.  We implemented PEG knowing its limitations 

because we have developed a solid-phase procedure for attachment of relatively small 

triethylene glycol units to the peptide backbone.  The combination of this procedure with 

polyamide chains may serve as a tool for modular solid-phase synthesis and fine-tuning 

of spacer properties, especially flexibility.  

Based on the initial findings by Kessler et al (7) we chose to construct linkers 

with lengths ranging from approximately 5 to 25 atoms long.  We hypothesized that we 

may see similar affinity enhancements to those detected when they used somatostatin 

dimers with linkers of 16-18 atoms in length.  By using a combination of amino acids and 

PEG spacer units, it is possible to build tethers of various length and rigidity.  PEG 
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spacers (Figure 3.1A) represent one side of the rigidity scale offering a highly flexible 

and hydrophilic tether (compounds 6,9,13,14,15, Table 3.1).  To decrease conformational 

mobility of the spacer a more rigid amide linkage was implemented via alternation of β 

and α amino acids (compounds 5, 8, and 11).  These linkers are more rigid than ethylene 

glycols, but more flexible than those containing constrained proline (compound 4) or 4-

aminomethylbenzoic acid (Figure 3.1B) (compounds 3, 7, and 10).  Trimers (Table 3.3, 

compounds 16 and 17) were constructed with an intervening lysine providing an N-linked 

bridge to the third ligand (Figure 3.1C).   Hence, linker lengths in Table 3.3 are expressed 

as atom lengths between L1-L2, L2-L3 and L1-L3. 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.1: Binding Affinities of Homodimers of NDP-α-MSH(4).  The structure of these 
ligands is as follows: Ac-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp-SPACER-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp-NH2.  Each 
value is the average of at least 4 independent assays, run on separate days.   
 
 

Compound SPACERa Lengthb EC50 (nM) Hill Coeff. 
1 No spacer 0 264 0.9 
2 βAla 4 119 1.4 
3 AMBc 7 38 1.1 
4 Pro-Gly-Pro 9 14 0.8 
5 βAla-Gly-βAla 11 143 1.0 
6 PEG-Su-14 14 234 1.1 
7 (AMB)2 14 123 1.1 
8 (βAla-Gly)2-βAla 18 231 1.1 
9 PEG-Su-19 19 662 1.8 
10 (AMB)3 21 164 1.1 
11 (βAla-Gly)3-βAla 25 571 0.9 

aSpacer is incorporated into  peptide via amide bond.  
bLength of spacer in atoms. 
c4-Aminobenzoic acid.  
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Table 3.2: Binding Affinities of Homodimers of NDP-α-MSH(6).  The structure of these 
ligands is as follows: Ac-Nle-Glu-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp- SPACER -Nle-Glu-His-DPhe-
Arg-Trp-NH2. Each value is the average of at least 4 independent assays, run on separate 
days.   
 

Compound SPACER a Lengthb EC50 (nM) Hill Coeff. 
12 βAla-Gly-βAla 11 7 0.91 
13 PEG-Su-14 14 9 1.23 
14 PEG-Su-19 19 33 1.59 
15 (PEG-Su-19)2 38 122 0.97 

aSpacer is incorporated into  peptide via amide bond.  
bLength of spacer in atoms. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.3: Binding Affinities of Homotrimers of NDP-α-MSH(4).  The structure of these 
ligands is as follows: Ac-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp- SPACER -Lys(Ac-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp)- 
SPACER -His-DPhe-Arg-Trp-NH2. Each value is the average of at least 4 independent 
assays, run on separate days.   
 
 

Compound SPACER a Lengthb EC50 (nM) Hill Coeff. 
16 βAla 11-11-11 15 1.13 
17 βAla-Gly-βAla 18-25-18 24 1.56 

aSpacer is incorporated into  peptide via amide bond.  
bLength of spacer in atoms. 
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A.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.1: Structures of linkers and trimer construction.  A.) Structure of amino-PEG4-
succinic acid building block.  B.) Structure of aminomethylbenzoic acid (AMB) building 
block.  C.) Layout of the trimeric ligand.  The Lys residue provides a branch in the 
trimeric ligand.  L1, L2, L3 represent the individual ligands.
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3.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS: 
 

3.2.1. PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS: 

Peptides were synthesized by solid-phase technology using a manual synthesizer. 

The rink resin was swollen in DMF for an hour and then washed with DMF.  Nα-Fmoc 

protecting groups were removed with 50% piperidine in DMF (1 x 2 min and 1 x 20 

min). The resin was washed again with DMF, 1.0 M HOBt in DMF, and DMF.  The next 

Nα-Fmoc amino acid was coupled using preactivated 0.3 M HOBt ester in THF (3 equiv. 

of Nα-Fmoc amino acid, 3 equiv. of HOBt, and 3 equiv. of DIC).  Fmoc-Gly and Fmoc-

His(Trt) need 50%THF/DMF solvent mixture to be dissolved.  The resin slurry was 

stirred for 2 hours or until a Kaiser test became negative.  If the test failed, the resin was 

washed with DMF and the amino acid was coupled again with HBTU/DIEA procedure (3 

equiv. of 0.3 M solution of Nα-Fmoc amino acid, 3 equiv. of HBTU, and 6 equiv. of 

DIEA in DMF) for 3 hours.  If the second coupling did not result in a negative Kaiser 

test, the resin was washed with DMF, and the rest of amino groups were capped with 

50% acetic anhydride in pyridine for 10 min.  

When the coupling reaction was finished, the resin was washed with DMF, and 

the same procedure was repeated for the next amino acid until all the amino acids in the 

sequence were attached.  After the last amino acid was incorporated, the Fmoc group was 

removed and the free amine groups were acetylated with 50% acetic anhydride in 

pyridine for 10 min, if needed. The resin was washed with DMF, THF and DCM. A 

cleavage mixture (10 mL per 1 g of resin) consisting of trifluoroacetic acid (91%), water 
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(3%), 1,2-ethandithiol (3%), and thioanisole (3%) was injected into the resin and the 

cleavage cocktail was stirred for 3 hrs at room temperature.  The solution was filtered off, 

and the resin was washed with TFA (2x3 min), concentrated by a stream of nitrogen and 

the product was precipitated by cold ether.  The peptide pellets were washed three times 

with cold ether and were lyophilized.  

 

3.2.2. COMPOUND PURIFICATION AND QUALITY CONTROL: 

All compounds were purified by HPLC, then by SEC.  Purification of the 

compounds was achieved using a Hewlett-Packard 1100 series HPLC instrument with a 

reverse-phase column (Vydac, 10mm x 220 mm, 10µm, 300Å).  Peptides were eluted 

with a linear acetonitrile/ 0.1% aqueous TFA gradient at a flow rate of 3.0 mL/min.  

Separations were monitored at 230 and 280 nm with Hewlett-Packard 110 series UV 

detector and integrated with Hewlett-Packard 3396 series III integrator.  The size 

exclusion chromatography (SEC) was performed on a borosilicate glass column (2.6 x 50 

cm, Sigma, St. Louis, MO) filled with medium size Sephadex G-25 (Aldrich, Milwaukee, 

WI). The compound was eluted with isocratic flow of 1.0 M aqueous acetic acid.  

The purity of product was checked by thin-layer chromatography and HPLC. 

Thin-layer chromatography was performed in three different solvent systems on an 

analytical reverse-phase C-18 HPLC using YMC ODS AM032 column (4.6 x 150 mm, 

5µm, 120Å) at 220 and 280 nm. The compounds were eluted with a linear acetonitrile in 

0.1% aqueous TFA gradient. Structures were characterized by ESI (Finnigan, 

Thermoquest LCQ ion trap instrument) or MALDI-TOF (Bruker Reflex-III, α-
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cyanocinnamic acid as a matrix.  An appropriate mixture of standard peptides was used 

with an average resolution of 8,000-9,000 for internal calibration. 

 

3.2.3. BINDING ASSAYS: 

Binding assays were performed on Hek293 (Human Embryonic Kidney) cells 

transfected with hMC4R (human melanocortin receptor, subtype 4).  Cells were plated at 

a concentration of 100,000 cells/well in 24-well plates, and incubated for 48 hrs at 37°C.  

On the assay day, cells were washed twice with 0.5 mL buffer (MEM, 25mM HEPES 

(pH 7.4), 0.2% bovine serum albumin, 1 mM 1,10-Phenanthroline, 0.5 mg/L Leupeptin, 

200 mg/L Bacitracin).  All ligands were tested in duplicate in a total volume of 0.5 

mL/well.  Ligands were diluted in buffer and added to the wells resulting in final 

concentrations ranging from 1e-5 to 1.28e-10 M.  
125

I-NDP-α-MSH (Perkin Elmer, 

NEX352) was used as the competing ligand with 0.2 mCi (~0.017 nM, final 

concentration) added to each well.  Non-specific binding was tested in the presence of 

100 µM NDP-α-MSH.  Cells were incubated in the presence of ligands at 37°C for 40 

min.  Following the incubation, media was aspirated, cells were washed twice with 0.5 

mL buffer, and lysed by addition of 0.4 mL 0.1 M NaOH and 0.4 mL of 1% Triton X-

100.  Cell lysates were transferred to 12x75mm disposable culture tubes and radioactivity 

was counted using a Cobra II Auto-Gamma Counting System (Packard).   
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3.2.4. DATA ANALYSIS 

Hill coefficients and EC50 values were determined using GraphPad Prism 

Software (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA) using the sigmoidal dose-response 

(variable slope) classical equation for non-linear regression analysis.  Data sets with an 

R2 value < 0.75 were excluded from further analysis.  The EC50 values and Hill 

coefficients reported are an average of at least 3 separate binding assays all done in 

duplicate.   
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3.3. RESULTS: 

 

3.3.1. HOMODIMERIC LIGANDS BIND WITH AN INCREASED AFFINITY 

COMPARED TO MONOVALENT LIGANDS 

As expected, the binding affinities of the NDP-α-MSH(6) peptides were 

approximately 10-fold greater than those of the NDP-α-MSH(4) peptides due to the 

increased number of binding residues.  The EC50 of the tetrapeptide was 1294 nM 

compared to 164 nM for the hexapeptide (Table 3.4).  This trend is in accordance with 

previously published work (12).  Dimerization of the monomers resulted in at least a 10-

fold increase in binding affinities.  The best NDP-α-MSH(4) dimer (Table 3.1) bound 

with an affinity of 14 nM, nearly a 100-fold increase compared to the 1294 nM affinity of 

the monomeric NDP-α-MSH(4).  The affinity enhancements were less dramatic with the 

NDP-α-MSH(6) peptides (Table 3.2).  In this series, the best NDP-α-MSH(6) dimer 

bound with an affinity of 7 nM, a 25-fold increase over the 164 nM affinity of the 

corresponding monomer. 

 
 
 
Table 3.4: Binding affinities of the NDP-α-MSH monomeric peptides.  Each value is the 
average of at least 4 independent assays, run on separate days.   
 
 
Compound Ligand EC50 (nM) Hill Coeff.

18 Ac-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp 1294 0.76 
19 Ac-Nle-Glu-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp 164 1.02 
20 PEG-Su-19-Ac-Nle-Glu-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp 26 0.88 
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3.3.2. RIGID LINKERS ARE SUPERIOR TO FLEXIBLE LINKERS 

A number of interesting trends are evident regarding the different families of 

linkers.  For the NDP-α-MSH(4) peptides, compound 4, with the Pro-Gly-Pro linker, 

displayed the lowest EC50 value of 14 nM, indicating that a rigid linker with a length of 9 

atoms is optimal for this set of dimers.  Interestingly, ligand constructions using the AMB 

family of linkers result in the multivalent ligands which also bind with very high affinity.  

Compounds 6 and 7 both have a linker length of 14 atoms, but compound 7, with its more 

rigid AMB linker, has a binding affinity about two times greater than 6, which contains a 

flexible PEG linker.  In agreement with this trend, compound 10, with the longer AMB 

linker, has enhanced affinity of ~5 times compared with compounds 9 and 11 (both of 

similar lengths).  The dimers constructed with the most flexible linkers, those in the PEG 

family, display the smallest increase in affinity compared to the monovalent ligand.  This 

trend is further highlighted in Figure 3.2, as the affinity of dimers with rigid AMB linkers 

is greater than more flexible dimers of similar lengths.  This supports the original 

hypothesis that the entropic costs of the highly flexible linker will negate any affinity 

enhancements resulting from multimerization.   

The results from the NDP-α-MSH(6) peptide series are less complete than those 

of the NDP-α-MSH(4) peptides, since there were fewer hexapeptides synthesized.  The 

trends follow those seen with the NDP-α-MSH(4) peptides, however, in that compound 

12, with a linker length of 11 atoms binds with the highest affinity.  The more flexible 

and longer PEG linkers tested in this series prove to be inferior to the βAla-Gly-βAla 

linkers (Figure 3.3).  Since this series is incomplete, it can not be concluded whether the 
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contributions of the linker length or the rigidity of the βAla-Gly-βAla linker is what 

provides the affinity enhancement compared to the other dimers of the series. 
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Figure 3.2: Results of the NDP-α-MSH(4) dimer series.  Each data point represents the 
average of four independent assays.  The dimers are separated based on the structure of 
their individual linkers (see legend).
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Figure 3.3: Results of the NDP-α-MSH(6) dimer series.  Each data point represents the 
average of four independent assays.  The dimers are separated based on the structure of 
their individual linkers (see legend). 
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3.3.3. TRIMERS BIND WITH GREATER AFFINITY THAN DIMERS 

In addition to the increased affinity observed with the dimers, it was shown that 

the trimers bound with an even higher affinity.  The dimer with the βAla linker bound 

with an EC50 of 119 nM while the trimer with the same linker bound with an affinity of 

15 nM.  Similarly, dimers with the βAla-Gly-βAla linkers bound with an affinity of 143 

nM while trimers constructed with the identical linker bound with an affinity of 24 nM.  

These data show that trimers bind with approximately a 10-fold increase in affinity 

compared to their dimeric counterparts (Figure 3.4).  

 

3.3.4. MULTIVALENT LIGANDS DISPLAY AN APPARENT COOPERATIVITY 

The enhanced binding affinity of the dimers and trimers is attributed to apparent 

cooperativity.  Evaluation of the Hill coefficients resulting from ligand binding provides 

added evidence that our multimeric ligands bind with cooperative affinity (Figure 3.4).  

On average, the Hill coefficient for the tetrapeptide dimers is 1.12 while that for the 

trimers is 1.35.  For the hexapeptide dimers, the average Hill coefficient is 1.18.  The 

average Hill coefficient for monomers was 0.78.   
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Figure 3.4:  Comparison between binding of monomer, dimer and trimer.  This graph is 
constructed with representative data for a monomer, dimer and trimer of NDP-α-
MSH(4).  Dimers bind with an apparent cooperativity and enhanced affinity compared to 
monomers, and trimers bind with an apparent cooperativity and enhanced affinity 
compared to dimers.  ∇ , NDP-α-MSH, EC50 = 12.5 nM, Hill coefficient = 1.0, R2 = 0.96; 
• , Compound 17 (trimer), EC50 = 36.0 nM, Hill coefficient = 1.8, R2 = 0.99; , 
Compound 2 (dimer), EC50 = 180.3 nM, Hill coefficient = 1.3, R2 = 0.93; ♦ , Compound 
18 (monomer), EC50 = 1421 nM, Hill coefficient = 0.95, R2 = 0.80. 
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3.4. DISCUSSION 

In summary, we have synthesized and tested the binding affinities of a series of 

homodimeric and trimeric ligands containing truncated versions of NDP-α-MSH.  In 

order to determine the optimal linker in terms of length and rigidity we designed more 

than 30 dimeric NDP-α-MSH ligands with spacers of lengths ranging from 4 to 38 atoms 

and rigidities ranging from the highly flexible and hydrophilic PEG linker to the more 

rigid 4-aminomethylbenzoic acid (AMB) (Figure 3.1B) or Pro-Gly-Pro linkers.  Our 

results indicate that these ligands bind with enhanced affinity and apparent cooperativity 

compared to the monomers.   

Evaluation of the homodimers showed that the best linker studied was the Pro-

Gly-Pro linker with a length of 9 atoms.  When used with the NDP-α-MSH(4) ligands, 

this dimer had an EC50 of 14 nM compared to 264 nM for the dimer with no spacer.  

Comparing the ligands with the flexible linkers to those with the more rigid linkers 

showed that generally those with the more rigid linkers bound with a higher affinity.  For 

example, in the NDP-α-MSH(4) series, there were two dimers that had linker lengths of 

14 atoms.  The first was a flexible PEG linker (compound 6), which bound with an EC50 

of 234 nM and the second was the relatively rigid AMB linker (compound 7) which 

bound with and EC50 of 123 nM.  These data indicate that the more rigid AMB linker 

leads to a greater enhancement in binding affinity than the more flexible PEG linker.   

Additionally, the increased Hill coefficients for the trimers indicate that the 

trimers are binding with an apparent cooperativity.  This would be in accordance with our 

hypothesis that the first binding event serves to tether the ligand to the surface of the cell 
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bringing the second ligand into closer proximity to bind its corresponding receptor.  The 

apparent binding cooperativity is also evident in the binding of dimers, compared with 

that of the monomers. 

From these studies it is evident that the dimers and trimers are binding with an 

increased affinity compared to the monomers.  We initially attributed this to the fact that 

the ligands were simultaneously engaging two receptors.  However, upon further 

evaluation, we realized that there are multiple mechanisms by which multimeric ligands 

can bind to their corresponding receptors in accordance with work presented by 

Kiessling’s group (13).  Based upon this work, it was more logical that our dimeric 

ligands were binding by the statistical effect mechanism (Figure 1.2B) instead of the 

receptor clustering mechanism (Figure 1.2C).  In the statistical effect mechanism, the 

increased local ligand concentration can result in an increased apparent binding affinity 

since one ligand can bind, dissociate and re-associate before the ligand diffuses away.   

Additional evidence that our multimers were not engaging multiple receptors 

simultaneously came from approximation calculations.  We estimated that the distance 

needed to span the distance between two receptor binding sites was approximately 80Å.  

Our linker with the highest affinity had a linker of only 9 atoms, which we estimate to be 

~ 12Å (in a stretched conformation).  Based on these approximate calculations, it would 

be impossible for our dimer to span the distance between two binding sites on adjacent 

receptors.    

Further optimization of linker length and rigidity will allow us to take full 

advantage of cooperative affinity and lead to a greater enhancement of binding, thus 
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allowing the construction of multimeric ligands with enhanced selectivity for cells with 

complementary receptors.  It is imperative for our project to show that a single 

multivalent ligand can simultaneously bind multiple receptors (Figure 1.2C), and the 

results from this present study have provided us with the impetus to improve upon our 

dimeric ligands by increasing the linker length.  Based upon the results from the families 

of linkers tested, ligands with linkers of much longer lengths were constructed using Pro-

Gly-Pro repeats to provide limited rigidity.  The results of these studies will be discussed 

in Chapter 5. 
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4. DEVELOPMENT OF A LANTHANIDE-BASED BINDING ASSAY FOR THE 

EVALUATION OF RECEPTOR-LIGAND INTERACTIONS* 

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

Evaluation of ligand-receptor interactions is important in drug discovery and 

development.  Binding assays are utilized to determine how well a drug binds to its 

target, how specific a drug is for one target compared to another, and how easily the drug 

can be displaced from its target.  In order to monitor the binding activities, it is necessary 

to attach a label to a compound, which will be used as a control or as the competing drug 

in the case of a competitive binding assay.  Both the choice of a label and the detection 

method are critical to the overall effectiveness of the binding assays, and these concepts 

are the focus of this chapter.  

 

4.1.1. CURRENT METHODS AVAILABLE TO MONITOR RECEPTOR LIGAND 

INTERACTIONS 

Ligand-receptor interactions can be monitored by measuring second-messenger 

mediated calcium release, cAMP response, fluorescence polarization (FP), surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) or radioreceptor competitive binding assays.  Although 

receptor-mediated calcium release is widely used in high throughput assays, it is limited 

to assaying agonists to Gs-protein coupled receptors.  FP is also amenable to high-  

*Portions of this chapter have been published previously:  
Handl, H.L., Vagner, J., Yamamura, H.I., Hruby, V.J., and Gillies, R.J.(2004) Anal. Biochem 330, 242-250.  
Handl, H.L. and Gillies, R.J. (2005) Life Sci. 77, 361-371. 
Handl, H.L., Vagner, J., Yamamura, H.I., Hruby, V.J., and Gillies, R.J.(2005) Anal. Biochem. In press. 
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throughput screening and does not require wash steps.  However, the sensitivity of FP is 

relatively low, in the nanomolar range.  Although SPR is sensitive and quantitative, it 

requires solubilization and purification of the receptor protein, is not readily suitable to 

high-throughput and cannot detect binding of ligands to native receptors in living cells.   

Radiolabeled ligand-receptor assays, wherein a radiolabeled ligand is competed 

with a non-labeled ligand, remain a staple of ligand-receptor research.  The ability to 

replace atoms with radioactive isotopes such as 125I, 32P, and 3H without causing a 

significant change in the binding properties of the ligand makes radioactivity a very 

attractive label.  However, there are multiple drawbacks to the use of radioactivity 

including production, delivery and disposal of the radioactive materials, the relatively 

short shelf-life of radio-labeled materials and the long read times required to reach the 

desired sensitivity.  These challenges make it very difficult to utilize radioactivity in an 

automated high-throughput platform.   

Fluorescent labels provide an attractive alternative in that they are relatively 

stable and safe to use.  However, the large fluorescent background of reagents, plastics 

and biological specimens decreases the sensitivity making fluorescent tags an inferior 

option.  The lanthanides are attractive labels since their detection by time resolved 

fluorescence results in a very specific signal with an extremely low background.  Other 

advantages of the lanthanides compared to radioactivity are summarized in Table 4.1. 
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Table 4.1: The advantages of lanthanide-based binding assays.  This table presents the 
advantages of lanthanide-based binding assays compared to the traditional radiolabel 
binding assays.  
 
 
 
 Radioactivity Lanthanides 
Cell tissue culture plates 24-well format 96-well format 
Waste disposal Must comply with 

institutional guidelines 
Dispose as normal waste

Number of transfer steps  1 – samples must be 
transferred from tissue 

culture plates into culture 
test tubes to be read in γ-

counter 

0 – samples are read in 
the same plates in which 

the cells are plated 

Approximate assay time 
(including set-up and read 
times) 

6 hrs for 15 samples done 
in duplicate 

3 hours for 20 samples 
done in quadruplicate 

Feasible number of 
replicates  

2-3 4 + 

Common compounds used 
for labeling 

125I, 3H, 32P Eu, Sm, Dy, Tb 
(potentially 111In and 

99mTc) 
Considerations while 
running the assay 

Proper shielding must be 
used for the radiation and 

may require use of 
chemical hood 

Can be carried out on 
the bench top without 
the presence of a hood 
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4.1.2. LANTHANIDES AND TIME-RESOLVED FLUORESCENCE 

The long-lifetime fluorescence of lanthanides allows the specific signal from the 

lanthanide to be separated from the non-specific signal.  Typical lifetimes for background 

fluorescence from plates, reagents or cells are on the range of psec to µsec, while 

lanthanide lifetimes are on the order of 0.2-1.5 msec.  Thus, the luminescence of 

lanthanides is long-lived.  This gives the advantage of being able to excite the label, delay 

measurement of the emission signal until the background fluorescence has completely 

decayed, and then collect the specific emission signal from the lanthanide.  The ability to 

incorporate this delay period allows for the detection of an ultrasensitive and specific 

signal.  Additionally, signals can be time-averaged without the accumulation of RMS 

sample noise (electronic noise still accumulates). 

 The large Stokes’ shift (greater than 200 nm) of the lanthanide ions contributes to 

the low background signal since there is minimal crosstalk between excitation and 

emission signals.  In addition, the emission peak is very sharp allowing tight limits to be 

set on the excitation filter sets.  This also makes this method amenable to use with 

multiple labels, since Eu, Sm, Dy, and Tb all have different excitation and emission 

profiles and different decay times.  Hence, multiple assays can be performed in a single 

well, thus greatly reducing the number of time and reagents needed.   

As further evidence for the utility of Eu as a label, one report directly compared 

the sensitivity of Eu, fluorescein, BODIPY and rhodamine in a 96-well plate format (1).  

The detection threshold, defined as a 2-fold signal increase over background, was 

achieved with ~10,000 fmol of rhodamine or BODIPY, 5,000 fmol of fluorescein, and 1 
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fmol of Eu.  In a similar assay conducted in our lab, it was reported that the signal from 1 

attomole of Eu was sufficient to distinguish specific signal from background fluorescence 

(Figure 4.1) (2). 
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Figure 4.1: Lanthanide limits of detection.  This graph was produced using DELFIA  
technology and VICTOR3 Multilabel Counter.  Serial dilutions of EuCl3 were prepared in 
a total volume of 100 µL dH2O.  Enhancement solution (100 µL/well) was added and 
plates were incubated 30 min at 37°C before reading on VICTOR3.  Each data point 
represents the average of 4 samples, with error bars indicating the standard error mean.  
The background fluorescence was defined as 419 counts (solid line) by averaging 16 
background samples consisting of 100 µL dH2O + 100 µL Enhancement solution.  The 
dotted lines represent the standard error (± 49) of the 16 background samples.  
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4.1.3. LANTHANIDE LUMINESCENCE 

Luminescence is a general term that refers to light emission from a chemical 

species, while fluorescence is a subset of this and refers to rapid light emission following 

light absorption which excites an electron from the ground state to an excited state.  

Phosphorescence occurs when an electron is excited from the ground state to a metastable 

state, resulting in light emission that is delayed by more than 10-8 sec following 

excitation.  Although the transitions that occur with light excitation and emission of the 

lanthanides do not correspond to either fluorescence or phosphorescence, light emitted 

from lanthanides is still commonly referred to as time-resolved fluorescence.  For 

purpose of discussion, luminescence and fluorescence will be used interchangeably 

throughout this chapter when referring to the light emitted from lanthanides.   

In most cases, the fluorescence properties of the lanthanides are dominated by 

their low extinction coefficients, and under normal conditions luminescence is quenched 

in non-radiative processes.  The benefit of this is that under ambient conditions, there is 

little background fluorescence from the lanthanide.  In order to be detected via 

fluorometric methods the lanthanide is sensitized, generally by covalent attachment of an 

organic chromophore to the lanthanide chelate.  This chromophore is often referred to as 

an “antenna” since it acts to absorb the excitation light.  The absorbed energy is then 

transferred from the excited state of the antenna to the emitting state of the lanthanide ion 

(Figure 4.2a).  The efficiency of this process is dependent upon the triplet yield of the 

chromophore, the efficiency of energy transfer, and the efficiency of metal-centered 

luminescence (3).  The most prominent transition for Eu is from the 5D0 state to the 7F2 
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state(4), resulting in emission around 616 nm (Figure 4.2b).  Aromatic β-diketones are 

commonly employed as sensitizers for the lanthanides, and this topic has been 

comprehensively reviewed by Lis et al (5).  Additionally, Bornhop et al have used 

antenna chelators to improve lanthanide sensitization (6;7). 

The chelator serves multiple purposes including attaching the antenna to the 

lanthanide, facilitating energy transfer between the two, protecting the lanthanide from 

coordination with water, and providing a structure to which other reactive groups may be 

attached (8).  The main consideration in the choice of chelator is that it must be stable, 

hydrophilic, and capable of releasing the lanthanide following addition of an 

enhancement solution (see below).  The most common chelator is 

diethylenetriaminetetraacetic acid (DTTA), which is commercially available as the 

DELFIA® Europium Labeling Kit though PerkinElmer.  This Eu-DTTA chelate contains 

an isothiocyanate group which reacts with the ε-amino of lysine residues.  

Diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA) is another popular chelator which has been 

used for protein labeling (9).  DTPA is attractive as a chelator due to its five carboxylic 

acid groups, one of which can be used for modification without substantially changing 

the affinity for the metals.  When bound by either DTTA or DTPA, the lanthanide is not 

fluorescent.  In most assays, to obtain a measurable fluorescent signal, the lanthanide 

must be released from the current chelator and be transferred to a fluorescent chelator, or 

enhancement solution.  Some investigators are working to develop appropriate chelators 

with built-in antennas for in situ TRF (10).   
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A. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2: Description of lanthanide luminescence.  A.) The chromophore acts as an 
antenna which absorbs light.  The energy is transferred to the lanthanide excited state and 
is emitted as a fluorescent signal with a long lifetime.  B.) Simplied energy diagram 
explaining the enhanced photoluminescence of lanthanide ions. (1) Absorption of light by 
the antenna transfers energy from the ground state (GS) to the excited state (ES) (2) 
energy is transferred from the ES of the antenna to the emitting state of the lanthanide (3) 
the excited lanthanide ion emits a photon, thus returning to the ground state.  (4) In the 
case of Eu, the predominant transition is the 5D0 → 7F2 which results in an emission 
band at 616 nm. 
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4.1.4. DELFIA® TECHNOLOGY 

There are a number of ways the antennae and chelate can work together in an 

assay to provide sufficient signal for detection.  The most popular method involves the 

dissociation enhanced lanthanide fluoroimmunoassay (DELFIA®) technology 

(PerkinElmer Lifesciences).  The DELFIA® method is rapidly emerging as a 

bioanalytical assay with ultrasensitivity and has found relevance in both clinical analysis 

and biomedical applications.  Recent applications include monitoring protein 

phosphorylation levels in cells (11), antibody detection in assays similar to ELISA and 

RIA(12;13), substrate identification (14), and as binding tags for proteomic studies (15).   

In DELFIA® based binding assays a ligand is labeled with a non-fluorescent 

lanthanide chelate.  For all practical purposes, the entire binding assay is carried out using 

the non-fluorescent Eu-compound.  Such compounds can be compiled with libraries of 

unlabeled ligands for ligand identification.  To analyze the amount of specifically bound 

labeled ligand, an “enhancement solution” is added to the sample.  The addition of 

enhancement solution is a critical requirement in order to obtain detectable signal from 

the lanthanide ion.   

The enhancement solution is comprised of several critical components.  A low pH 

of the enhancement solution is required for efficient release of the lanthanide from the 

fluorescent chelate (16).  The presence of a non-ionic detergent (such as Triton X-100 or 

Tween 20) serves to form a micelle around the organic complex (16), which further 

protects the lanthanide from the aqueous environment, and prevents quenching of the 

signal (17).   Additionally, the enhancement solution contains a fluorescent chelator.  
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Upon addition of the enhancement solution, the Eu-(2-NTA)3(TOPO)2-3 fluorescent 

chelate is formed.  This step enhances the lanthanide fluorescence by up to 107-fold.  The 

signal is then detected using time-resolved fluorescence (TRF) on an instrument such as 

the Wallac VICTOR3 (PerkinElmer).    

 

4.1.4.1. EVALUATION OF RECEPTOR OLIGOMERIZATION 

 A number of G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) have been shown to undergo 

either homo-oligomerization or hetero-oligomerization upon agonist binding.  One 

important question in the understanding of ligand-receptor interactions is what effect 

ligand binding has on oligomerization.  The use of time-resolved fluorescence resonance 

energy transfer (TR-FRET) allows oligomerization to be studied in living cells.  

Traditionally, co-immunoprecipitation has been used to analyze oligomerization of 

GPCRs, however this is often problematic when used to evaluate highly hydrophobic 

GPCRs.  Additionally, it is impossible to define the cellular location of the receptor 

oligomers when co-immunoprecipitation is used, whereas TR-FRET can be used to 

confirm the presence of receptor oligomers on the cell surface.  TR-FRET represents the 

most sensitive method to detect cell surface oligomers in living cells. 

In one specific study, cells were transfected with both a c-Myc δ-opioid receptor 

and a FLAG δ-opioid receptor (18).  The cells were then incubated with a Eu3+- labeled 

anti-c-Myc antibody and an allophycocyanin (APC) labeled anti-FLAG antibody.  In the 

presence of receptor oligomerization, a large amount of energy transfer is detected in the 

system.  The effects of ligand binding on receptor oligomerization are then assessed by 
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evaluating the changes in the energy transfer following the addition of different ligands to 

the experimental system.  These assays were designed in such a way that only cell surface 

oligomers would display a positive energy transfer, thus confirming the presence of 

receptor oligomers on the cell surface.  This system was used to show that δ-opioid 

oligomerization is unaffected by the addition of [D-Ala2, D-Leu5] enkephalin (DADLE), 

ICI174864, or isoprenaline.  TR-FRET has also been employed to study the 

oligomerization of adenosine A (2A) receptors (19) and D-2Long (D-2L) and D-2Short 

(D-2S) dopamine receptors(20). 

 

4.1.4.2. EVALUATION OF DOWNSTREAM ACTIVITIES FOLLOWING 

RECEPTOR-LIGAND INTERACTIONS 

G-proteins are an integral feature of GPCR signaling.  Upon stimulatory binding 

of a ligand to the receptor, the Gα subunit exchanges the bound GDP for GTP.  This 

interaction can be monitored by labeling GTP and quantifying the amount of labeled GTP 

associated with the membrane.  One recent report characterizes the utility of Eu-GTP in a 

GTP binding assay(21).  The specificity and binding characteristics of this Eu-GTP were 

directly comparable to [35S]GTPγS.  Additionally, evaluation of agonist efficacy and 

potency using Eu-GTP or [35S]GTPγS produced similar results.  The development of this 

Eu-GTP binding assay is one further way in which lanthanides are replacing radioactivity 

in methods used to characterize receptor-ligand interactions.    
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 4.1.4.3. COMPETITIVE LIGAND BINDING ASSAYS 

Competitive ligand binding assays are invaluable in drug discovery and 

development as a means to assess potential receptor agonists or antagonists.  As a 

preliminary screen, potential drug candidates are evaluated using binding assays to 

identify compounds which bind to their targets with high affinity and specificity and are 

potential candidates for further evaluation.  Since these assays are critical to the drug 

development pipeline, the need exists to develop higher throughput assay platforms 

which allow these assays to be completed in an affordable and automated fashion.   

Many recent reports (1; 2; 22-24) have described the development of Eu-labeled 

ligands that can be competed off by compound libraries in competitive binding assays 

(Table 4.2).  Most of these reports have described the use of lanthanide labeled ligands in 

a traditional competitive binding assay format.  The lanthanide-labeled ligands are similar 

in potency and efficacy compared to the radiolabeled ligands which are traditionally used 

in these types of assays.  The results produced from these assays are comparable and 

often superior to those obtained using radiolabeled ligands. Additionally, the high 

sensitivity of these assays combined with the elimination of radiation makes these assays 

amenable to automation.   

Another advantage to using lanthanide labels is the capability of detecting signal 

from Eu, Sm, Ty, and Dy in the same samples.  Furthermore, the chelate chemistry used 

for lanthanides can be compatible with chleation of 111In or 99mTc, which could be 

employed for further applications such as imaging.  By using multiple labels, it is 

possible to monitor binding of multiple ligands in a single assay volume, thereby 
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reducing the time and reagents necessary for the experiment.  PerkinElmer currently has 

over 10 ligands labeled with a Eu-chelate which are commercially available for use in 

binding assays (http://las.perkinelmer.com) and also sells labeling kits which allow the 

investigator to independently label their protein of choice with either a Eu N1 chelate 

(Pekin Elmer, 1244-302) or a Sm N1 chelate (Pekin Elmer, 1244-303).     

Since lanthanide-based binding assays are extremely sensitive and so easy to 

automate, there have been a number of recent reports which have described using 

lanthanide labeled ligands for applications a bit different than the traditional competitive 

binding assay.  One specific report describes a high-throughput screening assay using 

lanthanide binding assays in conjunction with the AcroWell  96-well filter plates(25).  

The use of a filter plate further reduces the background signal, has low crosstalk between 

wells and is compatible for use with robotics.  The utility of filter plates and lanthanide 

binding assays in high-throughput primary screening was demonstrated with the 

screening of a 20,000 member library of neurokinin ligands (26).  Beads containing 

library compounds were placed into 96-well plates at a concentration of 20 beads/well.  

Following identification of a positive well, the beads were rearranged so that each well 

contained a single unique compound.  This method allowed for the identification of 43 

active ligands for neurokinin 1 and 27 compounds for neurokinin 2 in a high-throughput 

and automated fashion with high reliability and reproducibility.   

In another type of solid-phase binding assay, the rα2I domain of α2β1 integrin was 

labeled with Eu in order to provide a peptide screening assay (27).  In the presence of 

jararhagin, a disintegrin/metalloproteinase found in venom, the function of α2β1 integrin 
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is inhibited thus preventing its interaction with collagen.  The inhibitory activity of the 

venom was tested by either coating microplates with collagen and then assessing how 

much of the Eu labeled rα2I could attach in the presence of different concentrations of 

venom or by assessing the amount of Eu labeled rα2I that could attach to microplates 

coated with the venom proteins.  This assay provided a high throughput method to screen 

the inhibitory activity of the peptides by evaluating the collagen - α2β1 integrin 

interaction and provided evidence for a new integrin binding motif (27). 

Due to their utility in evaluating receptor-ligand interactions and their potential 

use in automated binding assays, we have synthesized and characterized two Eu-labeled 

peptide ligands to be used in whole cell binding assays.  The development of these assays 

is the focus of the remainder of this chapter. 

 

Table 4.2:  Recent literature examples of lanthanide labeled ligands.  According to the 
literature, these ligands have been used successfully in evaluating receptor-ligand 
interactions. 
 

Ligand Attachment Site Chelator Receptor Ref. 
1012-S Primary amino group DTTA Benzodiazepine receptor (22) 
IL8-S72C C-terminus DTTA CXCR1/CXCR2 (1) 
Neurotensin ε-amino of Lys6 DTPA NT1R (23) 
EGF ε-amino of Lys28 and Lys48, N-

terminus** 
DTPA EGFR (23) 

Ala17 MCH N-terminal α-amino group DTTA MCHR1 (24) 
S36052 N-terminal α-amino group DTTA MCHR1/ MCHR2 (24) 
R2P N-terminal α-amino group DTTA MCHR1/ MCHR2 (24) 
NDP-α-MSH N-terminus DTPA hMC4R (2) 
Substance P ε-amino group of Lys DTTA Neurokinin 1 Receptor (26) 
Neurokinin A ε-amino group of Lys DTTA Neurokinin 2 Receptor (26) 
Eledoisin ε-amino group of Lys DTTA Neurokinin 3 Receptor (26) 
Galanin ε-amino of Lys25 DTTA hGalR1 (28) 

**Specific activity indicated that all 3 positions were modified with Eu-DTPA 
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4.2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

4.2.1. LIGAND SYNTHESIS   

The Rink resin was swollen in DMF for an hour. The resin was washed with 

DMF, and Nα-Fmoc protecting groups were removed with 50% piperidine in DMF (1 x 2 

min and 1 x 20 min). The resin was washed again with DMF, 1.0 M HOBt in DMF, and 

DMF.  The next Nα-Fmoc amino acid was coupled using preactivated 0.3 M HOBt ester 

in THF (3 equiv. of Nα-Fmoc amino acid, 3 equiv. of HOBt, and 3 equiv. of DIC).  The 

resin slurry was stirred for 2 hours or until Kaiser test became negative. If the test failed, 

the resin was washed with DMF and the amino acid was coupled again with 

HBTU/DIEA procedure (0.3 M solution of 3 equiv. of Nα-Fmoc amino acid, 3 equiv. of 

HBTU, and 6 equiv. of DIEA in DMF) for 3 hours. If the second coupling did not result 

in a negative Kaiser test, the resin was washed with DMF, and the rest of amino groups 

were capped with 50% acetic anhydride in pyridine for 10 min.  

When the coupling reaction was finished, the resin was washed with DMF, and 

the same procedure was repeated for the next amino acid until all the amino acids in the 

sequence were attached (Full sequences given in Table 4.3). After the last amino acid was 

incorporated, the Fmoc or Aloc group was deprotected and the free amine group was 

acetylated with preformed 0.5 M HOBt ester of DTPA. The resin was washed with DMF, 

THF and DCM.  

A cleavage mixture (10 mL per 1 g of the resin) consisting of trifluoroacetic acid 

(91%), water (3%), 1,2-ethandithiol (3%), and thioanisole (3%) was injected into the 

resin and the cleavage cocktail was stirred for 3 hrs at room temperature.  The solution 
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was filtered off, and the resin was washed with TFA (2x3 min), concentrated by a stream 

of nitrogen and the product was precipitated by cold ether. The peptide pellets were 

washed three times with cold ether, then lyophilized.  The lyophilizate was dissolved in 

0.5 M ammonium acetate and treated with 10 equiv. of europium (III) chloride.  

Purification of the compounds was achieved using a Hewlett-Packard 1100 series 

HPLC instrument with a reverse-phase column (Vydac, 10 mm x 220 mm, 10 µm, 300 

Å). Europium labeled peptides were eluted with a linear acetonitrile/ 0.5 M ammonium 

acetate gradient at a flow rate of 3.0 mL/min. Separations were monitored at 230 and 280 

nm with Hewlett-Packard 110 series UV detector and integrated with Hewlett-Packard 

3396 series III integrator. The excess of ammonium acetate was removed by repetitive 

lyophilization.  Structures were characterized by ESI (Finnigan, Thermoquest LCQ ion 

trap instrument) or MALDI-TOF. For internal calibration an appropriate mixture of 

standard peptides was used with an average resolution of 8,000-9,000. 

 

4.2.2. CELL CULTURE:   

HEK293 cells overexpressing the human melanocortin 4 receptor (hMC4R) were 

used to assess the binding at the hMC4R.  The hMC4R vector was originally received 

from Dr. Ira Gantz [7].  The coding region of the hMC4R gene was expressed in 

pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen).  Hek293/hMC4R cells were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified 

Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 10% FBS.  CHO cells overexpressing the δ-

opioid receptor (dOR) were used to evaluate binding at the dOR.  These cells were a gift 

from Dr. Henry Yamamura.  CHO/dOR cells were kept under selection with 0.8 mg/mL 
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Hygromycin (Invitrogen, 10687-010) and were grown in Ham’s F-12 media 

supplemented with 10% FBS.  All cells were maintained under standard conditions 

(37°C, 5% CO2). 

 

4.2.3. 125I-NDP-α-MSH RADIOLIGAND BINDING ASSAY: 

Binding assays were performed on HEK293 cells transfected with hMC4R.  In 

brief, 100,000 cells were plated in each well of 24-well plates, and incubated for 48 hrs at 

37°C.  On the day of the assay, cells were washed once with 0.5 mL Basic Buffer (MEM, 

25 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 0.2% bovine serum albumin) and once with 0.5 mL of Binding 

Buffer (Basic Buffer, 1 mM 1,10-Phenanthroline, 0.5 mg/L Leupeptin, 200 mg/L 

Bacitracin).  All ligands were tested in duplicate in a total volume of 0.5 mL/well.  

Ligands were diluted in Binding Buffer and added to the wells resulting in final 

concentrations ranging from 10 µM to 12.8 nM.  125I-NDP-α-MSH (Perkin Elmer, 

NEX352) was used as the competing ligand with 0.2 mCi (~0.017 nM, final 

concentration) being added to each well.  Non-specific binding was tested in the presence 

of 100 µM NDP-α-MSH.  Cells were incubated in the presence of ligands at 37°C for 40 

min.  Following the incubation, media was aspirated, cells were washed twice with 0.5 

mL Binding Buffer, and lysed by addition of 0.4 mL 0.1 M NaOH and 0.4 mL of 1% 

Triton X-100.  Cell lysates were transferred to 12x75 mm disposable culture tubes and 

radioactivity was counted using a Cobra II Auto-Gamma Counting System (Packard).  

Data were analyzed with GraphPad Prism Software using the sigmoidal dose-response 

(variable slope) classical equation for non-linear regression analysis.   
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4.2.4. 3H-DELTORPHIN-II RADIOLIGAND BINDING ASSAY 

Binding assays were performed on CHO cells transfected with dOR.  In brief, 

250,000 cells were plated in each well of 6-well plates, and incubated for 48 hrs at 37°C.  

Ligands were diluted in binding buffer (MEM, 25 mM HEPES (pH 7.4), 0.3% bovine 

serum albumin, 1 mM 1,10-Phenanthroline, 0.5 mg/L Leupeptin, 200 mg/L Bacitracin).  

On the day of the assay, media was aspirated from all wells.  In wells used to test non-

specific binding, cells were pre-incubated with 10 µM naloxone prior to addition of 

labeled ligand.  Ligands were diluted in binding buffer and added to the wells in a total 

reaction volume of 1 mL.  3H-Deltorphin-II (Perkin Elmer, NET-1087) was used as the 

competing ligand at a final concentration of 20 nM.to each well.  All ligands were tested 

in triplicate, unless otherwise noted.  Cells were incubated in the presence of ligands at 

37°C for 90 min.  Following the incubation, media was aspirated, cells were washed 3x1 

mL with binding buffer, and lysed by addition of 0.5 mL lysis solution (0.1 M NaOH, 1% 

Triton X-100).  Cell lysates were transferred to scintillation tubes (Wheaton, Science) and 

2 mL of Ready Flow III Sintillation Cocktail (Beckman, 68412-544) was added prior to 

counting.  Data were analyzed with GraphPad Prism Software using the sigmoidal dose-

response (variable slope) classical equation for non-linear regression analysis.   
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4.2.5. EUROPIUM BINDING ASSAYS 

 

Binding assays were performed on HEK293 cells transfected with hMC4R or 

CHO cells transfected with dOR.  Cells were plated in either white or black CoStar 96-

well plates (#3603) at a density of 12,000 cells/well and were allowed to grow for 3 days.  

On the day of the experiment, media was aspirated from all wells.  50 µL of non-labeled 

ligand (dilutions ranging from 1e-5 to 1e-11 M) and 50 µL of Eu-labeled ligand (10 nM) 

were added to each well.  Ligands were diluted in binding media (DMEM, 1mM 1,10-

Phenanthroline, 200 mg/L Bacitracin, 0.5 mg/L Leupeptin, 0.3% BSA) and samples were 

tested in quadruplicate, unless otherwise noted.  Cells were incubated in the presence of 

ligands for 40 min at 37°C for hMC4R binding or 1 hr for dOR binding.   

Following the incubation, cells were washed 4 x with Wash Buffer (50 mM Tris-

HCl, 0.2%BSA, 30 mM NaCl) using Molecular Devices SkanWasher.  Enhancement 

solution (Perkin Elmer; 1244-105) was added (100 µL/well) and the plate was incubated 

for at least 30 min at 37°C prior to reading.  The plates were read on a Wallac VICTOR3 

instrument using the standard Eu TRF measurement (340 nm excitation, 400 µsec delay, 

and emission collection for 400 µsec at 615 nm).  Competition curves were analyzed with 

GraphPad Prism Software using the sigmoidal dose-response (variable slope) classical 

equation for non-linear regression analysis.  In the case of saturation binding assays, the 

one site binding (hyperbola) classical equation for non-linear regression analysis was 

used.  Non-specific binding was tested in the presence of 100 µM NDP-α-MSH for 

binding to hMC4R or 10 µM naloxone for binding to dOR. 
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4.3. RESULTS 

 

4.3.1. SYNTHESIS OF EU-LABELED LIGANDS  

All peptides were synthesized by standard solid-phase technology using a manual 

synthesizer (Torviq, Granger, IN) with Nα-Fmoc/tert-butyl chemistry.  The DTPA 

chelator was attached via an ε-aminocaproic spacer to the peptide resin. As can be seen in 

Table 4.3, the chelator was attached to the α−amino terminal for the NDP-α -MSH ligand 

or to the ε-amino group of lysine for the δOR ligand.  The selection of the linker (ε-

aminocaproic acid) and the chelator (DTPA) is critical in order to maintain high affinity 

of the labeled ligands to their cognate receptor.  Both the linker and DTPA were 

conjugated to peptides on the resin then cleaved from the resin together with protecting 

groups by TFA mixture as shown in Figure 4.3.  All compounds were purified by HPLC.  

The purity of the products was checked by thin-layer chromatography and HPLC. 

Structures were characterized by high resolution ESI or MALDI-TOF. 

  

Table 4.3: Structures of the synthesized Eu labeled “superligands.”  The following 
ligands were synthesized for potential use in the lanthanide binding assays.  The final 
“superligands” that were chosen for use in the assays are highlighted in bold type. 
 

  Ligand 
1 hMC4R [Eu3+]DTPA-Aca-Ser-Tyr-Ser-Nle-Glu-His-DPhe-Arg-Trp-Gly-Lys-Pro-Val-NH2 
2 δOR H-Tyr-Dala-Phe-Glu-Phe-Aca-Lys-(Aca-DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 
3 δOR H-Tyr-Dala-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-Gly-Lys(DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 
4 δOR H-Tyr-Dala-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-Gly-Lys(DOTA[Eu3+])-NH2 
5 δOR H-Tyr-DAla-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-(Gly-βAla)2-Lys(DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 
6 δOR H-Tyr-c[Dpen-Gly-Phe-Cys]Phe-Lys(DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 
7 CCK DTPA[Eu3+]-Asp-Tyr-Nle-Gly-Trp-MeNle-Asp-Phe-NH2 a Aca is ε-amino caproic acid.  
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Figure 4.3:  Synthetic scheme for Eu-DTPA-NDP-α-MSH. 
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4.3.2. DEVELOPMENT OF A LANTHANIDE BINDING ASSAY FOR HUMAN 

MELANOCORTIN 4 RECEPTORS 

 

4.3.2.1. BINDING OF EU-NDP-α-MSH 

To determine whether the Eu-DTPA label interfered with the ligand binding, Eu-

NDP-α-MSH was evaluated in a radioreceptor competitive binding assay, using 125I-

NDP-α-MSH as the radiolabeled ligand.  Binding affinities of the Eu labeled and 

unlabeled NDP-α-MSH ligands were compared in HEK293 cells overexpressing the 

hMC4R.  As shown in Figure 4.4, the EC50 values for both Eu-labeled and nonlabeled 

NDP-α-MSH ligands were similar.  Hence, the addition of the Eu-DTPA chelate to NDP-

α-MSH did not significantly alter its binding affinity.  This is consistent with previous 

results using this ligand, which have shown that the N-terminal of NDP-α-MSH can be 

modified without a detrimental effect on binding affinity (8,9). 
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Figure 4.4:  125I binding assay comparing NDP-α-MSH to Eu-NDP-α-MSH.  As shown 
by the curves, the EC50 values are similar for both ligands, indicating that the binding 
affinity of NDP-α-MSH is not changed by labeling it with Eu-DTPA.  Data points are the 
average of duplicate samples, and error bars indicate the standard error mean of the 
samples.  Both lines have a fit of >0.98. 
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4.3.2.2. EU-NDP-α-MSH SATURATION BINDING  

A saturation binding assay was used to determine the most effective concentration 

of labeled ligand to be used in a competitive ligand binding assay.  The concentration of 

labeled ligand must be high enough to allow for easy detection with low background 

levels.  However, using unnecessary quantities of labeled ligand is wasteful, expensive, 

and increases the amount of non-specific binding.   Increasing amounts of Eu-NDP-α-

MSH were added to cells overexpressing hMC4R.  Non-specific binding was determined 

in the presence of 100 µM NDP-α-MSH.  Results (Figure 4.5) indicate that the Kd is 18.8 

nM and the Bmax is 94,656.  From these results, we chose to use a final concentration of 5 

nM for future competitive binding assays as it provided high enough sensitivity, while 

minimizing compound waste and non-specific binding.   
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Figure 4.5: Saturation binding curve of Eu-NDP-α-MSH.  The ligand binding was 
evaluated on Hek293 cells overexpressing hMC4R.  Increasing amounts of Eu-NDP-α-
MSH were added to cells and incubated for 40 min at 37ºC.  Non-specific binding was 
determined in the presence of 100 µM NDP-α-MSH.  From these data, the Kd = 18.8 nM, 
and Bmax = 94,656.  The data were fit using GraphPad Prism software using the non-
linear regression, one site-binding equation, with a R2 value of 0.98.  Each data point 
indicates the average of 4 samples, with error bars indicating the standard error mean. 
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4.3.3. DEVELOPMENT OF A LANTHANIDE-BASED ASSAY FOR δ-OPIOID 

RECEPTORS 

 

4.3.3.1. SYNTHESIS OF DELTORPHIN II ANALOGS LABELED WITH EU 

 Our first attempts at the construction of a Eu-labeled ligand for use in a binding 

assay at the delta-opioid receptor were futile.  The first of the opioid superligands 

synthesized, the Deltorphin II (Delt-II) analog 2 (Table 4.3), bound with an affinity that 

was lower than our ideal affinity.  In binding to rat brain membranes, the ligand had an 

EC50 = 310 nM (Figure 4.6A).  In assessing binding to whole CHO cells overexpressing 

the δOR, it was determined that the affinity was 748 nM (Figure 4.6B).  This affinity was 

not as high as we would have liked, so ligand synthesis was initiated on a number of 

other potential Eu-labeled ligands for the δOR.   

In our second attempt, we synthesized a series of control Delt II analogs with the 

structure H-Tyr-DAla-Phe-***-Val-Val-Gly-NH2 where the amino acids Gln, Ala, His, 

and Glu were substituted in the *** position.  All of these ligands bound with similar 

affinity to the δOR (~20 nM), and we chose the Delt II with Glu in the 4th position to 

label with Eu as our potential superligand.  The Delt-II-Glu was synthesized with both a 

DTPA and DOTA chelator.  The EC50 values were determined to be 2251 nM and 2806 

nM for the DTPA and DOTA compounds, respectively, which are equivalent to Ki values 

of 80 nM and 100 nM.   

It was originally thought that a DOTA chelator would be too strong to release the 

Eu, but this was found to not be the case, as both the DTPA and DOTA release the Eu in 
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a time-dependent fashion.   This was tested in a 96-well plate format by adding 10 µL of 

a 1.35 nM solution of the DTPA or DOTA compounds and 100 µL of enhancement 

solution to 4 separate wells.  Signal was measured at the given time-points following the 

addition of the enhancement solution, indicating that both the DTPA and DOTA 

compounds are capable of releasing the Eu chelate.  This release takes ~30 min to 

complete.  The actual signal obtained from the DOTA compound is a bit lower, 

indicating that the release of Eu may not be as complete as that for the DTPA compound. 
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Figure 4.6: Binding evaluation of Eu-Delt-II.  The Eu-labeled Deltorphin-II analog, H-
Tyr-Dala-Phe-Glu-Phe-Aca-Lys-(Aca-DTPA(Eu))-NH2 was tested using two different 
methods.  A.) Results from competition assay on frozen rat brain membranes with 1 nM 
3H-Deltorphin II as the competed ligand.  Non-specific binding was tested in the presence 
of 50 µM naltrexone.  The ligands were incubated for 90 min at 30°C.  The calculated 
IC50 for the ligand was 310 nM.  B.) Ligand affinity was measured by competition with 
20 nM 3H-Deltorphin II at 37°C for 90 min on whole CHO/δOR.  From this assay, the 
IC50 = 748 nM with R2 = 0.93. 
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4.3.3.2. BINDING OF EU-DPLCE 

The binding of europium labeled DPLCE was compared to the binding of 

unlabeled DPLCE using 3H-Deltorphin II in a radioreceptor competitive binding assay on 

CHO/δOR cells.  As shown in Figure 4.7 the binding affinity of the DPLCE ligand 

appears to be unchanged following the incorporation of the Eu-DTPA moiety.  The EC50 

for DPLCE was 240 nM while the EC50 for the Eu-DTPA-DPLCE was 170 nM.  These 

differences in EC50 values are not necessarily significant.  Since only 6 concentrations 

were tested in triplicate, some samples had rather large error bars, which most likely 

contributed to these differences in EC50 values.  These values are well within the range 

expected and indicate that these ligands bind with a very high affinity and will be useful 

as the labeled superligands to assess ligand binding in competitive binding assays at the 

δOR. 
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Figure 4.7:  3H binding assay comparing DPLCE to Eu-DTPA-DPLCE.  µ, DPLCE, EC50 
= 240 nM, R2 = 0.94; ·, Eu-DTPA-DPLCE, EC50 = 170 nM, R2 = 0.91.  As shown by the 
curves, the EC50 values are similar for both ligands, indicating that the binding affinity of 
DPLCE is not changed by the addition of the Eu-DTPA moiety.  Data points are the 
average of triplicate samples, and error bars indicate the standard error mean of the 
samples.   
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4.3.3.3. EU-DPLCE SATURATION BINDING  

 Increasing amounts of Eu-DPLCE were added to CHO/dOR cells.  Cells were 

incubated for 90 min at 37°C in the presence of ligand to allow the reaction to reach 

equilibrium.  To test non-specific binding cells were pre-incubated with 10 µM naloxone 

prior to the addition of labeled ligand.  During the 90 min incubation, 10 µM naloxone 

was also present in the wells where non-specific binding was being tested.  Results 

(Figure 4.8) indicate that the Kd is 15.3 nM and the Bmax is 770,000 with a fit of R2 = 

0.99.  Based on these results, we chose to use a concentration of Eu-DPLCE ~5-10 nM in 

future competitive binding assays.  This concentration is sufficient to obtain signal, while 

minimizing sample waste and non-specific binding.   
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Figure 4.8: Saturation binding curve of Eu-DTPA-DPLCE.  Eu-DPLCE was bound to 
CHO cells overexpressing the human δ-Opioid Receptor.  µ, total binding; ▲, non-
specific binding; ·, specific binding.  Increasing amounts of Eu-DPLCE were added to 
cells and incubated for 90 min at 37ºC.  Non-specific binding was determined in the 
presence of 10 µM naloxone.  From these data, the Kd = 15.3 nM, and Bmax = 769,659.  
The data were fit using GraphPad Prism software using the non-linear regression, one 
site-binding equation, with a R2 value of 0.99.  Each data point indicates the average of 4 
samples, with error bars indicating the standard error mean. 
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4.3.3.4. CALCULATION OF Ki VALUES FOR EU-LABELED LIGANDS 

In the case of the 3H-Deltorphin II assays, a rather large amount of 3H-Deltorphin 

II had to be used to gain reasonable signal, which resulted in rather large EC50 values.  In 

order to directly compare the affinities of ligands from one assay to another, the Ki can be 

calculated based on the equation Ki = EC50/ (1 + ([ligand]/Kd)) where [ligand] refers to 

the 3H-labeled competed ligand and equals 20 nm for this experiment.  The Kd also refers 

to the 3H-labeled competed ligand and in our experimental system is 0.75 nM.  This Ki 

for each of the Eu-labeled ligands was calculated, and these results are tabulated in Table 

4.4. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.4: The calculated Ki values for the Eu-labeled δ-opioid “superligands.”  The Ki 
was calculated based on the equation Ki = EC50/ (1 + ([ligand]/Kd)) where [ligand] = 20 
nm and Kd = 0.75 nM in this experimental system.  The Ki of the parental unlabeled 
ligand is indicated, where available. 
 
 

Ki (Ki parental) Ligand 
(nM) 

2 H-Tyr-Dala-Phe-Glu-Phe-Aca-Lys-(Aca-DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 27  
3 H-Tyr-Dala-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-Gly-Lys(DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 80 1 
4 H-Tyr-Dala-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-Gly-Lys(DOTA[Eu3+])-NH2 100 1 
5 H-Tyr-DAla-Phe-Glu-Val-Val-(Gly-βAla)2-Lys(DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 >1000  
6 H-Tyr-c[Dpen-Gly-Phe-Cys]Phe-Lys(DTPA[Eu3+])-NH2 6 9 

                a Aca is ε-amino caproic acid.  
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4.3.4. DEVELOPMENT OF A LANTHANIDE-BASED ASSAY FOR CCK-B 

RECEPTORS 

 Modifications at the C-terminus are known to decrease the affinity of CCK 

ligands (29), thus for our CCK superligands, the chelator was attaced to the N-terminus 

of CCK8, a site which should not affect peptide binding.  Synthesis of a CCK-B 

superligand was initiated with the synthesis of DTPA[Eu3+]-Asp-Tyr-Nle-Gly-Trp-

MeNle-Asp-Phe-NH2, compound 6 in Table 4.3.  The structure of the ligand was based 

on previously published work (30;31) which had shown the utility of this ligand for use 

in binding studies and imaging studies with 115In.  Our synthesized ligand 6, however, did 

not bind to cells (data not shown).  Synthesis is currently underway on a new CCK ligand 

in which a Glu-Gly acts a spacer between the CCK ligand and the DTPA chelator (32).  
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4.3.5. ENHANCEMENT IS BOTH TIME- AND CONCENTRATION-DEPENDENT 

Following addition of enhancement solution to the samples, Eu+3 is released from 

the DTPA chelate and a micelle forms surrounding the cation.  For optimal enhancement 

of the fluorescent signal, careful attention must be paid to both the time of enhancement 

and the amount of enhancement solution added to each sample.  Different sources suggest 

that full enhancement takes place following a 5 to 15 min incubation period (2, 3, 10).  

However, our findings indicate that samples should be allowed to incubate for at least 30 

min to allow for full development of fluorescent signal (Figure 4.9A).  This incubation 

time most likely allows for the formation of a homogenous solution of the micellar 

chelate and ensures total release of the Eu+3 from the DTPA chelate.  The signal is stable 

for at least 3 hours at room temperature following addition of the enhancement solution.  

If the samples should be needed at a later date, additional enhancement solution may be 

added to restore the fluorescent signal.   

Obtaining the best fluorescent signal is also dependent upon the amount of 

enhancement solution added to each individual sample.  We have found that for our 

applications, addition of 100 µL of enhancement solution is sufficient to fully develop the 

fluorescent signal while minimizing excess waste of the reagent (Figure 4.9B). 
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Figure 4.9: Conditions of Eu-enhancement.  Enhancement is dependent on both time and 
amount of enhancement solution added.  Fluorescence from Eu-NDP-α-MSH was 
measured on the VICTOR3 instrument following addition of enhancement solution.  A.) 
Signal derived from 1e-15 moles of Eu-NDP-α-MSH with addition of 100 µL 
enhancement solution.  Samples were incubated for the given time before reading. Each 
data point represents the average of 3 data points with error bars indicating the standard 
error mean of the sample. B.) Signal derived from 1e-15 moles of Eu-NDP-α-MSH.  
Varying amounts of enhancement solution were added and samples were incubated for 1 
hr prior to reading. Each data point represents the average of 4 data points with error bars 
indicating the standard error mean of the sample.   
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4.3.6. EFFECT OF ACIDS 

 As indicated above, the release of Eu+3 from the chelate may be rate-limiting for 

fluorescence enhancement.  We have used DTPA as a chelator in our studies as it readily 

releases the lanthanide in the presence of the amphiphilic DELFIA® solution.  However 

other, more avid, chelators may be used, e.g. DOTA, BOPTA, and release of lanthanides 

from these complexes may be induced through the addition of acids.  Although DELFIA® 

is itself acidic (pH = ca. 4.5), the fluorescent signal of Eu-(2-NTA)3(TOPO)2-3 is 

quenched in the presence of stronger acids.  Figure 4.10 shows the signal inhibition by 

the presence of increasing concentrations of perchloric and nitric acids to EuCl3 prior to 

addition of enhancement solution. The most likely cause of this inhibition is disruption of 

the micellar environment.  In assays which may require the use of acid to release the 

lanthanide from a strong chelate, we suggest that the pH be adjusted back to ~4 prior to 

addition of the enhancement solution.   
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Figure 4.10: Acid dependence of enhancement.  The fluorescent signal is quenched with 
the addition of excess acid.  Increasing amounts of HClO3 or HNO3 were added to 3.3e-
14 moles of EuCl3 dissolved in ddH2O.  Enhancement Solution (100 µL) was added to 
each sample before reading.  The fluorescent value prior to the addition of acid was 
797,103 ± 32,700 (n = 17).  Each data point represents the average of triplicate samples 
with error bars indicating standard error mean. 
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4.3.7. NON-SPECIFIC BINDING 

TRF effectively eliminates background fluorescence.  Hence, the major limit to 

sensitivity is thermoelectronic detector noise.  However, in biological samples, non-

specific binding is orders of magnitude higher than this and thus is the predominant 

source of noise in these samples.   Non-specific binding results from the ligand binding to 

sites other than the receptor of interest on either the surface of the cell or the walls of the 

plates.  We surveyed a number of commercially available 96-well plates and determined 

that certain brands of 96-well plates actually increase the amount of non-specific binding, 

most likely as a result of the ligand sticking to the edges of the well (Figure 4.11).  We 

tested black or white 96-well plates available from Becton Dickinson, Wallac, Packard, 

and Corning, Inc. and determined that, for our applications, non-specific binding was 

lowest when Wallac black and white isoplates (#1450-582S) are used.  Additionally, we 

obtained better results when the plates were pretreated with gelatin to ensure cells remain 

bound to the plate for the duration of the experiment.  The use of 0.3% BSA in both the 

binding buffer and wash buffer also significantly decreased the non-specific binding.  By 

employing the above criteria to our binding assays, we were able to obtain reliable and 

reproducible binding data with less than 8% non-specific binding.   
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of non-specific ligand binding to 96-well plates.  Plates from 
different manufacturers were tested for there amount of non-specific Eu-ligand binding 
by adding 100 µL of a 10 µM solution of Eu-NDP-α-MSH to each well of a 96-well 
plate.  The plates were incubated for 40 min at 37°C, washed and 100 µL of enhancement 
solution was added.  Plates were incubated for 30 min at 37°C and read on the VICTOR3 
Multilabel Counter.  The legend indicates the brand of plates, the color of the plates, and 
the catalog number is indicated in parenthesis.   Each data bar represents the average of 4 
wells, and error bars indicate the standard error mean of the samples.  As controls, media 
without Eu-NDP-α-MSH and enhancement solution alone were added to separate wells.  
As shown, neither media, nor enhancement solution resulted in significant signal in any 
of the plates.   
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4.4. DISCUSSION  

We have synthesized Eu-DTPA-NDP-α-MSH and Eu-DTPA-DPLCE and 

verified their use in competitive ligand binding assays (Figure 4.12a and 4.12b, 

respectively).  The results for both ligands indicate that binding of the ligand is not 

significantly affected by addition of the Eu-DTPA chelate.  The use of the Eu-labeled 

ligands in competitive binding assays has a number of advantages over the use of 

radiolabeled ligands.  Handling of the ligand is facilitated by the fact that no special 

shielding or waste disposal is needed, as is the case with radiolabeled ligands.  The 

material safety data sheets provided with EuCl3 indicate no known human toxicities.  

However, it should be cautioned that heretofore unknown sub-clinical toxicities may be 

induced following exposure to lanthanides; hence, it is prudent that these reagents be 

treated as heavy metals for the purpose of disposal.  A further advantage of this approach 

is that, unlike radioactivity, there is no decay of the signal and the fluorescence is stable 

for an indefinite amount of time.  It is possible to add additional enhancement solution to 

the samples months after the original experiment and still obtain reliable data.   

The high sensitivity of this method allows determination of binding in a 

competitive binding assay on whole cells in 96-well plates, whereas radioactive 

determinations are limited to 24-well plates for 125I or 6-well plates for 3H because of 

reduced sensitivity.  Hence, the TRF method provides the opportunity to use less volume, 

run more replicates, and obtain better fits of the data, all in a shorter amount of time than 

required for a radioactive assay.  Furthermore, all steps, from cell growth to fluorescent 

detection, are carried out in the same 96-well plate, thereby eliminating the need for 
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transfer steps.  Read times on the VICTOR3 are quite fast, where a single 96-well plate 

takes less than a minute to read.  This high-throughput screening will offer uniform sets 

of data from which general trends can be identified.  The HTS technology has the 

potential of dramatically increasing output of assays especially when automated. 

Another advantage to using lanthanide chelates over radiolabeled ligands is that 

they provide flexibility since different metals can be caged, thus making it relatively easy 

to do multiple labeling experiments simultaneously.  The VICTOR3 has the capability of 

detecting signal from Eu, Sm, Ty, and Dy, while 111In and 99mTc could be employed for 

further applications such as gamma ray detection and imaging.  By using multiple labels, 

it would be possible to monitor binding of multiple ligands in a single assay volume, 

thereby reducing the time and reagents necessary for the experiment.  We anticipate using 

dual labels in a single assay volume to monitor ligand binding at two different types of 

receptors. 

In setting up lanthanide-based binding assays, a number of conditions must be 

optimized including amount of labeled ligand added to the assay, amount of enhancement 

solution needed, and time needed to fully develop the fluorescent signal.  Special care 

also should be used when choosing which plates to use, as some brands are better than 

other in terms of reducing noise and non-specific binding of ligand to the plates.  We 

have thoroughly investigated these parameters and have devised a system whereby 

lanthanides can be successfully used to monitor receptor-ligand interactions.  The utility 

of these assays is evident by the number of recent literature publications describing the 

use of lanthanides in competitive binding assays.  These ligands and their uses are 
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summarized in Table 4.2.  With the incorporation of lanthanide based assays into the drug 

screening pipeline it is possible that radioactivity may be phased out to make room for 

the lanthanides which are amenable to automation and high-throughput screening. 
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Figure 4.12:  Binding curves generated with Eu-labeled ligands.  These graphs represent 
typical binding curves resulting from competitive binding assays using Eu-labeled 
ligands.  A.) Increasing concentrations of NDP-α-MSH were competed with 10 nM Eu-
DTPA-NDP-α-MSH.  The calculated EC50 = 1.6 nM and the R2 = 0.98.  Each data point 
represents the average of triplicate samples and error bars indicate the standard error 
mean. B.) Increasing concentrations of naloxone were competed with 10 nM Eu-DTPA-
DPLCE.  The calculated EC50 = 61.2 nM and the R2 = 0.95.  Each data point represents 
the average of quadruplicate samples and error bars indicate the standard error mean. 
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5. SCREENING OF HOMOMERS AND HETEROMERS USING LANTHANIDE-

BASED BINDING ASSAYS 

 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

 The work presented in this chapter is a follow-up of the previous work on 

homodimers of NDP-α-MSH presented in Chapter 3.  This chapter discusses the 

evaluation of two other classes of homodimers and the evaluation of heterodimers. 

 

5.1.1. CONSTRUCTION OF HOMODIMERS OF NDP-α-MSH 

 

 Chapter 3 included a discussion of the synthesis and evaluation of a series of 

NDP-α-MSH(4) and NDP-α-MSH(6) homodimers.  It was shown that these homodimers 

bound with an increased affinity and an apparent cooperativity compared to their 

monomeric counterparts.  Upon further evaluation of the data and publications by 

Kiessling et al (1), it was reasoned that the linkers used in these studies were likely too 

short to allow for cross-linking of the receptors by individual binding units on the same 

dimer.  Thus, the increased binding affinity and positive cooperativity noted with the 

Phase I results were most likely an effect of the statistical binding mechanism and not 

due to the receptor clustering mechanism (see Figure 1.2).  It was thus decided that 

dimeric ligands should be constructed with linkers that are much longer than those 

previously investigated in order to simultaneously crosslink receptors in order to observe 

enhanced binding affinity as a result of the receptor clustering mechanism.   
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5.1.2. SIZE ESTIMATIONS  

The lack of high-resolution data for G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) has 

made it difficult to elucidate the 3D structure of these receptors.  Thus, we are limited to 

predicting the length of our linkers based only on estimations of the distance between 

binding pockets of adjacent receptors.  Estimations indicate that the distance between the 

binding sites of 2 GPCRs that are side-by-side is approximately 80Å, indicating that the 

minimum linker length needed to span this distance would be 80Å.  However, this 

number is purely an estimate and the actual distance most likely will vary between 

different receptor types and may change dramatically when evaluating heteromeric 

receptor clustering. 

 In addition to difficulties in estimating the size and location of the receptor 

binding pockets, it is also relatively difficult to estimate the actual length of the linkers in 

question.  This difficulty arises due to the fact that peptide type linkages used to construct 

these linkers will contain some amount of secondary structure.  We have used the 

estimation that one bond is roughly equivalent to 1.5 Å.  This estimation is based on the 

assumption that these linkers are in a stretched conformation. 
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5.1.3. PHASE II STUDIES: NDP-α-MSH DIMERS WITH LONG LINKERS:  

Based on the above information and results from our previous studies with NDP-

α-MSH homodimers, we constructed a family of NDP-α-MSH(7) homodimers with 

linkers ranging in length from 18-148 atoms (~26-220 Å) (Figure 5.1).  A series of 

control ligands were constructed in which NDP-α-MSH(7) was attached to only one end 

of the various linkers (Ligands 1-5, Figure 5.1).  This would allow for a direct 

determination of the influence the linker has on the binding affinity of the ligand to the 

receptor. 

 We have chosen to use Pro-Gly repeats as the core of the linker unit.  This semi-

rigid linker provided the best results in the Phase I studies (see Chapter 3).  The Pro 

residues serve to add rigidity to the overall linker structure, while the Gly residues 

provide a small amount of flexibility.  As an added feature, we also incorporated PEGO 

units into the ends of some of the linkers.  We hypothesized that the addition of this 

flexible moiety to the ends of the otherwise fairly rigid linkers would increase the ability 

of the dimer to find and bind multiple receptors at once.  Since the first event serves to 

tether the multivalent ligand to the cell surface (see Chapter 1), the chances for binding of 

the second ligand would be increased by providing the chance to interrogate more space 

through the presence of flexible ends of the linker. 
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Figure 5.1: The homomeric NDP-α-MSH ligands constructed.  The linker lengths are 
expressed in number of atoms.   

# Ligand: Linker Length (atoms)

1. 18
2. 36
3. 54
4. 72
5. 90

6. 18
7. 36
8. 54
9. 72
10. 90

11. 76
12. 112 
13. 148 

Legend:

= NDP-α-MSH(7)

= [Pro-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, rigid

= PGO20 linker, 20 atoms, flexible

# Ligand: Linker Length (atoms)

1. 18
2. 36
3. 54
4. 72
5. 90

6. 18
7. 36
8. 54
9. 72
10. 90

11. 76
12. 112 
13. 148 

Legend:

= NDP-α-MSH(7)

= [Pro-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, rigid

= PGO20 linker, 20 atoms, flexible
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5.1.4. PHASE III STUDIES: NDP-α-MSH DIMERS WITH SHORT RIGID LINKERS  

Before finalizing the results of the Phase I studies, construction was started on a 

series of short rigid linkers.  This series of compounds consists of linkers constructed 

with aminomethylbenzoic acid groups.  The first three ligands in this family have 1, 2, 

and 3 benzene rings linked in a linear fashion and have lengths of 7, 11, and 15 atoms, 

respectively.  The fourth ligand consists is constructed from 6-(4-aminomethyl-phenyl)-

2-naphthalenecarboxylic acid, and has a length of ~13 atoms.  The full length peptide 

NDP-α-MSH was attached to each end of the linker in order to create dimers.  A set of 

monomers was also constructed with NDP-α-MSH attached to the N-terminus of the 

linker.  The structures of these monomeric and dimeric ligands are presented in Figure 

5.2. 
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Figure 5.2:  Phase III ligands constructed with full length NDP-α-MSH.  The control 
monomeric ligands are represented by ligands 14-17 while ligands 18-21 are the dimeric 
ligands. 
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5.1.5. PHASE IV STUDIES: EVALUATION OF HETERODIMERS 

The driving hypothesis behind this work is dependent upon showing that it is 

possible to simultaneously bind multiple types of receptors.  This has never been 

demonstrated in the literature, and we have attempted to prove this in our Phase IV 

studies.  We have constructed a total of 21 different heterodimers to evaluate the 

feasibility of crosslinking different receptor types. 

 

5.1.5.1. CONSTRUCTION OF THE HETERODIMERS 

A total of 21 heterodimers have been constructed (Figure 5.3).  Ligands 22-34 are 

heterodimers constructed to simultaneously bind the δOR and hMC4R.  Ligands 22-29 

are similar to ligands 6-13 except Deltorphin-II has been substituted for the NDP-α-MSH 

on the N-terminus.  They contain linker cores constructed of the semi-rigid Pro-Gly 

repeats.  Additionally, there is also a family of ligands constructed with linkers of Ser-

Gly repeats (Ligands 30-34).  This linker structure is less rigid than the family of 

corresponding Pro-Gly linkers.  The construction of these two different families will 

allow for direct comparison of lengths and will allow us to determine what influence the 

linker rigidity/flexibility has on the overall binding affinity of the multimeric ligand 

structure. 

Ligands 35-42 are heterodimers constructed to crosslink the CCK-B receptor and 

hMC4R.  These ligands have been constructed with NDP-α-MSH(7) on the N-terminus 

and CCK(6) on the C-terminus.  These ligands follow the trend in structural design of 

ligands 6-13 and ligands 22-29 in that they contain the Pro-Gly repeats. 
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Figure 5.3:  Structures of the heterodimers synthesized to date. 

# Ligand: Linker Length (atoms)          

22. 18               
23. 36
24. 54
25. 72
26. 90 

27. 76 
28. 112 
29. 148

30. 18
31. 36
32. 54
33. 72
34. 90

35. 18
36. 36
37. 54
38. 72
39. 90

40. 76
41. 112
42. 148

Legend:

= NDP-α-MSH(7)

= Deltorphin II

= CCK

= [Pro-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, rigid

= [Ser-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, flexible

= PGO20 linker, 20 atoms, flexible

# Ligand: Linker Length (atoms)          

22. 18               
23. 36
24. 54
25. 72
26. 90 

27. 76 
28. 112 
29. 148

30. 18
31. 36
32. 54
33. 72
34. 90

35. 18
36. 36
37. 54
38. 72
39. 90

40. 76
41. 112
42. 148

# Ligand: Linker Length (atoms)          

22. 18               
23. 36
24. 54
25. 72
26. 90 

27. 76 
28. 112 
29. 148

30. 18
31. 36
32. 54
33. 72
34. 90

35. 18
36. 36
37. 54
38. 72
39. 90

40. 76
41. 112
42. 148

Legend:

= NDP-α-MSH(7)

= Deltorphin II

= CCK

= [Pro-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, rigid

= [Ser-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, flexible

= PGO20 linker, 20 atoms, flexible

Legend:

= NDP-α-MSH(7)

= Deltorphin II

= CCK

= [Pro-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, rigid

= [Ser-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, flexible

= PGO20 linker, 20 atoms, flexible
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5.1.5.2. BINDING EVALUATION OF THE HETERODIMERS 

 The binding assays involved with heteromeric binding are more complicated than 

traditional binding assays in that binding to multiple receptor types must be validated.  

For the purpose of testing our heterodimers there are two ways that the binding assays 

may be set-up, and Figure 5.4 provides a cartoon illustration to further explain these 

experiments.  First, heterodimers can be tested on two different cell types, one cell type 

which is expressing a single complementary receptor to the heterodimer and the other cell 

type which expresses both of the complementary receptor types (Experiment #1, Figure 

5.4).  It would be expected that if the heterodimer engages both receptor types that an 

increased affinity would be observed when comparing the binding results of the 

heterodimer to the cell with two receptor types versus the cell with a single receptor type.   

Alternatively, heteromeric binding can also be assessed using a single cell line 

which expresses both complementary receptors.  In this case during one experiment 

binding would be blocked by excess unlabeled ligand (Experiment #2, Figure 5.4).  The 

binding results from this experiment would be compared to results from another 

experiment in which the receptor was not blocked, thus both receptor types would be free 

to bind ligand.  It would be expected that increased binding affinity would be observed in 

the second case compared to when one receptor type was blocked. 
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Figure 5.4: The two different ways in which heteromeric binding can be evaluated.  
Experiment #1 uses two different cell types while Experiment #2 uses the same cell type 
but blocks binding at one receptor by addition of excess unlabeled ligand.  Figures A and 
C represent low affinity states while B and D represent high affinity states.

A. B.

C. D.

Experiment #1:

Experiment #2:

A. B.

C. D.

Experiment #1:

Experiment #2:
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5.2. METHODS 
 

5.2.1. LIGAND SYNTHESIS 

The Rink resin was swollen in DMF for an hour, washed with DMF, and Nα-

Fmoc protecting groups were removed with 50% piperidine in DMF (1 x 2 min and 1 x 

20 min).  The resin was washed again with DMF, 1.0 M HOBt in DMF, DMF, and the 

next Nα-Fmoc amino acid was coupled using preactivated 0.3 M HOBt ester in THF (3 

equiv. of Nα-Fmoc amino acid, 3 equiv. of HOBt, and 3 equiv. of DIC).  The resin slurry 

was stirred for 2 hours or until Kaiser test became negative.  If the test failed, the resin 

was washed with DMF and the amino acid was coupled again with HBTU/DIEA 

procedure (0.3 M solution of 3 equiv. of Nα-Fmoc amino acid, 3 equiv. of HBTU, and 6 

equiv. of DIEA in DMF) for 3 hours.  If the second coupling did not result in a negative 

Kaiser test, the resin was washed with DMF, and the rest of amino groups were capped 

with 50% acetic anhydride in pyridine for 10 min.   

When the coupling reaction was finished, the resin was washed with DMF, and 

the same procedure was repeated for the next amino acid until all the amino acids in the 

sequence were attached.  After the last amino acid was incorporated, the Fmoc or Aloc 

group was deprotected and the free amine group was acetylated with preformed 0.5 M 

HOBt ester of DTPA. The resin was washed with DMF, THF and DCM.  A cleavage 

mixture (10 mL per 1 g of the resin) consisting of trifluoroacetic acid (91%), water (3%), 

1,2-ethandithiol (3%), and thioanisole (3%) was injected into the resin and the cleavage 

cocktail was stirred for 3 hrs at room temperature.  The solution was filtered off, and the 
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resin was washed with TFA (2x3 min), concentrated by a stream of nitrogen and the 

product was precipitated by cold ether. The peptide pellets were washed three times with 

cold ether and were then lyophilized.   

 

5.2.2. CELL CULTURE:   

HEK293 cells overexpressing the human melanocortin 4 receptor (see Section 

2.2.3.1) were used in to evaluate homodimeric NDP-α-MSH binding while evaluation of 

CCK-B/hMC4R dimers used Hek293/hMC4R cells overexpressing the CCK-B receptor 

(see section 2.3.1.2).  Cells were maintained under standard conditions (37°C, 5% CO2) 

and were grown in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 

10% FBS.  The Hek293/hMC4R/CCK cells were maintained under selection with 0.4 

mg/mL G418 and 100 µg/mL Zeocin. 

 

5.2.3. LANTHANIDE BASED BINDING ASSAYS 

Binding assays were performed on HEK293/hMC4R cells or 

HEK293/hMC4R/CCK-B cells.  Cells were plated in either white or black CoStar 96-

well plates (#3603) at a density of 12,000 cells/well and were allowed to grow for 3 days.  

On the day of the experiment, media was aspirated from all wells.  50 µL of non-labeled 

ligand and 50 µL of Eu-labeled ligand (final concentration of 10 nM for Eu-NDP-α-MSH 

or 0.1 nM for Eu-CCK-8) were added to each well.  Ligands were diluted in binding 

media (DMEM, 1mM 1,10-Phenanthroline, 200 mg/L Bacitracin, 0.5 mg/L Leupeptin, 

0.3% BSA) and samples were tested in quadruplicate, unless otherwise noted.  When it 
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was necessary to block one of the receptors of interest, excess unlabeled ligand was 

added (100 µM NDP-α-MSH to block the hMC4R and 1 µM CCK-8 to block CCK-B 

receptors).  Cells were incubated in the presence of ligands for 40 min at 37°C.  

Following the incubation, cells were washed 3x with Wash Buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 

0.2%BSA, 30 mM NaCl).  Enhancement solution (Perkin Elmer; 1244-105) was added 

(100 µL/well) and the plate was incubated for at least 30 min at 37°C prior to reading.   

The plates were read on a Wallac VICTOR3 instrument using the standard Eu 

TRF measurement (340 nm excitation, 400 µsec delay, and emission collection for 400 

µsec at 615 nm).  Competition curves were analyzed with GraphPad Prism Software 

using the sigmoidal dose-response (variable slope) classical equation for non-linear 

regression analysis.   
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5.3. RESULTS: 

 

5.3.1. HOMODIMERS WITH LONGER LINKERS BIND WITH AN INCREASED 

AFFINITY COMPARED TO THE CORRESPONDING MONOMERS 

 

 In all cases the dimeric constructs of NDP-α-MSH(7) bound with an increased 

affinity compared to the ligands composed of the monomeric NDP-α-MSH(7) plus the 

linker.  In general, the addition of the second NDP-α-MSH(7) binding moiety resulted in 

an approximate 10-fold increase in the binding affinity (see Figure 5.5).  The trends are 

similar for the monomers versus the dimers, and it appears that a linker length of 36 

atoms provided the dimer with the highest affinity (14.1 nM).  The dimer with a linker of 

54 atoms bound with nearly an identical affinity (14.4 nM), indicating that the optimal 

length is somewhere between 53-80 Å, in close accordance with our approximations. 
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Figure 5.5:  Binding results of the NDP-α-MSH homodimers.  The EC50 values listed are 
in nM and are an average of n replicate experiments.  These data were generated using 
the Hek293/hMC4R cells. 

 # Ligand: EC50 Linker n

1. 129.5    18        7
2. 82.0   36        7
3. 232.5    54        7
4. 250.7    72        6  
5. 478.7    90        6

6. 40.0   18        6
7. 14.1   36        6 
8. 14.4   54        6
9. 19.3   72        5
10. 32.7   90        7

11. 11.2   76        5
12. 46.0   112      5
13. 58.7   148      6          

Legend:

= NDP-α-MSH(7)

= [Pro-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, rigid

= PGO20 linker, 20 atoms, flexible

# Ligand: EC50 Linker n

1. 129.5    18        7
2. 82.0   36        7
3. 232.5    54        7
4. 250.7    72        6  
5. 478.7    90        6

6. 40.0   18        6
7. 14.1   36        6 
8. 14.4   54        6
9. 19.3   72        5
10. 32.7   90        7

11. 11.2   76        5
12. 46.0   112      5
13. 58.7   148      6          

Legend:

= NDP-α-MSH(7)

= [Pro-Gly]3 linker, 18 atoms, rigid

= PGO20 linker, 20 atoms, flexible
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5.3.2. ADDITION OF FLEXIBLE ENDS TO OVERALL RIGID LINKERS PROVIDES 

A FURTHER INCREASE IN AFFINITY 

 

 The ligands constructed with the PEGO portions attached to the ends of the Pro-

Gly repeats displayed an increased affinity compared to the dimers constructed with only 

the Pro-Gly linkers.  In this case the best dimeric ligand was ligand 11 which had a linker 

of 76 atoms (~113 Å).  The binding of this ligand represented an approximate 2-fold 

higher affinity compared to ligand 9 with a linker length of 72 atoms constructed with the 

Pro-Gly linker without the PEGO ends.  Figure 5.6 shows the binding trends of these 

ligands compared to homodimeric ligands with only the Pro-Gly linkers and to 

monomers. 
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Figure 5.6: Binding results of NDP-α-MSH(7) dimers compared to their monomeric 
counterparts.  The different families of ligands have been separated and plotted as 
different lines (see legend for clarification).  Ligands with the PEGO portions attached to 
the end of the Pro-Gly linkers bind with higher affinity than ligands constructed with 
linkers of similar lengths. 
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5.3.3. RESULTS OF THE PHASE III STUDIES: 

Figure 5.7 shows that dimeric ligands constructed with short rigid linkers did not 

display an increased binding affinity compared to their monomeric counterparts.  

Interestingly, addition of a linker to the NDP-α-MSH peptide did not have a measurable 

effect, in contrast to our previous experiments with NDP-α-MSH monomeric control 

ligands (compare Figure 5.7 and the results of ligands 1-5).  Besides the identity of the 

linkers, the major difference in these studies is the use of high affinity full length NDP-α-

MSH in the current series compared to the lower affinity NDP-α-MSH(7) in the previous 

studies.
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Figure 5.7:  Phase III ligands constructed with full length NDP-α-MSH.  The control 
monomeric ligands are presented on the left side while the dimeric constructs are 
presented on the right side.  The reported EC50 value is an average of n independent 
experiments each done in quadruplicate. 
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5.3.4. RESULTS FROM PHASE IV HETERODIMERIC LIGAND BINDING 

 

 Compounds 40, 41 and 42 (Figure 5.3) were tested for their binding to the CCK-B 

and hMC4 receptors.  Compounds initially were tested as monomers by binding to cells 

expressing only CCK-B or hMC4 receptors.  These data are presented in Table 5.1.  The 

compounds were then tested for their ability to simultaneously bind the hMC4 and the 

CCK-B receptors by binding to cells which express both receptors.  These data also are 

presented in Table 5.1.  Compounds 40 and 41 may not be binding at both receptors 

simultaneously since the binding enhancement between monomeric and dimeric ligand 

binding was not statistically significant.  However, it is possible that compound 42 binds 

simultaneously to both the hMC4 and CCK-B receptors since a 9-fold increase in binding 

affinity was detected between the monomeric and dimeric binding when assaying binding 

at the hMC4R.  However, the enhancement observed at the CCK-B receptor was not 

statistically significant.
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Table 5.1: Binding results of the Phase IV heterodimers.  Ligand binding was measured 
at both the hMC4 and CCK-B receptors.  Ligands were bound as monomers to cells 
expressing only one receptor type and as dimers to cells expressing both receptor types.  
The dimer data presented here are only preliminary since they have only been repeated 
once.  The EC50 values represent an average of n independent binding experiments. 
 
 
 
 

40 41 42 
   

Linker = 76 atoms Linker = 112 atoms Linker = 148 atoms 

 

EC50 (nM) n EC50 (nM) n EC50 (nM) n 
Monomer  65 3 81 2 124 4 hMC4R 

Binding Dimer  25 4 24 3 14 5 
Monomer  160 4 204 4 212 4 CCK 

Binding Dimer  47 4 71 3 96 4 
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5.4. DISCUSSION: 

 Results from the Phase II studies indicate that homodimers with longer linkers 

bind with higher affinity compared to the monomers.  Dimers 7 and 8 with linker lengths 

of 36 and 54 atoms, respectively, bound with nearly identical affinities (14 nM).  The 

dimer 11 with a linker length of 76 atoms bound with the highest affinity (11 nM) 

suggesting that the addition of the flexible PEGO moiety to the ends of the rigid linkers 

helps facilitate ligand binding.  Since this family of ligands is not complete, meaning that 

the dimers with PEGO ends and linker lengths < 76 atoms were not constructed it is 

difficult to asses whether the affinity enhancement is a direct result of the linker structure 

or if it is a reflection of the linker length.  However, based on the curves in Figure 5.6, we 

conclude that addition of PEGO to the linkers provide an improvement in binding 

compared to the Pro-Gly linkers.  The PEGO linker of 76 atoms bound with an affinity of 

11.2 nM, representing an improvement over the Pro-Gly linker 72 atoms in length (19.3 

nM).  The lengths of these linkers are closely matched, suggesting that the PEGO linker 

is superior. 

 Results from the Phase III studies indicate that the short rigid linkers do not 

provide affinity enhancement.  It was expected that a small increase in affinity would be 

observed since these dimeric ligands could bind via the statistical method.  These dimers 

were constructed using the full length NDP-α-MSH ligand instead of a truncated version, 

which has been used for all of the previous studies.  It is hypothesized that since the full 

length NDP-α-MSH ligand binds with higher affinity than the truncated versions, that the 

off-rate of these dimers is too slow to detect affinity enhancement via the statistical 
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binding mechanism.  Alternatively, the lack of binding enhancement could be a result of 

the slow off-rate relative to the diffusion constant.  If the off-rate is relatively slow and 

the diffusion constant is great, then the ligand would diffuse away before having time to 

rebind to the receptor following its dissociation.  

The data for the binding of the hMC4R/CCK heterodimers are very encouraging.  

Based on the data presented in Table 5.1, it appears that the heterodimer 42 is engaging 

both receptors simultaneously.  When the affinity of this ligand was assessed using cells 

with only the hMC4R, the EC50 was determined to be 124 nM.  When the ligand binding 

was tested at the hMC4R on cells expressing both the hMC4R and the CCK-B receptors, 

the EC50 was 14 nM.  This represents a 9-fold increase in affinity going from a monomer 

to a dimer.  A more modest increase was noted with binding at the CCK receptor.  At this 

receptor, the heterodimer bound with a monomeric affinity of 212 nM and a dimeric 

affinity of 96 nM, representing a 2-fold increase in affinity.   

It is interesting to note the differences in affinity enhancement when comparing 

the CCK-B and hMC4 receptors.  It is our hypothesis that there are more CCK-B 

receptors per cell and thus, once one end of the ligand binds to the hMC4R it is much 

easier for the other end to find and bind a CCK-B receptor.  Since there are fewer 

hMC4R per cell, it would be more difficult for the dimers to bind to the hMC4R after 

engaging one end at the CCK-B receptor.  Future experiments will investigate this 

hypothesis.   

These preliminary data further support our hypothesis that a longer linker may be 

required to span the distance between receptors when evaluating heterodimers as 
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compared to monodimers, as discussed in Section 5.1.2.  As presented in Figure 5.5, the 

best homodimer was compound 11 with a linker length of 76 atoms, which bound with an 

EC50 of 11.2 nM.  In the case of the heterodimers, the ligand that bound with the highest 

affinity was compound 42, which has a linker length of 148 atoms.  This ligand bound 

with an EC50 of 14 nM, an affinity very similar to the homodimer ligand 11.  Evaluation 

is currently underway on compounds 35-39 and data from these experiments will shed 

more light on the effects of linker length on heterodimeric ligand binding. 

 The data presented in this chapter will be useful in designing additional ligands 

that can be used to assess the optimal linker length needed to span the distance between 

two receptors.  Future experiments are planned to repeat binding analysis of ligands 40-

42, using cells with higher expression of hMC4R in order to test the hypothesis relating 

to receptor numbers and binding affinity.  The binding affinities of ligands 35-39 are 

currently being tested, while testing of compounds 22-34 is dependent upon construction 

of cells which have dual expression of the δOR and hMC4R. 
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Appendix A 
 
 
 
 

HITTING MULTIPLE TARGETS WITH MULTIMERIC LIGANDS 
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Appendix B 
 
 
 
 

NOVEL TARGETING STRATEGY BASED ON 
MULTIMERIC LIGANDS FOR DRUG DELIVERY AND 

MOLECULAR IMAGING 
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Appendix C 
 
 
 
 
 

LANTHANIDE-BASED TIME-RESOLVED FLUORESENCE 
OF IN CYTO LIGAND-RECEPTOR INTERACTIONS 
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Appendix D 
 
 
 
 
 

LANTHANIDE-BASED LUMINESCENT ASSAYS FOR 
LIGAND-RECEPTOR INTERACTIONS 
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Appendix E 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DEVELOPMENT OF A LANTHANIDE-BASED ASSAY 
FOR DETECTION OF RECEPTOR LIGAND INTERACTIONS 

AT THE δ-OPIOID RECEPTOR 
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